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Abstract

A key problem in object recognition is selection, namely, the problem of
identifying regions an image within which to start the recognition pro-
cessIideally by isolating regions that are likely to come from a sngle object.
Such a selection mechanism has been found to be crucial in reducing the
combinatorial search involved in the matching stage of object recognition.
Even though selection is of help in recognition, it has largely remained un-
solved because of the difficulty in isolating regions belonging to objects under
complex imagmg conditions involving occlusions, changing iumination, and
object appearances.

This thesis presents a novel approach to the selection problem by propos-
ing a computational model of visual attentional selection as a paradigm for
selection in recognition. In particular, it proposes two modes of attentional
selection, namely, attracted and pay attention modes as being appropriate
for data and model-driven selection in recognition. An implementation of
this model has led to new ways of extracting color, texture and line group
information in images, and their subsequent use in isolating areas; of the
scene likely to contain the model object. Among the specific results in this
thesis are a method of specifying color by perceptual color categories for
fast color region segmentation and color-based localization of objects, and a
result showing that the recognition of texture patterns on model objects is
possible under changes orientation and occlusions without detailed seg-
mentation. The thesis also presents an evaluation of the proposed model
by integrating with a D from 2D object recognition system and recording
the improvement in performance. These results indicate that attentional.
selection can significantly overcome the computational bottleneck in object
recognition, both due to a reduction in the number of features, and due to a
reduction in the number of matches during recognition using the information
derived during selection. Finally, these studies have revealed a surprising
use of selection, namely, the partial solution of the pose of a 3D object.

Thesis Supervisor: W. Eric L. Grimson

Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring;
There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
And drinking largely sobers us again.
Fired at first sight with what the Muse imparts,
In fearless youth we tempt the heights of Arts,
While from the bounded level our mind,
Short views we take, nor see the lengths behind;
But more advanced, behold with strange surprise
New distant scenes of endless science rise!
So pleased at first the towering Alps we try,
Mount oer the vales, and seem to tread the sky,
Th' eternal snows appear already past,
And the first clouds and mountains seem the last;
But, those attained, we tremble to survey
The growing labors of the lengthened way,
The' increasing prospect tires our wandering eyes,
Hills peep oer hills, and Alps on Alps arise.1

ALEXANDER POPE
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Chapter 

n ro Uc ion

1.1 The Selection Problem

Exhibiting some understanding of a scene is iportant for robots to deal effectively

with their environment. This may involve etermining which objects are present a

scene or whether a prticular object appears in a given scene. Both these operations

may involve model-based object recognition, that is, recognizing objects from their

stored model descriptions. Most of the approaches to model-based object recognition

have used geometric features to recognize objects. Such methods frequently proceed

by extracting points or edges as features from both the model and a given image

(Figure 1.1) and trying to identify pairings between image data and model features

that are consistent with a rigid transformation of the object model into image coordi-

nates. In the absence of any information about the possible location of the object in

the scene, a feature pairings are possible candidates and the search for the correct

p ' ' gs of data and model features becomes combinatorially explosive. Most of this

search is fi-uitless, especially when pairs of features belonging to separate objects

are tried, and cannot possibly yield a correct transformation. If recognition systems

were provided with information about a set of data features likely to come from a

single object, then the search for the matching features can be focused on relevant

6
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subsets of features that axe likely to yield a correct transformation. Thus in the

image of Figure 1.1b, if it could somehow be determined that the region nicated

in the circle came from a single object and hence all the features contained within

it, then the number of features that need to be looked at would reduce considerably

(from 500 to 50 here). This can cause the number of matches that need to be tried

to be greatly reduced. To get an indication of the amount of reduction in search,

for a reduction in the number of image features from 500 to 50 as in Figure 1.1 and

assuming at least 4 pairs of features for matching, the number of possible matches

reduces from 0 5004 504) to 0504 504) or by a total of about 10" when there are 0

model features. Further, it 'is desirable to order these subsets of data features such

that the more promising ones, i.e., those that are more likely to point to a single

object, are explored first. This can not only increase the likelihood of a good match

being obtained earlier, but is also useful when the task is to recognize as many ob-

jects as possible in a scene. Recognition systems, therefore, have found the need for

a mechanism that can meet these goals, namely, to 'Isolate areas in the ftnage that

are likely to come from a sngle object, and to order these regions such that the more

promising ones are explored first. The problem of isolation and ordering of regions

likely to come from a single object has been termed the selection problem and has

been realized to be one of the key problems in recognition 59, 581. It was shown in

[58] that the expected complexity of recognition (using a recognition method called

constrained search) can reduce from exponential to quadratic when all the features

(edges in this case) were known to come from a single object. Other recognition

methods have also found a need for such information as the work of 95, 731. Two

kinds of selection can be distinguished, namely, data-driven and model-driven selec-

tion. In data-driven selection, the isolation of regions is based solely on the image

data and some general a priori knowledge about the scenes, while in model-driven se-

lection, specific information about a model object is used to locate regions in a given

image that are likely to arise from this object. The data-driven selection problem

occurs when there is no specific information (apart from the features for matching)

available about the model object, or when more than one object is being recognized

so that model-independent selection is needed, or when the model object 'is to be
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indexed from a library of models based on the selected region.

1.2 The Difficulty in Selection

Whether selection 'is data or model-dri'ven, it is apparent that it differs from the

problem of segmentation, where the goal is to partition the image into regions that

contain a single object. In selection, it is not essential to isolate regions that totally

contain a single object, nor is 'it necessary to partition the entire image into different

object-containm'g regions. In addition, the isolated regions are only likely to contain

the object and not guaranteed to do so. It would seem that these differences should

e the selection problem relatively simple. Yet, it has largely remained unsolved.

What makes selection so difficult? In the ideal case, if the appearance of the desired

object in the scene were known, and objects in the scene were nicely separated and

distinguishable from the background, and the LIMInation conditions were know-n,

then even simple methods that rely on intensity measurements would work wen to

extract salient groups of features. But in reality the appearance of the object is

not known. In addition, ill ation conditions and surface geometries of objects

present in a scene can cause problems of occlusion, shadowing, specularities, and

inter-reflections which axe compounded even further by scene clutter. As can be

seen from Figure 1.1b, these conditions make it difficult to isolate regions likely to

come from a single object based on low-level features such as edges and lines. In

data-dr'ven selection particularly, finding a way to extract meaningful structure a

group of features that also points to their likelihood of coming from a single object is

difficult. Previous approaches to data-driven selection have regarded it as a problem

of grouping data features such as edges, lines and points based on relations such

as parallelism, or coffinearity, 95, 125], distance and orientation 76], and regions

enclosed by a group of edges 25]. Here the observation that it is ely that a

random collection of features in a scene project to satisfy a relation such as convexity

or parallelism in an image is used to infer that the presence of such a relation points

to a greater likelihood of such features coming from a single ob'ect. This inference

is not often valid under occlusions, changes in 1111mination conditions, and noise n
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(a)

(b)

Figuxe 1.2-. Illustration to show that additional information about the object and

scene can help in recognition. Here the model object and scene of Figure 1.1 are

shown in color, The color information can help to separate the object's edges from

that of the background. But deducing that the colors on the object in the scene of (b)

are the same as those in (a) even though they appear different can be difficult,
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the image measurements with the result that most of the groups obtained are often

unreliable, that is, they do not come from a single object. Even when a description of

the object is available as in model-driven selection, interpreting data features under

these conditions is still dffficult.

it would appear that some of these problems would be aeviated if we could use

more powerful model and image descriptors. For example, if we choose to use the

color information in the image for selection, then a single color region is very likely

to come from a single object (unless occlusions of similar colored objects occur) and

would serve the purposes of data and model-driven selection. But extracting color

regions 'is not easy. Also, finding a description of the color of the model object that

remains stable under a variety of imaging conditions is also dffficult. For example,

deducing that the color of the object instance depicted in the scene of Figure 1.2b

is the same as in its model escription shown in Fgure 1.2a can be difficult.

1.3 Attentional Selection

W'hile it has proven difficult for machines to perform selection, humans, on the other

hand, seem to have no such problem. We are able to look at a scene and quickly

select some aspect of the scene for further processing. Frequently, such a selection

is restricted to single entities or objects in the scene. This ability to perform a

selection of the scene to focus the later processing is often attributed to the mech-

anism of visual attention 146, 70� 117]. The term attention has been interpreted

in several different ways by past researchers. It has been described variously as a

state of muscular contraction and adaptation, as a pure mental activity, as a fin-lit

on the uman capability to carry out elementary mental processes 14, 15], and as

a spotlight that glues the processing of features 149, 146]. All these views agree

though that the end result of utilizing the mechanism of visual attention is to se-

lect a certain portion of the scene on which to concentrate future visual processing.

Accordingly, visual attention can be viewed as a mech ' that by declaring some

aspect of the visual st us to be nteresting, allows the brain to selectively respond
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12 Introduction

Figure 13: The view of visual attention taken in this thesis. The attention mech-

anism is regarded as consisting of a selection module and a focusing module. The

selection module declares some aspectlregion of the scene "interesting" and causes

the focusing module to be directed to that region.

to it. In this view, the attention mechanism is thought of as consisting of a selection

module and a focusing module as shown 'in Figure 13. The attentional selection

module is one that declares a re 'on of the scene interesting causing the focusing

module to be directed to that region. This directing of attention may be deliberate

or spontaneous, that is, may or may not be consciously driven. Attention focus

can be directed to aspects/regions of a scene that 'pop' out 70], 39], or it can be

directed to aspects/regions that are relevant to a task. These two ways of directing

the attention focus may be thought of as two modes of attentional selection, namely,

attracted and pay attention modes respectively. Thus in attract-attentional selection,

the regions/aspects of a scene selected are those that 'pop' out or 'attract' attentioni

while in pay-attentional selection, the specific task information is used to 'pay' at-

tention to only those object/aspects of the scene that are relevant to the task. The

attracted-attention mode of selection has been referred to as pre-attentive processing

and is usually considered to precede attention 147, 145, 149]. Here we adopt the

view taken in 70] and consider it as part of the entire attention mechanism.
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1.3.1 Attentional selection 'in ob'ect recognition

That visual attention can play a role in object recognition was realized by several

researchers 67, 148, 70]. WI-ifle most work has projected a role for attention as

enhancing the detectability of an object (that 'is being attended to), the idea of us-

ing attention to select relevant aspects of a scene to avoid the combinatorial search

in recognition was proposed in 70]. The of this thesis is to investigate this

hypothesis further. Specifically, the is to develop a computational model of at-

tentional selection, and use it as a paradigm for selection in object recognition In

particular, we wish to use the attracted-attention and pay-attention modes to serve

as paradigms for data and model-driven selection respectively. Thus data-driven

selection can be achieved by identifying regions in an image that attract attention

(i.e., that are distinctive or salient) with respect to some feature such as color or tex-

ture, while model-driven selection can be achieved by paying attention to the model

object's features (i.e., using the model features to decide saliency of features in the

image). While it is understandable that paying attention to model features can help

isolate areas in the image that could contain subsets of data features that axe likely

to contain a single object (or the specific model object in this case), it is not edi-

ately apparent how locating salient regions can help in serving the goals of selection.

Such a choice is, however, motivated by the following considerations. First, it is often

observed that an object stands out in a scene because of some istinctive features

that axe usually localized to some portion of the object. Therefore isolating distinc-

tive regions is more likely to point to a single object than an arbitrary collection of

features. Secondly, a distinctive region, if suitably found, can help in ting the

number of candidate models from the library that can potentially match the given

data. This is especially true if only a few models in the library satisfy the features

that made the data region distinctive. Lastly, it has often been observed that the

first objects recognized in a scene are those that attract an observer's attention 70].

Thus ordering the regions by distinctiveness to decide which objects to recognize first

seems to be in keeping with this observation. Finally, a number of other approaches

have also suggested that selection, at least data-driven, can be performed based on
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some measure of saliency, such as the structural saliency of curves 1351, or saliency

defined by local fferences in contrast, color, or sze 48, 97, 39].

1.4 Roadmap

So it appears that attentional selection 'is a reasonable paradigm for selection in

object recognition both because it can isolate regions likely to come from a (the)

single object and because it also orders the selected regions. But how is attentional

selection achieved? Previous work on attention in psychological, psychophysical and

physiological studies has concentrated more on establishing the capabilities and the

existence of the mechanism rather than explai =g how selection can be achieved.

Psychological studies have put forward theories of attention 145, 14, 447 125, 36, 117],

while psychophysical studies have tried to indicate the effects of attention-mediated

behavior as well as the factors that affect attention 84, 427 1087 517 148]. For

example, such studies have observed that the knowledge of the location of the cue

helps focusing attention faster 42], that an increase in the number of physically

s ar istracting st decreases the ability to attend [108], and that there is

a relation between attention and eye movements [51],[148]. Physiological studies

have tried to localize the various regions in the brain where attention can modulate

neuronal response. Cells whose response is affected by the state of attention have

been found to occur in the visual area V4, area 7 and the infero-temporal cortex

(IT) 62, 106, 1317 18]. So while these studies have attempted to establish the

existence of the attention mechanism, a few computational models have addressed

the question of what constitutes attentional. selection 89, 24]. Such models could

explain y attract-attentional selection, and lacked enough detail to be amenable

to an implementation. We begin, therefore, by presenting a computational model of

the attentional selection process. This model, presented in Chapter 2 is designed

to exhibit both attract and pay-attentional selection using a single framework. The

thesis then describes an' lamentation of the model to serve as a paradigm for data

and model-driven selection. Figures 14 and 1.5 give a flavor for the selection that

can be performed by the system. Figure 1.4a shows an image of a realistic indoor
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(a)

(C)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 14: lustration of data-driven selection that can be performed by our atten-

tional selection mechanism. (a) An image depicting a scene of objects of different

materials and having occlusions and inter-reflections. (c)-(f) The four most salient

regions detected by the selection mechanism after etracting the various color regions

in this image as shown in (b).

scene with shadows, inter-reflections, and consisting of many types of objects. The

four most slient regions found by the. system in this image are shown in Fgures 1.4b-

e. These regions axe, therefore, the result of data-driven selection performed by the

system. Figure 1.5 shows an example of model-driven selection being performed by

our system. Figure 15a shows a model ob'ect and Figure 1.5b shows a scene

which the model object appears. Fally Fgure 1.5c shows a-region of the mage

that is declared most likely to belong to the model object based on a description of

the object drawn from the view shown Figure 1.5a.

The rest of the thesis discusses how such a -selection of the scene can be achieved

by presenting an implementation of the model of attentional selection restricted to

three different features, namely, color, texture and parallel-line groups. Chapters 3 4,

and indicate how data and model-driven selection for object recognition can be
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(a)

(b)

(C)

Figuie 1.5: Rlustration of model-driven selection that can be performed by our at-

tentional selection mechanism, (a) A -model object. (b A scene in which the object

appears in a different pose and is illuminated differently. (c) Region of the scene de-

clared to most likely contain the model object by extracting a color and texture-based

description of the object from the view shown in (a).
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performed using these cues individually, which are later combined in Chapter 6 to

complete the description of an implementation of the attentional selection model. In

Chapter 3 we present a method of representing color information called perceptual

color categories as an appropriate representation for the task of selection. These color

categories are used to develop a fast region segmentation algorithm that extracts

perceptual color regions images. The color regions extracted form the basis for

perfor g data and model-driven selection. Data-driven selection is achieved by

selecting salient color regions as judged by a color-saliency measure that emphasizes

attributes that seem to be important in human color perception. The approach to

model-driven selection, on the other hand, exploits the color region information in

the model to locate instances of the model in a given image. Here region adjacency

graph-based descr' tions of model and image color regions are used to develop a

subgraph matching strategy for model-driven selection. The approach presented

tolerates some of the problems of occlusion, pose and illumination changes that

make a model instance in an image appear different from its original description.

Chapter 4 presents an approach to data and model-driven selection using texture

or pattern on objects as a cue. Here the 'image is modeled as a short space station-

ary process and texture information is captured in a repre sentation called the linear

prediction (LP) spectrum, to develop a texture region segmentation algorithm that

roughly indicates the different texture regions in the image. A measure of texture

saliency is then developed to select among the various texture regions. It captures

the interplay between regions of different contrast by analyzing their properties such

as area, shape, and relative placement. Next, the problem of using the texture

or pattern information on a D object as a cue to perform model-driven selection

is discussed. Here we use the linear prediction spectrum representation again and

show that the recognition of the texture pattern on an instance of the model object

in an image is possible even under changes in orientation and occlusions. Specifi-

cally, we show that as the object undergoes a 3D linear transformation, the linear

prediction spectrum of a planar patch texture on the object undergoes a 2D linear

transformation that is the inverse of the transformation undergone by the texture.

This result is used not only to develop a method of texture recognition by matching
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the LP spectra of model texture and an isolated image region, but also to recover

the transformation. The candidate matching regions are obtained without detailed

segmentation, by using a technique called overlapping window analysis. This analy-

sis, under some conditions, guarantees the existence of a window sp g an image

region containing only the model texture regardless of its position and orientation.

Such a region is sufficient for the recognition of the model texture using the LP

spectrum representation.

Chapter ex nes the property of closely-spaced parallelism between lines on

objects and exploits 'it to achieve data and model-driven selection. Specifically, we

present a method of identify' s of closely-spaced parallel lines in images.

Since the end result here is a grouping of lines based on a constraint, this falls into

the class of grouping methods for recognition. But the grouping scheme presented

generates a linear number of s -sized and reliable groups and meets several of the

desirable requirements of a grouping scheme for recognition. Data-driven selection

is achieved by selecting salient line groups as judged by a saliency measure that

emphasizes the likelihood of the groups coming from sgle objects. The approach

to model-driven selection, on the other hand, uses the description of closely-spaced

parallel line groups on the model object to selectively generate line groups in the

image that are likely to be the projections of the model groups under a set of allow-

able transformations and taking into account the effect of occlusions, llumination

changes, and imaging errors.

Chapter 6 brings together the work on selection using the individual cues of color,

texture and line groups and places it in the context of the attentional selection mode-

proposed in Chapter 2 It presents ways in which these three cues can be combined

in both data and model-driven modes to perform an overall selection of the scene.

This completes the description of an implementation of the model of attentional

selection.

The next few chapters deal with the issue of evaluation of the attentional selection

mechanism. Specifically, the pay-attentional selection is evaluated by integrat' 

with a recognition system and recording the provement 'in performance on test
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scenes. Chapter 7 presents etails of the recognition system built and its integration

with the developed attentional selection mechanism. The conclusion reached from

the 'integration studies is that while attentional selection was originally envisaged as a

front-end to a recognition system, information derived during selection could also be

used during the matching stage of reco ion. The search reduction possible using

each of the cues individually and in combination was then explored. These estimates

were then borne out in the actual test experiments. These results are presented in

Chapter 8. These indicate that attentional selection can reduce the search involved in

recognition drastically, by not only reducing the number of features to be examined

by removing large portions of the image that axe 'Irrelevant, but also reducing the

actual number of matches explored during recognition by providing more constraints

using information derived from selection. Fally a surprising use of selection in

recognition became apparent from the studies on texture-based selection, namely,

that selection can lead to the partial solution of the pose of a object in an image.

1.5 Conclusions

The thesis presents a novel approach to the selection problem in object recognition

by proposing a computational model of visual attentional selection as a paradigm

for data and model-driven selection. The specific contributions of the thesis lie in

the new ways of processing color, texture and parallel-line groups for performing

data and model-driven selection using the paradigm of attentional. selection, and in

demonstrating that such a selection mechanism can drastically reduce the search

involved in object recognition. It 'is hoped that the proposed model of attentional

selection can be suitable for other tasks besides object recognition that require a

selection of the scene. It 'is also hoped that the model can give a plausible explanation

of the visual attentional selection in the brain.
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In this chapter we present a computational model of attentional selection. We adopt

the view that visual attention involves a selection phase followed by a focusing phase

as mentioned in Chapter 1. With this view, questions often unresolved about the

nature of the attention spotlight such as whether it is serial or parallel 107, 69, 150],

external or Mternal [51, 148], are not of concern as they deal with the focusing phase

of attention. Also the model of attentional selection to be described here gives

a conceptual vew of the processing that may be involved in the selection phase.

Therefore, no claims about a direct mapping of the model into neural architecture
will be made.

2.1 The Computational Model

The proposed computational model of attentional selection is shown in Figure 21.

According to this model, the scene represented by the image is first processed by

a set of feature detectors that generate the respective feature maps. Some of the

features that can be detected (apart from brightness) are: color, texture, depth,

20

Chapter 2
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Figure 21: The computational model of attentional selection proposed in this thesis

that can demonstrate both attracted and pay attention modes of attentional behavior.

The former behavior Z's achieved by a simultaneous activation of all feature maps

using default parameters and procedures. The pay attention behavior, on the other

hand, i achieved by a selective activation of feature maps. The two modes are

proposed as paradigms for data and model-driven selection in object recognition.
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edges, curvature, contrast, line information such as parallelism, ollinearity, length,

orientation, and others such as shape, size, symmetry, etc. The feature detectors

are algorit or procedures that are designed to be open ended in that they may

have some parameters that usually have a default value but can be set by the task

at hand. The parameters can be, for example, the sigma of the Gaussian for an edge

detector, or orientation difference thresholds for deciding a set of lines to be paxalue].

in a parallel-line detector. Some of these features form a hierarchy, such as lines and

comers abstracted into polygons, an instance of the closure property. The model

therefore, allows feature detectors to interact via the medium of feature maps as

indicated by the back arrow from a feature map to a feature detector 'in Figure 21.

The model also allows more than one feature detector to be used to generate a

feature map in the hierarchy. The feature detectors in the model are considered

active units as indicated by circles Figure 21 unlike the feature maps which are

considered passive units and indicated by rectangles in the figure. The activation

of the feature maps is controlled by a central attentional control as indicated in the

figure. On inactivation, some of the feature detectors may produce no output at all

while others may just let the finage through wthout further processing.

Next, the feature maps are processed separately by selection jitters that incor-

porate a set of strategies for selecting regions that are distinctive or salient in the

respective feature maps. The result of such a processing 'is available the form of

individual saliency maps. en feature maps form a hierarchy, not a of them may

be processed by selection filters. The strategies are again algorithms for processing

information the respective features and may employ intermediate representations.

The choice of a strategy appropriate for a given task is decided by a central control

mechanism. The control mechanism itself obtains information to decide the strategy

from the task, the image, as well as a priori knowledge about the world.

Once the distinctive aspects of a scene along the respective feature dimensions

have been identified, there 'is a final arbiter module that also houses a set of strategies,

to decide the most significant aspects of the scene based on all the observed features.

Here agam', the choice of the strategy is task dependent and is affected by the control
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mechanism. The set of regions finally selected can then be used for further visual

processing, as say, for recognition.

Thus the model suggests that information processing occur in three basic stages:

an elementary feature processing stage, followed by a selection based on individual

features or cues, and finally, an overall selection of the scene based on a combination

of cues. It employs, therefore, three types of representations: feature maps, indi-

vidual saliency maps, and finally, the overall selected regions map. The latter two

maps ffer from the elementary feature maps in that they indicate the importance

of some image regions over the others so that not every region of the image may be

represented. Further, the regions here may map to spatially overlapping regions in

the image.

WUe the above description gives an impression of a passive flow of information,

the model incorporates considerable flexibility through the control mechanism that

can vary the strategies used to process features at each of the stages. The model

also allows top down task level and a priori information to be combined suitably

with the bottom up information derived by processing the image along the various

feature dimensions. Top-dow-n task level information can influence the processing

of the image through the strategies driving the modules. Thus if the task involved

searching for a particular color, then the image may be analyzed by a feature detector

that looks only for that color rather than extract a the color regions so that the

exact form of the maps could vary based on the task. Finally, the model aows

for both serial and parallel forms of processing. All the feature ensions can b e

processed either serially or in parallel, and within a feature dimension, the iage

could be analyzed by serial or parallel algorithms.

Either mode of attentional selection can now be demonstrated within the frame-

work of the model as follows: In the attracted attention mode, a the modules at

a stages are activated and the default strategies residing in these modules axe used

for choosing both a distinctive region within a map, and the overall most distinctive

regions. In the pay attention mode, the task ictates what feature maps need to

be activated and in what order. It also affects the choice of strategies in both the
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filtering and arbiter stages. The set of distinctive features chosen for a given scene

can thus be different depending on the mode of operation.

2.2 Relation to Other Computational Models of At-

tention

The above model has some similarities as well as differences with existing computa-

tional models of attention 89, 24]. As in other models, the underlying motivation

has been to use attention as a mechanism of feature-based selection in scene under-

standing. Like other models, 'it is also based primarily on the psychophysical model

of visual attention by Treisman 145]. In Treisman's model, incoming information

undergoes a preliminary analysis stage that exposes the physical properties such as

color, orientation lines, brightness, etc. in feature maps. A filtering mechanism then

es a selection of some part of the scene based on these feature maps. The model

emphasizes a preattentive stage where early representations of the 'image ae formed

and filtered. This is followed by an attentive stage where attention is focussed on the

selected input. In fact, the idea of feature maps to represent the low level processing

of information in the image has been suggested for visual processing in general by

Marr 102], Barrow and Tenenbaum 6 and Treisman 145] among others. While

Marr argued for a primal sketch as a map to expose the image features, Barrow and

Tenenbaum had termed the feature maps as intrinsic images. Although building ab-

straction levels in the form of feature maps helps to expose the information contained

in the image along the various feature dimensions, this alone is not sufficient. They

must be combined to succinctly represent the inferences made by such processing.

In Treisman's model this was hidden in the concept of the selection filter. Later

computational models of attention tried to elaborate on the working of the selection

filter. In Koch and lln-tan's model 89], selection was done by comb' g the fea-

ture maps somehow into a single saliency map, and choosing the best (or the most

salient) region by a simple winner-take-all mechanism. The feature maps in this

model besides representing elementary operations on the image, also recorded the
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way in which iage locations differed from their surrounding locations. Thus each

feature map tells how conspicuous a given location is a given scene. In this sense,

'it combines the feature map and individual saliency map of our model of attentional

selection. The saliency map in Koch and Uman's model combined information in

each 'individual map into one global measure of conspicuity 153] A model of at-

tention proposed by Clark and Ferrier 24] later 'indicated a way of combining the

feature maps into a single saliency map by using a linear combination of weighted

feature values. That is, each feature map is assigned a weighting ction that rates

heir ortance and helps in the selection of relevant features to be incorporated

in the saliency map.

The model proposed in this thesis, though similar in spirit to the previous mod-

els of attention, differs from them in several important respects. At the outset, it

makes explicit the existence of two modes of attentional selection, namely, attract

and pay-attentional selection, and provides a framework for exhibiting both modes

of selection. While all these models suggested a strict bottom-up processing, by con-

sidering pay-attentional selection, this model allows top-down task levelinformation

to influence selection, allowing regions that are not necessarily salient on their own

to become salient if they are desirable/relevant for the current task. Next, because

of the hierarchy of features allowed, the maps need not be retinotopic. For example,

in a color region map, the representation may be in terms of the number of regions

and their spatial relationship rather than a pixel-wise representation of color regions.

Further, because the feature maps are of different types such as color, texture, etc.,

it is not appropriate to combine them all M'to a sngle saliency map, until sufficient

abstraction has been built based on these feature maps to aow a common basis for

comparison. This is done in the model by building tiple saliency maps, one for

each feature, and postponing their combination until the arbiter stage. This not only

allows a more flexible way of filtering each feature type as is appropriate for that

domain, but also aows a medium for top-down task level information to permeate

and affect the selection of the salient regions in each of these feature maps. The

combining of feature maps through the arbiter module is thus more general than

the linear combination way of combining cues proposed in Clark and Ferrier's model
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[24]. Finally, the model separates the control issues from the assembly of feature

maps, thus aowing us to analyze separately their individual roles making up the

attentional selection mechanism.

2.3 Performance Evaluation

An interesting question associated with the development of a computational model

of attentional. selection is how the success of a system implementing the model can be

evaluated. That is, how does one evaluate the nature of selection performed by such

a system? Evaluating an implementation of attract-attention mode is tricky since it

would entail seeing if there is agreement with the selection performed by humans.

That is, when asked to describe the most noticeable regions of a scene, do the regions

selected by the attract-attention mode of the model coincide with the conclusions

of observers. To test this, psychophysical experiments could be performed

in which eye movements of observers are recorded. The density of fixations can be

taken to be indicative of the saliency of a region. With this method however, the

performance of the system can be judged mostly in cases where the distinctive fea-

tures detected are localized to a sall spatial region. Also, it may not be conclusive

since the directing of attention to a region can be independent of eye movements [51].

Even when we cannot evaluate tis attention mode by psychophysical experiments, it

may still be Mteresting to see if such an implementation serves some useful purpose.

Since our original motivation was to propose attentional selection as a paradigm for

selection object recognition, one way to evaluate the attract-attention mode would

be to see if the selected regions satisfy the requirements of data-driven selection in

object recognition, that is, do they come firom a single object? d are such regions

useful for reducing the search in object recognition?

Evaluating the pay-attentional selection 'is easier snce 'it 'is tied to a task and

requires asking: Did the selection mechanism succeed in selecting regions relevant

to the task? By g the task the recognition of a model object description, we

can turn the ftnplementation of the pay-attention mode into a model- driven selection
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mechanism. Thus the pay-attention selection can be evaluated by integrating with
an ob ect recognition system and testing the performance of the combined system'

i in
reducing the search involved in recognition, as well as the reduction the number

of false positive and negative identifications.

2.4 Implementing Attentional Selection

In attempting an implementation of the model of attentional. selection, several issues

need to be addressed at practically every level of processing, such as: at kind of

features should be chosen? How can they be detected and represented? What are

the different strategies that may be used to select distinctive regions in the individ-

ual featuxe maps? How should selection based on different features be combined?

Finally, there is the problem of control relating to the activation of various modules

and the interaction between feature maps. These problems are nontrivial as seen

for example in the problem of deciding which region is the most distinctive one in a

map. Thus in a given map, say, a color map, how do we decide which is the most

distinctive color? Is it the intensity, the hue or the predo ance of a given color

that is the deciding factor?

The next few chapters discuss an implementation of the model of attentional

selection showing ways in which some of these issues are addressed. Trying to develop

an implementation that exploited all the cues that i1man attentional selection is

known to do would be difficult. So the implementation was restricted to using

only three cues, namely, color, texture, and parallel-line groups. These provide a

fairly rich subset of features that capture the information present in a scene. Next,

exploring all possible strategies for both individual saliency detection and overall

saliency was again beyond reach. Therefore, we restricted to two kinds of strategies,

one meant for extracting saliency based on data alone, the other by making the

task information to be the description of a model object for recognition. In doing

so we had a restricted implementation of the attentional selection model that also

served as a mechanism for data and model- driven selection in object recognition, thus
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serving our original purpose behind proposing the attentional selection model. The

discussion on the implementation to follow in the next few chapters will therefore be

presented as ways of achieving data and model-driven selection in object recognition

using each of the individual cues, beg' ' with color.
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Chapter 3
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In this chapter we address the problem of using color as a cue to perform data

and model-driven selection in object recognition using the paradigm of attentional

selection. We first motivate the choice of color as a feature to study selection, and

outline the requirements 'unposed by selection on any method of color specification.

We then examine some of the existing approaches to color specification in images in

the context of selection. Next, we present a method for color specification based on

perceptual color categories and show that it leads to a fast color region segmentation

algorithm. Later, following the attract-attention paradigm for data-driven selection,

a method of finding salient color regions 'is presented. Finally, a description of model

color regions 'is developed that 'is used to perform model-driven selection.

3.1 Role of Color in Selection

Color is known to be a strong cue in attracting an observer's attention. Several

psychophysical experiments have shown that color is one of the cues that is pre-

attentively perceived 147, 146, 39]. Humans also use color information to search

29
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for specific objects in a scene. It therefore seems natural to use color as a cue for

perfor g selection in computer vision. But the strong motivation for using color to

perform selection comes from the fact that it provides region information and that,

when specified appropriately, it can be relatively 'insensitive to variations in nor

ill ation conditions and appearances of objects 141]. A color region in the iage

almost always comes from a single object (unless the object is occluded by another

of an identical color) so that data features such as edges and points within a color

region form more reliable groups than those obtained by existing grouping methods.

This makes such regions useful for data-driven selection. Because objects tend to

show color constancy under most ation conditions color can be a stable cue

to locate objects in scenes, thus making it also sitable for model-driven selection.

3.2 Color Specification for Selection

But how should color be specified? Using the attentional-selection paradigm, both

data and model-driven selection require the extraction of color regions so that any

method of specifying color should lead to the reliable extraction of such regions from

images. For data-driven selection, which merely r s color regions, 'it is sufficient

to find a method that can distinguish between two adjacent color regions under the

current imaging conditions (i.e. under the illumination conditions, surface geome-

tries, and occlusions in the given scene). For model-driven selection, on the other

hand, a method of color specification should also be stable, so that the color in the

model description can be reliably detected in a scene taken under different imaging

conditions. If machines could capture the way humans achieve color constancy, that

is, be able to discount spectral variationm' the ambient light and assign stable colors

to objects, then this would be sufficient for both data and model-driven selection.

One way to achieve this color constancy, examined in previous approaches, is by

recovering the surface reflectance of objects 91, 101, 687 55, 151]. When a surface

is imaged, the light g on the image plane (image n',radiance) is related to the

physical properties of the scene being imaged via the image irradiance equation (see

Figure 3 1):



I(A, r = p(A, r)F(k, n, s)E(A, r). (3-1)

where A is the wavelength, r is the spatial coordinate and r is its projection in the

image, E(A, r) is the intensity of the ambient illumination, and p(A, r) is the com-

ponent of surface reflectance that depends only on the material properties of the

surface (and hence specifies its surface color"). Finally, F(k, n, s) 'is the component

of surface reflectivity that depends on surface geometry, with ksn being the viewer

direction, the source direction and the surface normal respectively. Since p(A, r is

purely a property of a surface, specifying colors of objects by this ftinction has been

considered a way of achieving color constancy. But as can be seen from equation

3.1, the recovery of the surface reflectance function when both F(k, n, s) and E(A, r)

are unknownis an under-deter ed problem. Most methods, therefore, make some

assumptions about either the surface being imaged 91], or about the iumination

conditions [101, 68, 55, 151], or both 53] so that enough constraints can be obtained

to recover the surface reflectance. In the retinex theory 46, 91] for example, by

assi3mine the surface to be flat the surface reflectance could be specified b recov-

ering the lightnessi values in three wavelength bands called channels. The lightness

in each channel is recovered by spatial differentiation of image intensity followed by

nor zation using the average surface reflectance. Other approaches recover the

reflectance by assuming it can be specified by a linear combination of a few basis re-

flectance functions [101, 160, 151]. Here the reflectance is specified by the coefficients

of the linear combination.

Methods of recovering the surface reflectance (called surface color recovery meth-

ods) work well when the problem is to specify the color of already isolated regions.

But when the problem is to extract the color regions in an image, they do not do

as well and have to make restricting assumptions such as the mondrian assumption

[46] to avoid considering the variation of the spectral reflectance across a surface. A

model that takes this variation into account is the dichromatic. reflection model for

dielectric surfaces 133]. For such surfaces, the reflectance can be expressed as a lin-

'Lightness is the estimate of reflectance obtained from the iage 66].

Section 32 31
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ear combination of a surface reflection and a body reflection component. By allowing

the coefficients of the near combination to be a fiinction of position, the variation

in the surface reflectance across a surface could be handled. The key observation

here was that the variations tend to cluster along the directions of the body and sur-

face reflection components. This observation was exploited by hnker to develop an

algorit for extracting color regions [88]. Here the filtered components of intensity

along three wavelength channels called red, green and blue (to correspond to the

filters used in color cameras) as specified by the triple < R, G, B > (called specific

color henceforth) 'is expressed as a vector in a 3-dimensional color space called the

rgb-space with axes standing for the pure red, green and blue components as shown

in Figure 32. Using the dichromatic reflection model, a color region in the image

maps to a T-shaped cluster in this space with colors of pixels crowded along the

directions of surface and body reflection components. Color region segmentation

was achieved by mapping small portions of the image into color space and analyzing

the T-shaped clusters. But separating the Tshaped clusters in color space from

adjacent color regions in the image is difficult. Moreover this method required the

color of the object to be different from the color of the light source.

Other methods have also tried to specify the color by mapping the image intensity

as expressed by the triple of < R, G, B > values as a point in a color space such as the

rgb-space and analyzing the clusters in the resulting histograms for purposes of color

segmentation 109, 87] and localization 140, 141]. Such clustering approaches suffer

from two main problems. First, distance measures that are used to group a set of

points in a color space do not really capture the perceptual distance between colors.

For example, Figures 3.3b and c show two color patches that are at equal normalized

distance in the rgb-space from the color patch shown in Figure 3.3a when they are
2treated as points in this space Yet the color patch of Fgure 33a is perceptually

closer in color to the patch in Figure 3.3c than to the patch in Figure 3.3b. The

second problem with the clustering approaches can be described as the problem of

coordination of information processing in color and image spaces as 'illustrated 

2The normab ed distance between two color patches specified by < ro, go, bo > and < g gt b >is
ro r-)2 + ( go - - 9 )2.computed as ro+go+bo rg+b ro+go+bo r+g+b
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Figure 34. Typically, the observation that pixel colors of a colored region all map

to a cluster in color space is turned around to infer that isolating a cluster in color

space can give a single color region in the n'nage. Cleaxly this is not true when

there is more than one region of the same color. More ortantly, while it is true

that a color region may map to a single cluster in color space, any cluster in color

space, even if obtained from a small region of the image, need not correspond to

a single color. This becomes obvious when we observe that any color space (such

as rgb, hsv space 1041), showing the spectrum of vsible colors contains boundaries

where perceptual color changes occur, so that a cluster in such a space spanning both

sides of the boundary does not correspond to a region of single color. When this is

not taken into account, a bin in the color space as done in the histogram analysis

methods 109, 141], can span different colors. A dramatic example of this can be

seen by histogramming the rgb space into 216 equal-sized cubical bins (approximately
3 )30.166 in volume Figure 3.5a shows a mondrian of color patches created by picking

points in the rgb color space that fall Mto one such bin. As can be seen, the colors

within this bin are dramatically different even in hue 4. A segmentation algorit

based on histogram analysis in color space could potentially treat this bin as a sngle

color (as the bn size is sufficiently small) so that a segmentation of the mondrian

image of Figure 3.5a would be as indicated Figure 3.5b. Thus it appears that

boundaries where perceptual color changes occur must be found before any cluster

in color space can be interpreted as corresponding to a region in image space. This

observation 'is the basis of our approach to color specification presented next.

3.3 Perceptual Color Specification by Categories

For the purposes of selection we propose that it is sufficient if a region could be

specified by its perceived color, that is, the color perceived by humans looking at

an image of the scene, and the effects of artifacts such as specularities could be

3The rgb-space was ivided into bins of size 0166 x 0166 x 0166 to give a total of 216 bmis to

compare closely to the 220 perceptual color categories that we obtamied later.

4This holds even for another color space such as the hsv color space.
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separately accounted, as *in [88, 87]. Using the perceptual color, two adjacent color

regions would be distinguished if their perceived colors were different, and this 'is

sufficient for data-driven selection. Because objects tend to obey color constancy

under most changes in nation, their perceived color remains more or less the

same thus making it sufficient also for model-driven selection. But can perceptual

color be quantified at a? In general, several effects such as s taneous color

contrast and color g, have been known to influence human perception of color

[166]. Fortunately, (as we will explain later), these factors are not very critical for

selection.

We now present a method for specifying perceptual color using the concept of

color categories. The color of pixels in 'images is described by a triplet <RGB>

(referred to as specific color before), representing the filtered components of e

intensity at a point or pixel along three wavelengths corresponding to the red, green

and blue filters of the camera. Wn all possible triples are mapped into a 3-

dimensional color space with axes standing for pure red, green and blue respectively,

we obtain a color space that represents the entire spectrum of computer recordable

colors. Such a color space must, therefore, be partitionable into subspaces where

the color remains perceptually the same, and is distinctly different from that of

neighboring subspaces. Such subspaces can be called color categories. Now, each

pixel in a color image maps to a point 'in this color space, and hence will into

one of these categories. The perceptual color of this pixel can, therefore, be specified

by this color category. To obtain the perceptual color of regions from the perceptual

color of their constituent pixels, we observe the following. Although the individual

pixels of an image color region may show considerable variation in their specific

colors, the overall color of the region is fairly well-dete ed by the color of the

majority of pixels (called dominant color henceforth). Therefore, the perceived color

of a region can be specified by the color category corresponding to the dominant color

in the region.

Since color categories capture the perceptual color, two adjacent color regions

would belong to two different categories, making it possible, as we will show later,
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to extract the different color regions. This can make category-based specification

of color stable for data-driven selection. For model-driven selection, the color

description of the object should remain stable. Since the specific color can change

considerably with ging conditions, it may cause a change in the color category

too. But by restricting the illumination changes and by han g effects of artifacts

such as specularities and inter-reflections separately, as we will discuss later, the

category-based specification can still be sufficient for model-driven selection.

The category-based specification of perceptual color (of pixels or regions) is a

compromise between choosing the specific color (which is extremely unstable with

respect to changes in ilumination conditions, etc. and surface color (whose recovery

is hard). Also, since the perceptual categories depend on the color space and are

independent of the 'image, they can be found 'in advance and stored in, say, a look-up

table. Finally, a category-based description is in keeping wth the idea of perceptual

categorization that has been explored extensively through psychophysical studies [10,

19, 129]. These studies concluded that although humans can discriminate between

several thousand nuances of colors, psychophysically we seem to partition the color

space into relatively few distinct qualitative color sensations or categories 139, 49].

3.3.1 Categorization of color space

The above discussion agued for the viability of an approach that recovers a color to

within a category. Before this can be turned M'to a computational method of color

recovery one needs to address the issue of how such categories may be found. Pre-

vious. work on color categorization involved experiments of naming the color using

a ted vocabulary, or identifying colors using the Munsell color charts [166]. But

for computational color recovery, we need a way to convert the camera recordable

red, green and blue components of colors into computer recordable perceptual color

categories. This was done by performing some rather informal but extensive psy-

chophysical experiments that systematically examined a color space and recorded

the places where qualitative color changes occur, thus deter ' ' the number of

distinct color categories that can be perceived. For this the hue-saturation-value



,6h 6s 6v number of bins number of categories

5 0.1 0.1 7200 220I I I

Table 31: Parameters used for the quantization of color space.

color space was used as it specifies a given color in terms of its hue, purity and

brilliance - attributes that have been found to give a perceptual description of color

[80]. The details of these experiments are described in Appendix A and will not

be elaborated here, except to mention the following. The entire spectrum of com-

puter recordable colors 2 24 colors) was quantized into 7200 bins corresponding to a

5 degree resolution in hue, and 10 levels of quantization of saturation and intensity

values (see Figure 36). The color in each such bin was then observed by displaying

a mondrian (a uniform color patch) of that color on a monitor screen and observ-

ing it under dark room conditions with appropriate monitor calibration. From our

studies, we found about 220 different color categories were sufficient to describe the

color space. The color category information was then s immarized in a color-look-up

table. Although it is true that a finer level of quantization would have yielded more

categories, a s er set is actually more useful snce it gives a reasonably coarse

description of the color of a region thus allowing it to remain the same for some vari-

ations in imaging conditions. In fact, by the above method we can also deterr =e

which categories can be grouped to give an even rougher description of a particular

hue. This was done and stored a category-look-up table to be 'indexed using the

color categories given by the color-look-up table.

3.4 Color Region Segmentation

The previous section described how to specify the color of re 'ons, after they have

been isolated. But the more crucial problem is to 'Identify these regions. In this sec-

tion, we show that the perceptual categorization principle can be used to determine

which pixels can be grouped to form regions in an image. If each surface in the scene

were a mondrian, then all its pixels would belong to a single color category, so that

Data and Model-driven Selection using Color Regions36
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by grouping spatially close pixels belonging to a category, the esired segmentation

of the image can be obtained. But real surfaces be' g hardly mondrians, it is rare

that pixels of a region from such surfaces all belong to the same color category. They

could show considerable variation in color with bright and dark pixels intermixed,

and with possibly spurious pixels also being present. We now analyze some of the

color variations across an image that can result from imaging a colored surface in

the scene.

3.4.1 Variation of color across an image of a 3D-surface

In this section we use some assumptions to show that the color variation across an

image of a surface is mostly in intensity. The image irradiance equation given earlier

as equation 31 and repeated here for convenience as

I(A, r = p(A, r)F(k, n, s)E(A, r) (3.2)

relates the light g on the image plane (image irradiance) to the physical prop-

erties of the scene being imaged. Although the image irradiance equation assumes

that all surfaces in a scene reflect light governed by a single reflectivity fimction,

we can easily reinterpret this equation to represent image irradiance of a single sur-

face. Under the assumption of a single light source, the surface ilumination E(A, r)

can be separated as a product of two terms El (A) and E2 (r), and since F(k, n, s)

is a function of position r 'it can be expressed as Y(r). Then the image iradiance

equation can be rewritten as

I(A, r = p(A, r).F(r)El (A) E2(r). (3-3)

The surface reflectance and hence the resulting appearance of a surface is deter-

mined by the composition as well as the concentration of the pigments of the material

constituting the surface. For most surfaces, the composition of the pigments can be

cons'dered independent of their concentration so that the spectral reflectance p(A, r)

can be written as a product of two terms p(A) and p2(r). Note that this assumption
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is less restricting than the assumption of homogeneity that has been used before 68].

With this simplification, (and grouping the product of terms dependent on A and r

separately) the mage irradiance equation becomes

I(A, r = H(r)L(A). (3.4)

Now, if we consider the filtered version of this signal, 'i.e., the ge irradiance in
three channels, say the red, green and blue channels wth their associated transfer
functions h (A), hG(A), hB(A), the specific color at each pixel location r is specified
by the triple <R(r),G(r),B(r)> where

R(r) fOOO I(Al r)hR(A)dA = H(r) fow L(A)hR(A)dA = H(r)Rl (3-5)

G(r) fOOO I(Aj r)hG(A)dA = H(r) fooo L(A)hG (A)dA = H(r)Gl (3-6)

B(r) fOwI(Ajr)hB(A)dA = H(r)fOQL(A)hB(A)dA = H(r)Bl (3-7)

This shows that under the given assumptions (which include non-homogeneous

surfaces), the color of a surface can vary only in intensity. In practice, even when

the separability assumption on reflectance is not satisfied, or there is more than one

light source in the scene, the general observation is that the intensity and purity of

colors are aected, but the hue still remains fairly constant. In terms of categories,

this means that different pixels in a surface belong to compatible categories, 'i.e.

have the same overall hue but vary 'intensity and saturation. Conversely, if we

group pixels belonging to a single category, then each physical surface is spanned by

multiple overlapping regions belonging to such compatible color categories. These

were the categories that were grouped in the category-look-up-table mentioned 'in

Section 33.1. The next section describes how these concepts can be put together to

give a color ge segmentation algorithm.

3.4.2 Color region segmentation algorithm

The algorit for colorn'nage segmentation performs the following steps. (1) First, it

maps all pixels to their categories in color space. 2 It then groups pixels belonging

to the same category, 3) and finally it merges overlapping regions in the image that

are of compatible color categories.
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1. Mapping pixels to categories: This is done by a simple indexing of the color-look-

up-table by the color of the pixel specified in terms of 'its hue, saturation, and

brightness components. These components can be derived from the specific color as

described in 52]. This step takes time = (N) where N 'is the size of the ftnage.

2. Grouping pixels of same category: Theimage is divided into small non-overlapping

bins of fixed sze, (say, 8x8) and the color categories found in the bins are recorded.

The size of the bin can be chosen based on expectations about the average size of

color regions found in natural scenes. Each bin thus has a list of color categories

summarizing the pixel color information in the bn. Neighboring bins that contain a

common color category can be grouped to give a connected component representing

an image region of that color category. Since a bin has several color categories, it

belongs to several connected components that overlap. The actual grouping algo-

rithm we used is a sequential non-recursive labeling algorithm that s, taneously

assembles a the overlapping connected components using the category description

in the bins. Ts algorithm is an extended version of the labeling algorithm for

binary images described earlier 66], and uses the union-find data structure to ef-

ficiently merge category labels into connected components t g time = 0(k2 M)

where M = number of windows, and k = m ' number of categories present

in the window = 0(1) for small window-sizes, eg., 8 x 8). The resulting labels are

propagated back to the pixels to gve the precise boundaries of color regions of sngle

color categories. The color of the region is then specified by the color category and

specific color that is the do ant color in the region as described in Section 33.

3. Merging overlapping regions: The general problem of dete L"A. hich regions

overlap in the finage can be a computationally Mtensive operation as it involves

deter ' ' which polygonal regions intersect and finding their regions of intersec-

tion. But by using the bin-wise representation of connected components, we can

detect and combine overlapping regions with greater ease. From the iscussion in

Section 34.1 a shaded region maps to categories in color space that are compatible,

i.e., have the same overall hue. The categories that are compatible are available

from the category look-up-table described in Section 33.1. To find a such regions
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that have compatible categories and overlap in image space, the algorithm examines

each window of the image to see if it contains the interior portions of re ions of

compatible color categories. Such overlap regions are grouped as Step 2 This

step again takes 0(k'M) time. Finally, the window-level color labels are propagated

back to the corresponding pixels to give an accurate localization of the color region

boundaries.

The algorift for color image segmentation thus makes only a constant number

of passes through the image, each being linear in the size of the image.

3.4.3 Handling specularities

The above algorit segments the image into regions according to their perceived

color. As we described before, this is sufficient for data-driven selection. But for

model-driven selection such a description needs to be augmented with the knowledge

of artifacts that occur in the image such as specularities, shadows, or inter-reflections.

Such artifacts can cause a model region to appear fragmented. For example, a sharp

streak of specularity on the surface can cleave its image Mto two regions. If these

artifacts could be identified and corrected, this can improve the effectiveness of a

color-based model-driven selection system. We now discuss how one of these artifacts,

namely, specularities, can be handled once the 'Color regions have been isolated.

Specularities are present in regions produced by objects in the scene having shiny

surfaces, such as metallic objects and dielectrics. These specularities have a central

bright portion that appears white in most nation conditions bright sunlight,

day light, tube light) and tapers off near the speculaxity boundary merging into the

rest of the body color. Such specular regions and their adjacent colored regions

when projected into a color space form characteristic clusters such as the skewed T

described by er et al. 86] and mentioned in Section 3.2. These clusters can,

therefore, be analyzed to detect and remove highlights using the method described

in that paper.
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3.4.4 Results

Figures 3.7- 39 demonstrate the color region segmentation algorit Figure 3.7a

shows a 256 x 256 pixel size image of a color pattern on a plastic bag. The folding

on the bag and its plastic material together give a glossy appearance in the 'image

as can be seen in the big and Y The result of Step-2 of the algorit is shown 

Figure 3.7b, and there 'it can be seen that the glossy portions on the big blue Y and

the red cause overlapping color regions. These ae merged'in Step 3 and the result

is shown in Fgure 37c. As can be seen in the figure, the algorit achieves a fairly

good segmentation of the scene for such surfaces. Figure 38 shows another image

consisting of colored pieces of cloth with the textured region having several s

colored regions within it. The results of the algorit (Figure 3.8c) show that even

such colored regions can be reliably isolated. Finally, Figure 3.9a shows an image

of a realistic indoor scene wth shadows, inter-reflections, and consisting of any

types of objects. The different color regions found in this 'image are re-colored ad

shown in Figure 3.9b. Notice in the segmented iage of Figure 39b that adjacent

objects of the same perceptual color are merged (grey books). This is to be expected

because the grouping of regions is based on color information alone. More examples

of color region segmentation will be seen in later chapters when color-based selection

is actually used in a recognition system.

3.5 Color-based Data-driven Selection

The segmentation algorit described above gives a large number of color regions.

Some of these may span more than one object, while some come from the scene clutter

rather than objects of interest in the scene. It would be useful for the purposes of

recognition to order and consider only some of these regions so that by isolating

data subsets from such regions, the search can be focused on key groups of features

thus excluding much of the scene clutter. Using the paradigm of attract-attentional

selection, the color regions can be ordered by their saliency, i.e., by how distinctive

they appear. The method of color-based selection, therefore, is to extract color
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regions from the image, order them based on a measure of color-saliency and then

select a few most salient regions to be given to any recognition system In this section
Owe first describe a measure of expressing color saliency, and then examine the utility

of salient-region selection in recognition.

3.5.1 Finding salient color regions in images

In trying to express distinctiveness, one encounters the question: Is distinctiveness

express'ble at all? In general, any judgment of distinctiveness has both a sensory and

a subjective component. Thus for example, while most of us can perceive brighter

colors more easily than duller colors, the judgment of which of two hues of the same

brightness and saturation are more salient can be subjective. The aim here is to

focus on the sensory component of distinctiveness and hence extract properties of

regions that are general enough to be perceived by most observers. Accordingly,

we propose that the saliency of a color region be composed of two components,

namely, self-saliency and relative saliency. Self-saliency deter es how conspicuous

a region is on its own and measures some intrinsic properties of the region, while

relative saliency measures how istinctive the region appears when there are regions

of competing distinctiveness in the neighborhood.

In order to develop such a measure for color-region saliency, one must ask the

following questions: What features regions determine their saliency? How can they

be measured to reflect our sensory judgments? Finally, how can they be combined

to give the saliency measure? We now address these questions and derive a measure

of color-saliency.

Features used for measuring self and relative saliency

Since the saliency of a color region depends on the region features used they must

be carefully selected. Such features should be: (i) perceptually important, (U") easily

measurable, and ') fairly general, to avoid subjective bias.
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1. Color: The color of a re 'on is an Mtrinsic property and affects a region's self-

saliency. It 'is specified by (s(R),v(R)), where s(R = saturation or purity of the

color of region R, and v(R = brightness, and < s(R),v(R) 10. The hue of

colors is not considered, to avoid subjective bias.

2. Region size: The size of a region is again an intrinsic property and affects its self-

saliency. It is chosen as a feature based on the observation that regions that are

either very s in extent, or that are large enough to cover the entire field of view,

do not often attract our attention. Also, very large regions can potentially span more

than one object, making them unsuitable for selection. The size feature is expressed

by the normalized sze r(R = Size(R)/Image-size.

3. Color contrast: The color contrast a region shows with its neighbors affects its

relative-saliency. The rationale behind choosing color contrast is that even if a region

has an interesting intrinsic color, it may not be distinctive if all its neighbors also

have equally interesting colors, unless it shows the greatest contrast. It is difficult to

express color contrast in a numerical measure that can account for the variations 

an observer's judgment with the conditions of observation, size, shape, and absolute

color of the st [166]. In the color contrast measure we chose, we augmented

an empir ical color difference formula to predict the observed color differences, with

the knowledge of the hues of the colors derived from their categorical representation.

Specifically, the following difference formula (CRCT) was used to measure color

difference between two color regions R and T with specific colors CR = ro, go, bO)T

and CT = r, g, bT as:

d(CR7 CT) ro r + go 9 )2 (3-8)
ro go bo r + g + b ro + go bo r + g + b

As this measure does not explicitly take Mto account the hues of the colors, the

color category-based representation is used to ascertain whether the hues of the two

regions are different, and then the extent of difference is 'udged using d(CRCT)

in such a way that the contrast between regions of different hue is emphasized.
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This allows the measure to handle s taneous color contrast to some extent. The

measure is given by c(RT) below:

C(R7 T) kid(CR9 CT) if R and T are of same hue (3-9)
k2 kd(CR, CT) otherwise

where k = 0.5 and k = 0.5, so that < c(RT) -� 1.0.2

4. Size contrast: The size contrast 'is a feature for deter 'mg relative saliency and

is chosen because 'it dete nes if a region is mostly in the background or in the

foreground. The size contrast of a region R with respect to an adjacent re -on T is

simply the relative sze (area) and is gven by

size(R) size(T)
t(R, T = min size(T)' size(R) (3-10)

Since a region R has several neighboring regions in general, the color contrast

c(R) and se contrast t(R) of a region R are measured relative to a best neighbor

Tb,,t for each region, so that c(R = c(R, T,,t), and t(R) = t(R7 Tbest). Test is the

neighboring region that is ranked the highest when all neighbors are sorted first by

size, then by extent of surround, and finally by contrast (size or color contrast as the

case may be).

Combining features for self-saliency:

To deter e self-saliency from the chosen features, they are weighted appropriately

to reflect their importance. The self-saliency measure chosen emphasizes purer and

brighter colors over darker and duller colors by choosing the weighting functions for

saturation and brightness as f(s(R) = 0.5s(R), and f2(v(R) = 05v(R) respectively.

The size of a region is given a non linear weight to deemphasize both very small and

very laxge regions as they do not often attract our attention. The corresponding

weighting fimction has sharp as well as smoothly rsing and falling phases deter ed
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5by the breakpoints t1, t2, t3, t4 as shown in Figure 3.10a, and the equation below.

Here n stands for the region size r(R).

f3(n =

I

-n) 0 <n< ti
cl - -

1 -c2n t < n < 2

S2 - C31n(l - n + t2) t2 < n<t3 (3-11)

S3e- C4(n-t3) t3 < n< t4

0 t4 < n < .0
I

where tj= 01, t2= 0. 4, t3= 0. 5, t4= 075, s = 0.8, s2 1-0, S3= 0. 7, S4 = 10-3

In(1-tj) In(1 s In-!Land cl 7C2 C3 (S2-83) C4 83 and n = size ofS1 tj _T4-4)

region R r(R).

Combining features for relative saliency

Once again, the chosen features are weighted appropriately to determine relative

saliency. The color contrast is weighted linearly by a function f (c (R) = c (R) 

to emphasize regions showing greater contrast. The relative size is exponentially
= _ e-12t(R)weighted by a function f(t(R)) to favor situations which a region

and its best neighbor have approximately the same size. 6

Finding self and relative saliency

Once the various features dete g self and relative saliency are appropriately

weighted, they reinforce each other so that the self and relative saliencies can be

given by s' le additive combinations of their 'individual features. The self-saliency

of a region R denoted by SS(R) is given as f(s(R)) + f2(v(R)) + f(r(R)). SWM'larly,

the relative saliency of the region R, RS R) 'is given by f (c(R)) + fis (t (R)). Finally,

' Such a fimction along with the thresholds and rates of change was emp-cally derived from infor-

mal psychophysical experiments performed using color regions of various sizes. These experiments

are described Appendix B.

60nce again this fimction was obtained by performing informal psychophysical experiments.
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the overall saliency of a region R is expressed by a linear combination of self and

relative saliency as SS(R) + RS(R), using the following rationale. Ay combination

method should be flexible enough to aow a region to be declared salient if it shows

good contrast (i.e., high relative saliency) even though it may not be interesting

on its own. Conversely, a region that 'is interesting on its own but fails to become

interesting in the presence of neighboring regions should not be chosen. On the basis

of these observations alone, no ear combining methods such as (SS(R) * RS(R))

or max(SS(R), RS(R)) are not suitable. If a region is both interesting on its own

as wll as the presence of other regions in the scene, then it must be given more

importance. All three criteria are satisfied when the two saliency components are

linearly combined. The color saliency of a region R is therefore given by

Color-saliency(R = f(s(R)) + f2(v(R)) + f(r(R)) + f(c(R)) + f(t(R)). 312)

The saliency measure described above does not completely take into account all

the perceptual effects of s taneous color contrast, color-filling, etc. Because such

effects do not greatly unde e a region that is already very outstanding (very

salient), and because saliency is being used to rank the regions, we have ignored

these effects.

The color regions in the image can now be ordered using the saliency measure

and a few most significant regions can be retained for selection (called salient regions,

henceforth). The nun3ber of salient regions to be retained can be determined when

the selection mechanism is Mtegrated with a recognition system to perform a specific

task, and is therefore left unspecified here.

Results

We now illustrate the r g of regions produced by the color saliency mea sure

derived above. Figures 39c- 39f show the four most distinctive regions found by
0applying the color-saliency measure to a the color regions extracted from the scene

shown in Figure Ma. S arly, Figures 3.7d- 3.7f, 38d- 3.8f, 311c 311f, show the
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few most salient regions found in their respective scenes. In the experiments done so

far, the color-saliency measure was found to select fairly large bright-colored r 

that showed good contrast with their neighbors, appeared perceptually sigl'ficant

and came mostly from single objects.

3.5.2 Use of Salient Color-based Selection in Recognition

Data-driven selection based on salient color regions is primarily useful when the

object of interest has at least one of its regions appearing salient in the given scene.

In such cases, the search for data features that match model features can be restricted

to the salient regions, thus avoiding needless search in other areas of the image. By

selecting salient color regions, we obtain a small number of groups (a region is itself a

group), cont g several features. It was shown 'in 2 71 that such large-sized groups

are useful for indexing, i.e., to determine which regions from models in a library

could correspond to a given group. But when the task is to recognize a sngle object,

it is desirable to have small-sized groups. For this, existing grouping techniques

can be applied to the data features found within the color regions to obtain reliable

small-sized groups.

We now est te the search reduction that can be achieved with such a selection

mechanism. Let (MN) = total number of features (such as edges, lines, etc. in the

model and ge respectively. Let (MR, NR) = total number of color regions in the

model and image respectively. Let Ns = number of salient regions that are retained

in an image. Let g = average size of a group of data features, within a model or image.

Let (GM, GN = number of groups formed (using any existing grouping scheme) in

the model and image respectively. Fally, let GNi be the number of groups in the

salient image region Using a method of recognition called the alignment method

[71], at least three corresponding data features are needed to solve for the pose

(appearance) of the model of a rigid object in the mage. If no selection of the data

features is done, then the brute-force search required to try all possible triples is

O(M'N'). If selection is done by only grouping methods (i.e., without color region

selection), then the number of matches that need to be tried 'is (GMGNg3g3) since
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only triples within groups need to be tried. But as we mentioned before, grouping

methods often make mistakes, so that not all groups contain features belonging to

a sngle object. In at least one such study 25] out of the 150 or so groups isolated,

about 83 groups actually came from single objects. Most of the remaining 67 groups

would not yield any consistent match and would represent fruitless search. Consider

the case when grouping of data features is done within all the color regions. With

this, the grouping is more reliable, and also, the number of groups is smaller (as

groups strad g regions are not considered), so that the overall effect is to reduce

the search. For example, with M = 200, N = 3000, g = 7 and GM = 30, GN =

430 (these numbers axe typical of indoor scenes), the search reduction assuming 70%

reliability in simple grouping to > 95% reliability in grouping within color regions

is �� 025 109 which is a considerable improvement. Consider next when grouping

is restricted to salient color regions. The number of matches further reduces to

O(EN' GNjGmg'g'),'since only the groups in the salient regions need be tried.

To obtain an estimate of the number of matches and time taken for matching

in real scenes when color-based selection is used, we recorded the number of regions

(obtained by applying the segmentation algorithm of Section 34.2), and the number

of data features within regions in some selected models and scenes (Figures 312

and 3.9a show typical examples of models and scenes tried). The regions were ordered

using the color saliency measure and the four most salient regions were retained.

Then search estimates were obtained using the above formulas, and assuming a

grouping scheme that gives a number of groups Within regions that is bounded by

-the number of features in a region
average size of the groups a region'

This is a good bound on the number of groups produced using a simple grouping

scheme such as grouping g closely-spaced parallel lines in the region that will be

described in Chapter 5. The result of such studies is shown in Table 32. As can

be seen from this table, the number of matches 'is always smaller when salient color

regions are used for selection.



No selection Only grouping Salient color grouping

S-No, M N MR NR N um. Time Num. Time Num. Time

- matches matches matches
1 229 11TO 1 1 8 1.92x1016 6 1 Oyrs 6.52x1O' 11min 3.37xlO" 5min

2 . 507 2655 2 2 0 2.4xlO'8 7T,341yrs 3.22xlO" 54min 1-32x1O" 22min

3 124 2655 2 2 0 3.57x1O 16 1131yrs 8.05xlO' 13min 3-3x1O' 5mi -

4 1 507 1 224T 1 2 _ _14 1 1-48x1018 I 46,884yrs I 2.T2xlO'9 I 46min I 7.8xlO's I13min
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Table 32: Search reduction using color-based data-driven selection. The last column

shows the match time when color-based data-driven selection is combined with group-

ing. The color-based selection is done by choosing the four most salient regions. Here

g = 7 Time per match = crosecond, and the grouping method is as described in

text.

3.6 Color-based Model-driven Selection

The previous section described a data-dri'ven selection mechanism that was meant

for an object of interest having some salient color regions. This win not be of much

help when the ob'ect of interest 'is not salient in color (but salient in some other

domain, say texture) or is not salient at all. In such cases, the color description of

the model can be used to perform selection. We now describe one such color-based

model-driven selection mechanism. Here, given a color-based description of a model

object, the task is to locate color regions that satisfy this description. The use of

model information to constrain the matching of model features to image features

is not new. Several model-driven search restriction techniques such as generalized

Hough transforms 75], heuristic ter ation 59], and focal features have evolved

[8 2 9 The emphasis in these methods was on geometric constraints that can

prune the search space during the matching stage of recognition. The approach we

present here, on the other hand, emphasizes some global relational information about

model color regions to prune the search space prior to matching. It also provides

possible correspondences between model and e regions. Such a correspondence

can further reduce the complexity of recognition because the search for pairing model
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features to data features can be restricted now to these corresponding regions rather

than all 'image regions. Color information the model object has been used before

to search for instances of the object in the given image of a scene 141, 164]. These

approaches represent del and image color information by color histograms and

perform a match of the histograms. Such approaches usually cause a lot of false

positive identifications, and do not explicitly address some of the problems that

arise in going from a model object to its instance in a scene. Also, since they do not

supply correspondence between model and image regions, they are not as useful for

reducing the search in recognition.

In order for any scheme for model-driven selection to be effective for reducing the

search in recognition, it must meet two requirements: (i) it must be sufficiently se-

lective to avoid many false positive selections that cause needless search for matches,

and -) it must be sufficiently conservative to avoid many false negatives, causing

recognition to fail when 'it should have succeeded. A selection scheme can make false

negatives if it does not adequately take into account the various problems that arise

in going from a model object to its iage in the scene. object may not appear

the same in the scene as it does in the model, because it has undergone pose changes,

or because it is occluded, or its colors appear different in the current illumination

conditions. In addition, artifacts such as specularities, inter-reflections, and shadows

may also cause changes in the appearance of the object. So how can a model-driven

selection mechanism meet these two apparently conflicting requirements? We now

describe an approach to model-driven selection that meets some of these require-

ments. It makes a particular choice of model description and assumes that this is

made available to it for selection Sce this model description affects the way our

approach formulates the color-based model-driven selection problem, it is described

first.

3.6.1 Model Description

The color region information in the model ('in an image or view of the model, that

is) is represented as a region adjacency graph (RAG)
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MG =< V E, Cm, Rmj Sm, Brml Bs > (3.13)

where V. = color regions in the model, En = adjacencies between color regions,

C,(u = color of region u E V, R(uv = relative size of region with respect

to region u. Sn(u = size of region u and B. = a bound on the relative size of

regions given by R, and B. a bound on the absolute size of regions given by

SM.

The above description exploits features of regions that tend to remain more or

less invariant in most scenes where the model appears. Even though the specific

color of the model changes under variations in illumination conditions and pose

changes, the perceived image color remains more or less the same if we restrict to

commonly occurring lighting conditions such as sunlight, daylight, and overhead

room (tube) light(s). In such cases, when the color of a model region is specified by

its color category, then either the category remains the same (for small specific color

changes) or 'it can change to a compatible color category, i.e. be predo antly of

the same hue. Since the compatible categories are available in the category look-up

table as described in Section 33.1, this variation in color can be taken into account

during matching. arly, the adjacency information between two color regions

tends to remain more or less variant in the different appearances of the object, as

long as the two regions are visible in the given image and there are no occlusions.

Finally, the relative size of regions is preserved under changes of scale. But it can

undergo considerable changes if the pose of the object changes, say when a region

goes partially out of vew. The bound on the relative size changes in each pai of

adjacent regions, B,. indicates the extent of pose changes that a selection mechanism

is expected to tolerate. Relative size changes can also occur due to occlusions. By

placing some loose bounds on the absolute size changes as gven by B, the model

description restricts the changes that can be tolerated in the presence of occlusions.

For size changes a region that go beyond the bounds, that region will be considered

no longer recognizable, and then the selection will have to depend on the evidence

for other model regions in the image.
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This description is fairly rich and has some structural nformation about color

regions that can be used to restrict the number of false positives during selection,

and some constraints on the relative and absolute sze changes that can be use to

restrict the number of false negatives made by the selection mechanism.

The above model description is assembled as follows. A model description speci-

fies a color view, that is, a range of D views of the model in which one or more of the

color regions described in the model are visible. If the model has some views showing

an entirely different set of color regions, then they must be specified as separate color

views. For each color view a central model vew is chosen and its color regions axe

extracted using the segmentation algori't described Section 34.2. Then their

color, absolute size, relative size and adjacency information are recorded. By not-

ing the relative size changes in different model views constituting a color view, the

bounds B,, on the relative sizes of regions are obtained. The bound on the absolute

size changes are loosely set to isallow very small or very large scale changes.

Finally, the model color region description gives a way to analogously orga-

nize the color region information in the image as an image region adjacency graph

as IG = < VI I E I C I RI I Si > where each term has a meaning analogous t o

< V Em, Cm) R, Sm > respectively.

3.6.2 Formulation of the color-based model-driven selection prob-

lem

In this section we will formulate the color-based model-driven selection problem as

a type of subgraph matching problem. Given the image region adjacency graph,

the model object, if present in the scene represented in the image, will form a

subgraph in IG. The location strategy can be regarded as the problem of search-

ing for sitable subgraphs that satisfy the model descr' tion. Any such subgraph

Ig =< V,,E,,C,,R,,S, > such that IV.11 < JJVJJJJEgJJ :� 1E,11, has associ-

ated with it a node correspondence vector T = (u, ug)lVum E V., ug E Vg U

I }, I is a null match}. Although there are an exponential number of such sub-

graphs, not all of them correspond to model RAG. From the model description a set
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of unary and binary constraints could be derived (as is described later) that make

only some subgraphs feasible. A feasible subgraph is, therefore, a subgraph that has

all its nodes satisfying unary and bary constraints. For model-driven selection,

since it is desirable to have at most one 'image subgraph matching the model RAG,

we can select from among these subgraphs a subgraph(s) that in some sense best

satisfies the model description. Here we formulate color-based model-driven selection

as the problem of choosing a feasible subgraph(s), I. that zes the following

measure:

SCORE(I.) - lIV911 2 (ug,vg)EE.9,'r(u,.)=ugT(v,)=vg R29 Uy I V I Ug) V9)

T Vn I I IlEmIl
(3.14)

where Rg(u., V., gvg) expresses the change in the relative size when adjacent

model regions (uvm) are paired to corresponding iage regions u,,Vg) and is

given by RYng (Um) Vm Ug i Vg = IRM(Uin,'Vm)_R9(U9IV9)I SCORE(Ig) emphasizes
max:(Rn(un,'Vm)-,Rg(iig,-vgT'

rewards for making as many correspondences as possible as indicated by the first

term, called Match(Ig), and penalties for a mismatch of the relative size, as indicated

by the second term, called Deviation(Ig), which measures the mean square deviation

of the relative sizes. Since the subgraphs are all feasible, the deviation accounts for

occlusions and pose changes i a more refined way than the binary constraints alone.

Another advantage of this measure is that 'it can be incrementally computed from

individual region matches, so that a branch-and-bound search formulation can be

used to reduce considerably the search involved in finding the best subgraph (i.e. the

one with the lowest score). Finally, the above formulation is based on the hypothesis

that at least one of the regions in the isolated subgraph corresponds to a model

region. It is also designed primarily to locate sngle 'instances of the model object

in the iage. More instances can be found after removing the re 'ons in the found91

instance from the image RAG.



3.6.3 A color-based model-driven selection mechanism

A color-based model-driven selection mechanism was built using the above formula-

tion. The mechanism essentially uses a search strategy to find the best subgraph.

The result of selection is the correspondence vector associated with the best sub-
graph. The search strategy used the following constraints to restrict the search

long feasible subgraphs.

1. Unary constraints: The color and absolute region size information provided in the

model description were used to develop unary constraints on these features. The color

C,(u.) of an image region u, is said to match the color Cn(u,) on a model region

UM if these colors belong to the same category or compatible categories (described
in Section 33.1). With this scheme, brighter colors (of a given hue) in the model

could potentially match to darker colors of the same overall hue in the image, thus
accounting for a smple lowering iumination levels. The bounds on the absolute

size provided by B,. (see equation 36-1) act as loose size constraints to rule out
some clearly absurd scale changes (such as, say, a 100 fold increase in the smallest

model region implying a blowup of the model outside the image bounds).

2. Binary constraints: The adjacency (as well as non-adjacency) and relative size

information provided in the model were used as binary constraints to prune some

impossible subgraphs. Specifically, the lack of adjacency in model regions is a pow-

erful constraint, because two adjacent regions in the ge cannot correspond to
two regions that are not adjacent in the given color description (assuming a rigid

model)7. Two adjacent regions in the model may, however, not appear adjacent in a
given image due to occlusion. A sple analysis of occlusions could rule out several

false matches in such cases (such as, say, discarding a match if the area spanned by

the occlusion within a rectangle enclosing the candidate non-adjacent image regions

far exceeds the combined size of the corresponding adjacent model regions). The

bound on the relative sizes served as another binary constraint. The bound B,, was

used to constrain p ossible mat ches by requiring R-mg (Um i V i g i Vg < Bm (u, vm).

'yNotice here that the search is for a given color view of the model.
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3. Searching for the best subgraph

The search for the best subgraph (e. the subgraph that zes the value of

SCORE in equation 314), can pciple, be done by an exhaustive enumeration of

subgraphs. But with the algorit described below, the search required is reduced

to a large extent. The algorithm used is essentially a variation of the branch and

bound Mterpretation tree (IT) search 59], wth the major difference being that no

verification is done when the search reaches a leaf node (as the task is selection and

not recognition). Each level of the search tree represents a possible match for a

model region (this includes a null match), so that the depth of the search tree is

fixed by the number of nodes in the model RAG. The unary constraints are checked

a priori to prune the breadth of the search tree. A subgraph in the 'image RAG that

is a potential match for the model RAG is represented by a path in the IT. The value
2R2ng

of SCORE is updated at each node as SCOREj+1 = SCOREi - 7n7 + By

keeping the lowest value of SCORE so far, search can be cut off below any node with

a Deviation(Ig) value greater than the lowest SCORE value. In practice, the unary

and binary constraints prune the search tree considerably so that the average number

of full paths (up to the leaves) explored are few 50). Finally, after an instance of

the model region has been found in the 'image, the selected area is removed and the

search repeated on the resulting mage RAG to look for more instances of the model

object.

3.6.4 Results

The result of using color-based model-driven selection are illustrated in Fgures 312

and 313. Figure 3.12a shows a model object, and its color description obtained

by using the color-region segmentation algorithm of Section 34.2 is shown in Fig-

ure 3.12b. Here the background was removed by a simple threshold on intensities.

This description is used to create a model RAG which is shown in Figure 3.13c.

Figure 3.12c shows a scene in which the model object occurs. The scene shown has

several other objects wth one or more of the model colors. Also, the model ap-

pears in a different pose here, being rotated to the left about the vertical axis and
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111 nated from above. Fig-we 3.13e shows the result of applying the unary color

constraints. For example, the bg blue glass matches the small blue flowers based on

color alone. Next, the unary constraint on absurd sze changes are used to prune the

possibilities and the result is shown in Fgure 3.13f. Finally, the subgraph wth the

lowest value of SCORE 'is shown in Figure 3.13g. As can be seen from thi's figure,

a r;,,:;ion containing most of the model ob ect has been identified even though the

color mage segmentation was not perfect (notice the small streak above the white

rim of the cup that merges with the book in the background). More examples of

color-based model-driven selection will be found in Chapter when it is used in a

recognition system.

3.6.5 Search reduction using color-based model-driven selection

The color-based model-driven selection mechanism provides a correspondence of

model regions to some image regions. The matching of model features to image

features can be restricted to within corresponding regions, and this reduces the

number of matches that need to be tried for recognition. To reduce the search fur-

ther conventional grouping can be performed within the selected color regions as

described in Section 35.2. To est' te the search reduction in this case, we continue

with the analysis done in that section. Let N be the number of solution subgraphs

given by the selection mechanism, and let Ik represent one such subgraph with the

number of nodes = N. Let (Gui Gvj) = the number of groups in region u of

the solution subgraph Ik, and region vi of the model RAG that corresponds to U..7
as implied by the correspondence vector T associated with Ik. Then assum ing as

before, the average size of the group = g, the number of matches that need to be

tried axe 0 (E N 1 EN, Guj Gvj g3.9 3). To compare this kind of selection with pure

grouping we can take some typical values of these numbers. Letting M = 200, N

= 3000 (where M and N are the model and ge features (line segments here)),

g = 7 GM = 30, GN = 430, Gu = , Gvj = 5, N = , Nk = , we have the

number of matches with grouping alone to be (GmGNg3g3) ,:: 156 * 10', and using

model-driven color-based selection with grouping, the number of matches become



No selection Only grouping Model-driven selection

M N MR NR Objects NI Nk Num. Time Num. Time Num. Time

matches matches matches

786 3268 5 30 20 1 (3) 1.69x10" 530000yrs 6.15x109 103min 4.55x107' 45sec

83 3078 1 20 14 3 (1,1,1) 1.67x10'6 528yrs 6.2x10" 11min LWO" 3min

507 2655 2 20 14 2 (2,1) 2-4x10"' 77,341yrs 3.22x109 54min 3.72x10" 6min

507 2247 2 14 6 1 I'(2) 1-48x10"' 46,884yrs 2.72x10 9 46min 3.16x103 5min

-- ----
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Table 33: Search reduction using color-based model-driven selection. The last col-

umn shows the match tme when model-color-based selection is combined with group-

ing. Here g = 7 Time per match microsecond, and the grouping method is as

described in text.

;::� 125 108. Assuming microsecond as time per match this corresponds to re-

duction in match time from 26 minutes to 2 utes. By trying several models

and images of scenes where they occurred, we recorded the average number of sub-

graphs generated by the model-driven selection mechanism The search estimates

were obtained using the above formula for model-driven selection with grouping,

and the formulas for other methods mentioned in Section 35-2. The results are

shown in Table 33. The bound on the number of groups in a region was the same as

used Section 35.2. As can be seen from the table, the number of matches using

correspondence between model and image color regions is always lower. A curious

feature to note from the table 'is that it takes less number of matches (and hence

lesser time) for a more complex model (entry in Table 33) containing several color

regions, than for a smple object wth fewer regions (entry 2 in Table 33). This is

understandable since, with a large number of regions, the constraints are stronger

and hence the false matches are fewer.

Discussion The above studies estimated the search reduction wthout actually inte-

grating the selection mechanism with a recognition system. Moreover, the estimated

search was based on the assumption that there were no false negatives given by the

selection mechanism. Since the best match rather than an exact match is found,

the selection mechanism is less likely to make false negatives. However, the best

subgraph may not always correspond to the object if there is another object which
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can be described by a s ar RAG. In such cases, the model object 'is usually in the

best few subgraphs so that the false negatives can still be reduced by reta' ing such

subgraphs.

3.7 Summary

In this chapter we have shown how color can be used as a cue to perform both

data and model-driven selection U e other approaches to color, we have used

the intended task to constrain the kind of color information to be extracted from

images. By restricting the tolerable iumination conditions to commonly occurring

lighting conditions (daylight, room light), the category-based color specification was

found sufficient for selection. The perceptual categorization of colors enabled fast

color image segmentation. This color descr' tion of the finage formed the basis of

data and model-driven selection. A saliency measure was then developed to rank the

color regions to perform data-driven selection. Lastly, an approach to model-driven

selection was presented that exploited a description of model color regions to locate

instances of the model in the iage.
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Surface

Figure 31: Blustration of the factors contributing to the mage irradiance at a point

in the mage. The surface reflectance, the surface geometry relative to the illumi-

nation source and observer direction, and the characteristics of the light source all

contribute to the radiance from a surface.

I?

I
r

Figure 32: The r b-color space. The axes here stand for the pure red, green, and

blue components of intensity obtained using the respective filters.
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(a)

(b)(C)

Figure 33: 17lustration to show that distance measures in color space do not capture

the perceptual distance between colors well. (a) a color patch specified by the triple

of gb values < 229,114,124 > (b - (c) two color patches specified by the triples

< 178, 125, 147 > and < 229, 174, 134 > respectively. These patches are equidistant

(a distance of 01003) from the patch in (a) using the normalized distance measure
I

described in text.
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Figure 34: Illustration of the problem of coordination of grouping between color and

image spaces. (a) A uniformly colored image region corresponds to a cluster of a

single color in color space. (6 A cluster in color space need not correspond to a

single region in image space. (c A cluster in color space need not be of a sngle

color. (d) A smoothly shaded surface may correspond to several clusters in color

space.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 35: An illustration to show that arbitrarily quantizing a color space as done'

in histogramming a color space can cause perceptually different colors-to be grouped

in a single bin. (a) A synthetic image generated from several patches whose colors

belong to a single bin obtained by dividing the rgb-space into small-sized bins of

dimensions. 0 166 x 0. 1 66 x 0. 1 66. (b) The segmentation that would be produced using

the histogramming approaches that use such bins. (c) The segmentation produced by

our algorithm using perceptual categories. The segmented regions are shown recolored

in both figures.
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(a) (b)

Figure 36: Illustration of the quantization of the hsv-color-space. (a) Hv-color

model. ( A cell of the quantized color space using the categorization data shown in

Table 31.
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I / % / I 

Figuxe 37: fllustration of color region segmentation and saliency. (a) Input image

consisting of rgions of 3 different colors: red, green and blue against an almost white

background, (b) Result of step 2 of algorithm with regions colored differently .from

th'e original image to show segmentation. (c) Final segmentation of the image of (a).

(d) - (f) The three most distinctive regions found using the color saliency measure

of Section 35.1.
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(a) (b) (C)

Figu.re 38: Illustration of color region segmentation and saliency - Another ex-

ample. (a) Iput image of a set of colored cloth materials. (b) Regions obtained

at the end of Step 2 of the algorithm (before merging overlapping regions). (c) Fi-

nal segmented image suitable recolored to show the segmented regions. (d) The

three most distinctive r 'ions found using the color saliency measure given in Section

3.5-1.
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. (a) 

(C)

(e)

(b)

(d)

If)

Figuxe 39: Illustratio'n of color region segmentation and color saliency - Another

example. (a) Input image depicting a scene of objects of different materials and

havin occlusions and inter-reflections. (b) Se gmented image using the color region

segmentation algorithm. (c)-(f) The four most distinctive regions detected using the

color-saliency measure. The white portion in the red book appears so because of the

white background.
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Figure 310: Graphs of weighting functions used in devising the color-saliency mea-

sure.
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(C)(b)(a)

M (e) (d)

Figure 311: 1lustration of color region segmentation and color saliency - Last

example. (a) Input image depicting a scene of different kinds of objects (cloth$

and polished book). () The color regions extracted from (a) using the color region

segmentation algorithm. (c) - - f) The four most distinctive regions detected using

the color saliency measure.
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(a) (b)

(C)
Figure 312: Rlustration of model-driven selection using color - Model and scene.

(a) The object erving as the model. (b) Its color egions extracted using the color

segmentation algorithm. ( A cluttered scene in which the object appears..
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(b) (C)(a)

(e)

(g)

(d)

(f)

Figure 313: Illustration of olor-based -niodel-dr' ectiOM(a) Te object serving

as the odel, (b) Its color regions extracted using te color segmentation algorithm.

(c) The color rgion adjacency gaph description of the object of (a). (d) A sne

containing he odel object of (a). (e) Regio7ls selected based n uary color con-

straint. (f) rgions of (e) pruned (after uing the unary sze constraints (g) Regions

corresponding to the best subgraph that niatched the model pecifications.
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The previous chapter indicated how data and model-driven selection could be per-

formed using color. In the absence of color iformation, or m' cases where color is

insufficient to distinguish between objects, texture or the grey-level pattern on an

object can be used to perform a selection of the scene. In this chapter we present an

approach to data and model-driven selection using texture, using again the paradigm

of attentional selection. We begin by iscussing why texture is a good cue for selec-

tion, and outline the requirements imposed by selection on any method of texture

analysis. An approach to texture region segmentation that satisfies these require-

ments is then presented. It employs a representation of texture called the linear

prediction spectrum, and a model of the texture image formation process to roughly

isolate texture regions. These regions are subsequently ranked by a measure of

texture saliency in accordance with our approach of extracting salient regions for

data-driven selection. Next, we show that the linear prediction spectrum is also a

suitable representation for model-driven selection as it can solve for the pose of the

texture on a model object when it is present in a given image. Finally, we discuss

the utility of the texture-based selection mechanisms for object recognition.

71
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4.1 Texture in Selection

4.1.1 Role of Texture in Selection

Texture or pattern on objects in a scene often attracts an observer's attention. Sev-
eral psychophysical experiments have shown that texture like color, is one of cues
that is pre-attentively perceived 147, 39, 78, 79]. We often also remember interesting

patterns on objects and use them to search for such objects in a scene. It therefore,

seems natural to use texture as a cue to select aspects of a scene. A textured region,
if reliably isolated, almost always comes from a sngle object (or a sngle part of a

scene) and can serve as a reliable grouping method for data-driven selection. This

reliability can be enhanced when only a few salient texture regions are considered.

Also such salient texture regions can form fairly large groups of edges, making them
suitable for index'g into a library of models 26]. These features make texture a

useful domain to perform data-driven selection. Because the texture pattern on an
object appears more or less the same, under most illumination conditions, and for

most poses of objects in scenes it can, if appropriately described, be a stable cue to
search for instances of a model object in an iage of a scene. This makes texture

suitable also for model-driven selection.

In order for texture to be useful for data-driven selection, a good representation of

texture is needed that can lead to the reliable isolation of the various texture regions

in an image. Reliable isolation, however, does not require precise localization of

boundaries of different texture regions in an image. For data-driven selection, it is
sufficient if we could tell roughly if one portion of the image is sufficiently different

from the ad acent portions with respect to textural information.

For model-driven selection, on the other hand, a stable description of the texture
on the model and a good matching strategy is required that would account for the

ill ation and orientation changes, occlusions, etc., that make an instance of the
model object in a given image appear different from its original description. Finally,

for both data and model-driven selection using texture, computational feasibility
should be of concern as selection is only meant to be a preprocessing stage to recog-
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nition. We now review some of the eisting methods of texture descriptions in light

of these requirements.

4.1.2 Texture description methods

The problem of texture description has been addressed before for a variety of appli-

cations including texture segmentation [110, 144], classification 163, 161, 122], and

synthesis. These methods can be classified based on whether they examine the spa-

tial domain, the frequency domain, or both, for extracting textural features. Spatial

domain methods often model either stochastic or structural textures. A structural

texture can be characterized by a set of primitives called textons together with a

placement rule for the textons to yield the overall texture. A stochastic texture on

the other hand, does not show easily identifiable primitives, and no apparent deter-

mnustic placement rule. For structural textures, the texture descriptors are formed

by extracting textons and computing their density and other statistics 78, 158]. But

the reliable isolation of textons for the purpose of segmentation of such textures has

been found to be ifficult. For stochastic textures a number of techniques are avail-

able such as those that are based on correlation 22] and grey-level co-occurrence

methods 96, 127], that extract features from grey level information and compute

statistics such as first and second order moments, entropy, etc. For most textures,

grey-level-based statistics are insufficient to distinguish between textures since it is

possible to produce two textures that obey s ar laws of grey-level placement but

could give rise to perceivably different textures. Further, such methods are usually

sensitive to changes in spatial extent, and 'Illumination conditions.

A mber of other approaches have used parametric descriptions of textures

for purposes of texture synthesis, segmentation, and classification 137, 21, 103, 33,

50]. These include autoregressive models 137, 21, 103, 64, 121, 82], auto-regressive

moving average models 142], Gibbs random field models 35], Gaussian markov

random field mo del 2 0], and Markov random field mo dels 3 8 1, 1 1 ]. They differ in

the way spatial dependencies between intensities at neighboring pixels are exploited.

Some of these models have interesting properties. For example, a rotation-invahant



autoregressive model was presented in 83], that could have ftnplications for texture

recognition. However, these models have been mostly applied to aerial texture and

textures from the Brodatz album 16]. They have not been applied to the kind

of pattern-like textures on 3D objects that occur in natural scenes, and so their

applicability is not well-known. Later we will examine one such model of texture

and examine its relevance for selection.

A number of techniques are available that exploit the Fourier domain to describe

textural information 45, 94, 1, 43 4 Some of these attempt a multi-channel de-

composition of textural information in the Fourier domain as was done using Gabor

filters 13, 99, 114]. Other methods extract features based on the power spectrum of

the texture 94, 1]. Frequency domain methods have some advantages. In particular,

the spectrum-based methods can capture important textural information as peaks

in localized portions of the Fourier spectrum 3 4 94]. They also possess the ca-

pability to handle spatial extent differences and minor illumination changes 94] In

such methods, spatial extent differences can be expressed as effects of windowing the

datal, an operation that distorts the spectrum but mostly retains the identity and

location of spectral peaks. arly, smooth intensity changes (i.e. those that can

be approximated by a delta function in the Fourier domain) affect the amplitude of

the peaks more than their location and identity. Some M'ternal variations in textures

can also be tolerated by these methods since these may appear as low amplitude spu-

rious peaks. These features make Fourier descriptions of textures suitable for both

data and model-driven selection. However, their main disadvantage seems to be the

expense in computing the 2D Fourier transform, and the ifficulty in designing good

power spectral difference measures, for subsequent analysis of textures 94, 1].

Joint spatial/frequency approaches to texture also exist. They exploit represen-

tations such as the Wigner distribution 122, 123, 1241, the wavelet transform [100],

that indicate the frequency content in localized regions in the spatial domain. How-

ever, such representations axe prohibitively expensive sometimes requiring, frequency

information per image pixel to be recorded.

' We wiU see this in detail in Section 4.2. 1.

.II
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4.1.3 Approaches to texture segmentation

Even though some of the above methods of texture description capture important

properties of texture, using them to reliably extract the various texture regions in

the images has been found to be difficult. This is because such texture description

methods are good provided the region being analyzed is of one texture. However,

when the problem is to find these texture regions, methods that analyze the image

by applying such description measures to arbitrary regions (cont g more than

one texture) do not yield good segmentation. Existing approaches for analyzing

a texture image use texture descriptors such as the ones described above and use

methods such as region growing 3, 237 119, 22], clustering, thresholding, relaxation

labeling, etc. 28, 113], to group the various textured regions. Region growing

methods 23, 119] typicaMy compute some textural properties over some window in

the image and grow such seed regions by grouping adjacent windows with similm

textural properties. For such methods there is no clear choice of window size for all

textures. A window that is too small may not be able to capture textural features,

while a large window could potentially span more than one texture. Others use a

split and merge scheme for segmentation by measuring the s arity of textures over

hierarchically organized window ses 113]. Clustering approaches try to find clusters

in some feature space with features assembled for each pixel in the image and assign

image pixels to the closest cluster based on the feature vector at that pixel 28, 132].

Such methods often require some knowledge of the number of different textures

in the image. Thresholding approaches smilarly identify modes a histogram of

some texture feature computed from 'image pixels and assign pixels to the most

representative mode of the histogram with each mode taken to represent a texture

category. Since neighborhood dependence of pixels 'is not exploited in such schemes,

the resulting segmentation often tends to be spotty. FinaUy, estimation theoretic

methods assign a region type to each pixel based on analyzing the likelihood of a

given set of texture regions arising in a given image, with the region type assignment

constrained to ' ' .ze some measure of fit 127 1427 35]. Such methods often need

some supervision on the choice of filltial regions to characterize textural information,
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and also some knowledge of the total number of textured regions images.

Thus most of the existing approaches to texture region segmentation tend to

be computationally expensive and result in problems of over or under segmentation

without additional supervision.

4.2 An Approach to Texture Region Segmentation

We now present an approach to texture region segmentation that uses a model

of the texture hnage formation process to arrive at a way to analyze the finage.

The segmentation is then performed using a texture description that combines the

advantages of spatial and frequency domain approaches to texture.

4.2.1 Texture image representation

Most approaches to texture make an 'implicit assumption that the textured image

comes from a stationary stochastic process [1, 63]. Since each textured region 

the image usually differs sufficiently from other regions, the stationarity assumption

over the entire image 'is not generally valid. Our approach to texture segmentation

is based on the following model of texture image formation. The texture image is

modeled as having been generated by a short-space stationary stochastic process.

That is, the characteristics of the process generating the iage are assumed to be

stationary over a region of space characterizing a certain texture (hence short-space).

The implications of the short-space stationary assumption is that a signal (texture

image here) should be analyzed in portions rather than in its entirety. This is

reflected in the Fourier representation of such signals, called the short-space Fourier

transform given by 124, 93]:

F(ni, n2, WI, W2 = E E s(m, I)w(n - m, n2 - (4.1)
I
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where s(m, 1) is the short-space stationary signal (image), w(m, 1) represents a win-

dow of finite duration N x N2, and nl, n )stand for the shift of the origin of the

window. Like its 1D counterpart, the short-time Fourier transform 120], the short-

space Fourier transform (SPFT) also has a moving window 'terpretation. That

is, the SPFT can be interpreted as the Fourier transform (FT) of a portion of the

signal s(m, 1) defined by the current position of the window w(m, 1) (given by the

shift nl, n2) as shown in Figure 41). Thus the SPFT captures the frequency vari-

ations in the short-space stationary sgnal over a short window duration. From this

it is apparent that the SPFT captures both spatial and frequency variations in the

texture iage.

How does representing a texture hnage by its SPFT lead to a method of texture

segmentation? The sliding window interpretation of the SPFT suggests a way to

analyze the texture image. We can slide a window over different portions of the

image and notice differences in the SPFTs of adjacent windows. Specifically we

can look at the power spectrum of the SPFT of each window and identify any

difference in the high energy peaks of the respective power spectra. This is based

on the following rationale. The SPFT for a given window describes the Fourier

transform and hence the Fourier power spectrum of the textured region trapped by

the currently sliding window, albeit distorted due to convolution with the window's

transform. That is, if a window spans a texture region s(Mn), its SPFT is the

FT of s(mn = s(mn)w(mn). If an adjacent window spans the same textured

region, we expect the SPFT's of the two windowed regions to be similar since the two

windowed regions are two portions of the same texture region s(m, n), even though

the window displacement is different in the two cases. However, if the adjacent

window spans another texture region i.e., contains a boundary, then the signal

w'thin that windowS2(m, n) can be written as s(M nwi(m, n) + s(m, n)W2(m, n)

where

1 over the portion cont s(mn)
w, (m, n = (4.2)

0 elsewhere
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and

W2(m, n) 0 over the portion containing s(mn) (4-3)
1 elsewhere

Thus S2(mn) can be thought of as consisting of truncated windowed versions

of the two texture regions s(M, n) and s(m, n)2 . The SPFT of the new windowed

region is the sum of the Fourier transforms of the portions mn)wi(mn) and

3 (mn*2(mn). Such a FT's spectrum will, in general, appear different from the

spectrum of the earlier window, both in the location and the amplitude of high

energy peaks (depending on the amount of overlap between the two transforms). A

similarity/difference detector could, therefore, pck up such differences and postulate

a boundary between adjacent regions.

Thus by doing a moving wdow analysis and looking at spectral peaks in the

SPFT spectra of adjacent windowed regions, we can predict boundaries between

regions. Later, we show how such boundary fragments can be combined together to

yield a texture segmentation of the image. But first, we address the 'issues of the

choice of the shape, the duration, and the extent of overlap between windows, as

they affect the reliability wth which the different texture regions in an image can

be isolated.

Choice of Window

From windowed Fourier analysis, we know that the shape of the window can in-

troduce distortion in the shape of the transform and hence the power spectrum of

the signal. Here we will restrict to rectangular windows for reasons of simplicity,

although better windows such as the Hamming, Hanning, and Kaiser wndows are

available that smooth the distortion produced by the window shape[111].

'In case the windowed region has portions of more than two texture regions, then m, n) can

represent all the re s other than s(m, n).
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Duration of window

Ideally, the least distortion of the Fourier transform of the signal 'is achieved by a

window of infinitesimally narrow bandwidth (i.e. of infinite duration). However, a

large duration is not desirable as 'it can span more than one stationary region 3 A

constraint on the choice of window size for texture image segmentation, therefore,

can come from some a priori knowledge about the smallest size of textured region

present in an image of a scene. In our experiments, we have chosen window sizes

ranging from 32x32 to 64x64. With this choice, the bandwidth of the rectangular

window's spectrum along each imension, given by F,1N, where F, is the sampling

rate of the image, and N, the extent along that dimension, is = F,/64. This is a

sufficiently narrow bandwidth for most applications.

Overlap between windows

The overlap between wdows is an important factor as 'it decides the amount of

aliasing in the short-space Fourier transform. This has implications in the validity of

the comparison of Fourier spectra in two adjacent windowed regions. The adjacent

windows could have a maximum overlap of N - x N - , i.e., could be spaced

1x1 pixels apart. But this would violate the computational feasibility requirement

of selection, as an enormous number of windowed regions need to be examined.

Fortunately, Nyquist sampling of the SPFT specifies a 'ni'MUM amount of overlap

that must exist between adjacent windows, thus keeping the number of windowed

regions to be analyzed computationally feasible. By extending the method described

in 120] to 2D, we derive such a 'mum overlap as follows. Since the SPFT is a

function of space and frequency, the shift in space between two adjacent windows

(and hence the overlap between adjacent windows) gives the sampling rate in space.

This can be found by g the frequency variables to, say, W10, W20) and exaniin'g

the resulting SPFT which is now a function of space alone as

3A finite duration window also ensures the existence of the SPFT as it makes the resulting

sequence absolutely summable.



F(ni , n2) W10, W20)= E E f (ml )e-jw1OMe-jW201 w(n - m n - (4.4)
I

where some of the terms from equation 41 are rearranged to reflect a new inter-

pretation of the SPFT. From the above equation, the SPFT for a fixed frequency

can be thought as the convolution of the sequence fnln2)e -jwlonle -jW2on2 with

a filter whose impulse response is given by wnln2)- In frequency do this

corresponds to a multiplication of the displaced FT of the sgnal f(ml) with the

FT of the window. Most windows have a low pass filter response with a nrrow

passband around zero frequency wlo= 20 = 0). Thus the FT of F(ni , n2) W10, W20)

also 'is low pass and ban ted by the window's spectrum. If the bandwidth of the

window is B, then F(ni , n2, W10, W20) needs a sampling rate of at least 2B samples

per second according to the Nyquist rate. Since the bandwidth of the rectangular

window is about F IN each ension, the ' ' distance between consecu-

tive samples of F(n17n2iW1OiW20) should be 1/2B = N12F = N12 in terms of the

pixel spacing in the textured image. Since the shift between consecutive windows

must be at most N12 pixels, it means that the amount of overlap between

adjacent windows 'is at least N12.

Relevance of mi overlap for texture segmentation

The ' ' overlap between consecutive windows was deter ed to avoid

aliasing in the SPFT. But is 'it necessary to maintain such a ' ' overlap 

order to make texture segmentation valid? It is true that as long as the underlying

textures any two adjacent windows are sufficiently different, it should show in

their respective Fourier power spectra. But to ensure the recovery of all the possible

textured regions (i.e. to ensure that there 'is no under-segmentation), tis 

overlap must be maintained. Ts can be seen as follows. The SPFT is meant to

capture both the spectral and spatial variations in a short-space stationary signal.

The adequate sampling rate condition in the space do indicates that unless

this is met, the missing values of Fnl , n12, W10, (20) for a fixed frequency location

Section 42 81
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(W10i W20), at an arbitrary shift (n', n') are not recoverable from the known sample

values at n, , n2). Since this is true for any fixed frequency, it implies that the spec-

tral variations in the transform Fnl, n2, WV W2 )for the signal the wndow with

1 2 are not capturable at all frequencies (Wli, WV) (see Figure 42 for an il-

lustration of this argument). Thus when spectra of adjacent windows are compared,

if the spectrum in the intermediate window lied by the shift (n', n')) is different

from the previous window, this will not be detected and a potential boundary (and

hence perhaps a textured region) may be missed by such a segmentation scheme.

On the other hand, if the SPFT is adequately sampled in space (by maintaining the

. 0 shift), the missing spectra of the intermediate window carries no new in-

formation as far as the texture image is concerned and hence can be skipped during

comparison of adjacent windows.

Discussion

Thus we see that having a model of texture image formation process gives a way to

analyze a texture image (moving window analysis) and also a way to escribe the

texture information within each windowed region (by its SPFT) A segmentation

algorithm could then be designed that predicts boundaries between adjacent regions

by comparing their SPFT spectra. Such a segmentation algorit would not pre-

cisely locate boundaries but would still satisfy the rough segmentation requirement

for data-driven selection. However, it would not satisfy the computational feasibility

requirement as it involves the computation of at least a 2N x 2N Fourier transform

for each analysis window of duration N x N. The next section presents a compact

way of describing textural information within an analysis window that leads to a

computationally feasible texture segmentation algorithm.

4.2.2 Linear Prediction Spectrum-based description of textures

Consider a texture region s(m, n) in the texture image where m and n stand for the

two coordinate axes of the discrete ge plane and is the intensity signal at those
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of the need for minimum overlap for complete texture seg-

mentation. The different waveforms depict short-space Fourier transform evaluated

at different w-coordinates.
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Linear System

u(mn) y(mn)
h(mn) 101*1

I I

Figure 43: Blustration of linear system analysis. Here a signal y(m, n) is regarded

as the output of a black box (the linear systems) that is fed with some uknown input
signal u(m, n).

locations. If the texture region s(m, n) is obtained by using a sampling rate much
above the Nyquist rate, then it is well-known that its samples are dependent on each'

other 74]. One way to model this dependency is to say that the signal sample at a
location can be obtained from 'Its neighboring samples in a linear predictive fashion.

That is, the 2D texture region s(m, n) can be modeled as the output of a 2D linear

system with some nown input u(mn) so that the texture can be characterized
by the 'Impulse response of this linear system as (see Figure 43)

P Q
s(m, n = E L akIS(m - k, n - ) + Gu(m, n) (4-5)

k=-P(I,,I):0(0,0) =-Q

where a are the coefficients of the impulse response of the linear system and are

called the autoregressive (AR) model parameters or coefficients. G is the gain of the

system, and (2P + 1) x (2Q + 1 - represents the order of the AR model, 'i.e., the
number of coefficients of the lineax system.

The parameters akI can be estimated in several ways. One popular way is to
0 ze the overall prediction error between M, n) and its approximation i(m, n)

given by
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P Q
S'(m, n = E E akis(m - k, n - ) (4-6)

k=- P(k'I)'f(0'0) =-Q

using the rationale that snce the input u(mn) is, mi general, not known, s(m, n) can

only be approximately predicted as a linearly weighted sum of neighboring samples.

The prediction error per sample is then given by

e(m, n = s(m, n - S'(m, n = s(m, n - E 1] akIS(M - k, n - ) (4.7)
k I

where the Emits in the summation axe as given equation 46. The total squared

error in such an approximation is given by

e = E E(S(M, n - S'(m, n))'. (4.8)
n

This approximation can be made best the squared error sense by

differentiating e with respect to the parameters aki and setting to zero to yield the

following set of linear equations to solve for the AR parameters 98, 41]:

P Q

E L akIR(k-i I-j = Rilj)7 P < i < 7 Q < j < Q) (i7 j) 34 0 0)
k=-P(A"I):0(0,0) 1=-Q

(4.9)

where R(ij) is the autocorrelation function given by

R(i, j) s(m, n)s(m + i, n + ), -P < i < P, -Q < Q, (i, j) �6 (0, 0).
n

(4.10)

Discussion:

With the linear prediction or autoregressive model of a texture, the texture in

a region can be compactly described with a handful of AR parameters. Such AR



modeling of textures has been used before for synthesizing several natural textures

[21] and is, therefore, a plausible model even for representing natural textures. Also,

the est tion of the AR parameters requires the solution of linear equations (Equa-

tion 49) and the computation of only a few autocorrelation values (Equation 410)

g it less expensive than taking the Fourier transform. Since the AR compu-

tation takes all samples of the signal into account, it tends to average out minor

textural variations across a texture and also spatial extent differences, so that the

estimation of these parameters is less sensitive to exact spatial extent and minor tex-

tural differences. Ts can be useful for texture segmentation since a given texture

region spanning windows can be modeled in these windows by parameters that are

very close in value.

Although there are several advantages to representing the textures as AR mod-

els the AR parameter domain itself is not very good for ex g differences in

the textural content of adjacent windows. It has, nevertheless, been used before for

texture segmentation 137, 12]. In 137] for example, a chi square test of similarity

was derived from the AR parameters which would mainly detect textural differences

in stochastic textures but not in structural textures. In general, tests of textural

differences formed from the AR parameters can mainly detect strong differences

and cannot account for large variations in illumination and orientation changes, and

natural statistical variations. So following the advantages of the Fourier do

representation mentioned m Section 41.2, we now examine a frequency domain in-

terpretation of the AR parameters called the linear prediction spectrum.

Linear prediction spectrum- The transfer fimction 4 of the linear system in equa-

tion 45 when expressed in frequency doma' (W1, W2) gives

H(wlW2 - S(W1, W2) - G (4.11)
U(W1, W2) ( - Ek El akle-jw1ke-jW21

The linear prediction (LP) spectrum is defined as the power spectrum of the

transfer function and is given by

4The transfer fimction of a linear system I's the ratio of its output sgnal to its input signal.
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L(w,,W2)= I H(wi, W2) 12 Ek El akle-jw1ke-jw2l) 2 (4.12)

The linear prediction spectrum has several important properties that make it a

suitable domain in which to examine textural differences. First, it is well known

that the linear prediction spectrum approximates the Fourier power spectrum of

the sgnal 98, 41]. This approximation is known to be better at high energy peaks

than at low energy peaks, although the approximation is good on the average at all

frequencies 98]. Figure 45 shows an example of the linear prediction spectrum of

a speech signal that illustrates this property. Thus LwlW2) highlights high energy

peaks in the power spectrum. It 'is in this sense that the use ess, of LP spectrum

for textural comparisons becomes apparent. It can be seen as a means of extracting

useful information (high energy peaks) from the power spectrum of the texture in a

given window, so that comparing the LP spectra of two adjacent windows amounts to

comparing the respective power spectra with only the essential information retained.

Figure 44 shows examples of textures whose s, arities/differences can be easily

perceived from their LP spectra. Like the power spectrum, the LP spectrum too

cannot distinguish between textures that have the same power spectrum but differ

in phase spectrum when the same order AR model 'is used to parameterize the two

textures. Snce such textures rarely occur s taneously 'in a scene, this 'is usually

not a critical 'issue.

Another motivation for choosing the LP spectrum as a texture representation

comes from its computational feasibility. Although the LP spectrum approximates

the power spectrum, it does so in a ratio senses. It was shown in 98] that this results

in a smoothed spectrum that can be coarsely sampled (when compared to the power

spectrum). Figure 45 that shows an example of linear predictive modeling of a

speech signal also illustrates intuitively, why a lower sampling of the LP spectrum

may be sufficient. A suggested sampling rate has been superposed on this figure

which was taken from [98]. This lower sampling rate can also be derived from

the definition of LP spectrum in equation 412. There the expression AW1, W2)

'That ', it is the spectrum that i i es the ratio of power spectrum to the LP spectrum.
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Figure 44: Illustration of the power of LP spectra in highlighting the simila 'ties/

differences between textures. (a) An aerial texture of a collection of trees. (b) Another

aerial texture showing a different collection of trees. (c) An aerial texture of a field.

(d) The LP spectrum of (a) using a z2 non-causal AR model. (e) The LP spectrum

of (b) using a 2x2 non-causal AR model. (f) The LP spectrum of (c) again using

a 2z2 AR model. The similarities between textures in (a) and (b) is brought out in

their respective LP spectra.
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Figure 45: Illustration to show that the LP spectrum can be sampled at a lower rate

than the Fourier transform of the signal. The plot shows a 28-pole fit to a speech

spectrum and is taken from 98] A suggested sampling rate of the LP spectrum has

been superimposed on the plot.

( - EkEl akle-j"'e-3""2 1) is essentially the (negative of the) Fourier transform of

the AR parameters (with a00 = 1), and since there are (2P + 1) x (2Q + 1 of

them, a sampling rate of (4P 2 x (4Q 2 is sufficient for sampling Aw,,W2)

and hence the LP spectrum. Thus the LP spectrum can be easily computed using
a much s er point Fourier transform than the power spectrum (that needs M x

2N where M x N is the size of the windowed texture region). From these features

it is apparent that the linear prediction spectrum representation is an appropriate

domain for analyzing textural differences and hence for texture region segmentation.

4.2.3 Comparison of LP spectra of adjacent windowed regions

We now develop a measure for recording differences between the LP spectra of ad-
jacent wdowed regions in a texture image which can then be used in a texture

segmentation algorithm. The difference between spectra can be judged by looking

at certain properties that capture the essence of the Erequency content of the LP

spectra of two adjacent windows W and W2. Since the windows overlap, it is clear
that there is a common textured region R2 in the two'windows (see Figure 46). For
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the purpose of segmentation, we would like to know 'if two adjacent overlapping win-

(lows span different textured regions. A simple way to check this would be to see if

boundaries exist in the regions of overlap. Since every image region is in the overlap

region of two adjacent windows, all textured regions could potentially be discovered

via such a boundary detection. If we call the image regions outside the region of over-

lap in W, as R, and in W2 as R2, the scenarios of distribution of regions R,R2,R3

we consider are shown in Figure 47. That is, either none, one, or two boundaries

are possible in the overlapping region with respect to the windows W, W2. Note

that the case of no boundary in the region of overlap does not necessarily mean that

the texture regions in W2 is the same as in W1. They could still have a boundary as

shown in Figure 4.8. Such boundaries would be discovered in the previous or next

set of overlapping windows shown in that figure. Consider now the entire regions

ri, r2, r3 Whose windowed portions are R1, R2, R3, and let their Fourier transforms

be denoted by F,1, F,2, F,3. Then the Fourier transforms FR1, FR2, FR3 of regions

RI, R2, R3, axe convolutions with shifted windows W, W2 of F,1, F,2, F,3, respec-

tively, and when considered in 'isolation, would appear as their distorted versions.

Some of this distortion is suppressed when only high energy peaks in the respective

power spectra are considered in the corresponding LP spectra LRI, LR2, LR3 Men

the regions R1, R2) and (R2, R3), are considered in combination as the signal within

windows WI and W2, then the resulting spectrum is the sum of the individual Fourier

spectra. When the LP spectra of adjacent overlapping windows are compared, there-

fore, there may be some each of (including none), the common peaks, the missing

peaks, and the spurious peaks (where missing and spurious peaks are decided with

respect to one of the windows, say, W1, as reference). But each of these factors (i.e.,

the common, missing, and spurious peaks) alone may not be sufficient to distinguish

between the two LP spectra as they cannot uiquely resolve the cases 2), 3) and

(4) shown in Figure 47. In case 2 we would find some each of common, missing,

and spurious peaks arising from contributions from R1, R2, R3 respectively, while

cases 3 and 4 show instances of common and missing (case 3 or spurious (case 4)

peaks. Using common peaks alone, we cannot resolve between a three cases 2,3,4),

while with missing peaks we cannot resolve between 2) and 3), and similarly with
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R2

Figure 46: Scenarios of texture regions in the overlapping windows.

spurious peaks we caimot resolve between 2) and 4). The difference measure we

chose, therefore, combines factors computed on each of these three types of peaks

and adds them up in a reinforcing way.

LP spectrum difference detection measure

Let P an P denote the set of peaks in the LP spectra of the two ajacent windowed

regions WI, W2 obtained by t g a 2Px2Q order model for AR estimation in both

windows. That is

7-- {17P27 ---Pmli P {Pt PI 7 -- I (4.13)

Let the amplitude of peak pi be denoted by V(pi) and its frequency location by

I(pi). Let the set PP' denote the set of common peaks, i.e., when (pi = I(pj so

that

PP = I(Pill 'l),...(PikiPj-k)}-Pi (4.14)
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(C) (d)

Figure 47: Scenarios of the distribution of texture regions in adjacent overlapping

windows showing the possibilities of zero, one or two boundaries in the region of

overlap with respect to the windows W, and W2 .

Figure 48: Blustration to show that an absence of boundary in the region of overlap

could still indicate a boundary in the region spanned by the overlapping wndows.
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Let

PM = l) -Piki, PM, (4.15)

represent the first and the second of the pairs in the set PP'. Then the set P-PM

denotes the set of missing peaks while the set P-PM' denotes the set of spurious

peaks with window W, taken as the reference window.

The difference measure was obtained by recording the following information

about each of the common, the missing, and the spurious peaks: i their number,

(-) their relative amplitude, and M-) their respective distributions of locations.

(a) Number of missing peaks: In general, the more missing peaks, the less the cer-

tainty that R, is present in the second window W2. Further, if the peaks that are

missing are of high energy, then this makes 'it even more certain. These two factors

are reflected in the following choice of function to weigh the contribution from the

missing peaks towards detecting the difference between the two LP spectra.

Fact = EPiEP-PM V(pi) (4.16)
Mp * Vma.

where Va = maxf V(pi)j, and Mp =I P - PM 1. The factor is normalized so that

it lies between and with indicating a greater difference between the two spectra.

(b)Number of spurious peaks: Once again the more spurious peaks, the more likely

it is that a new region 'is present in the second window W2. Further, this conclusion

will be strengthened by the presence of strong spurious peaks. This is reflected in

the choice of the second factor as:

EP IEP'-PM'V(P3)Fact = i (4.17)
MP V�ax

where =MazfV(')IandMpi=IP'-PM'I.V�ax Pi
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(c) Number of common peaks: en spectra show common peaks, they either Mdi-

cate that some portion of regions R, and R2 may be present in the second window

W2 or that texture in region R3 has certain common spectral peaks with R or

R, or both. A better indication can be obtained by comparing the amplitude of

corresponding common peaks. This is expressed the following factor:

t (V(pi)-V( I))E(pi, abs pi
pi')EPP' maz{VnzxVn..j

Fact3 = I PP, (4.18)

(d) Location information at peaks: Since the frequency content of the peaks is in-

dicated by their location, the difference 'in the relative location of ordered peaks

(ordered by energy) gives an indication of the difference in the frequency content of

the two LP spectra. It can be obtained by recording the fference in the distribution

of peaks as follows. Let PI 1Pi1,Pi2,..pij be the set of peaks in P ordered by

their energy. Smilarly, let I I } be the peaks P ordered by their energy.P� fpj I -pi.
Let r(p) denote the rank of peak p in these ordered sets. Let d(pi, EuclideanPi
distance between (pj) and such that r(pi = r( and pi E Pi ad p EPi Pi P�
Taking into account the relative importance in the ordering, so that the difference

in the location of higher energy peaks between the two LP spectra is given more

importance than the difference between low energy peaks, we weight the distance

d(pil I byPi

V(PO V(wi = max Pi (4.19)
ma I Vmaz V�a.}' max Vmax i V�az

The factor Fact4records the difference in the distribution of peaks in the two spectra

as given below:

wij d(piE(Pi, I)EPiPt Pipi
Fact4 pp, (4.20)

LP difference detection measure: Since each of the factors detect a certain type of

difference that reinforce each other, the LP difference detection measure is formed

by a simple linear combination as
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4

Dist(Wi, W2) Facti (4.21)

The value of the distance is 4 since each of the factors is normalized to

lie between and 1. After noting the value of the distance measure for several

test windowed regions in texture images, we found a value of difference > 2 as a

conservative indication of a boundary. Better thresholds could have been designed,

however.

Extensions: The above measure captures the difference in the number, distribution

and relative strengths of peaks the LP spectra of two adjacent overlapping textured

regions. In cases where there are only a few peaks in the two spectra, this difference

measure can be augmented with factors similar to Fact,-4, but computed this tme

on the significant frequencies around the peaks.

4.2.4 Texture region segmentation using LP spectrum-based differ-

ence detection

The texture region segmentation algorithm brings together the 'ideas of moving win-

dow analysis of the texture image and the LP spectrum-based description of textures.

It analyzes the image in 3 stages. In the first stage, a rectangular window of size M,,,
x. N, Within each windowed

,,, is moved over the image With an overlap of Li x L2-

texture region, the AR parameters are estimated and the LP spectrum is generated.

The LP spectra of two adjacent windows is then compared using the measure given

in equation 421. Since the windows overlap either horizontally or vertically, the

boundaries predicted are then drawn vertically or horizontally respectively through

the middle of the overlap region between windows. The result of this is a crude

segmentation of the scene represented by the image. The fference measure chosen

is rather conservative that it may miss the prediction of certain portions of region

boundaries. However, the boundaries that are predicted tend to be correct. In the
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second stage, the missing portions of boundaries are found by trying possible exten-
6sions of existing boundary fragments forward and backward for contour completion 

The reprediction of boundaries in such extensions is tried using a higher order AR

model. Any re ning missing portions of contour are then 'ignored. The final stage

of the algorithm assembles the various texture regions by performing a depth-first

search on the overlapping wndows. Specifically, it scans the overlapping windows

top to bottom, left to right, and groups adjacent overlapping windows that do not

have a boundary between them into one region provided the window being con-

sidered does not show a boundary with an already added segment7 . The result of

all three stages is to have the various texture regions approximately isolated with

over-segmentation more likely than bleeding of regions (which was removed to a large

extent in step 2 Such over-segmentation is more desirable than under-segmentation

for selection, snce it needs regions likely to come from a single object, even if they

are not completely isolated.

Ex�Mples: We now illustrate the texture region segmentation algorit with a

few examples. Figure 4.9a shows a scene consisting of three cloth textures. By using

a 64 x 64 sized window wth overlap of 32 x 32, and comparing the LP spectra

of adjacent windows as indicated in the above section, a segmentation of the scene

was obtained as indicated in Figure 4.9b. As can be seen from this figure, the

three texture regions have been isolated by this segmentation, although their precise

boundaries are not well captured. Figure 4.10a shows another scene consisting of a

collage of Brodatz textures. The region segmentation of the scene of Figure 4.10a is

shown in Figure 4.10b. Some of the regions have been coalesced because of the forced

merging done Step 3 of the algorit Finally, Figure 4 11 shows the performance

of the algorit on an image of a scene consisting of textural information in the

presence of non-textural scene clutter.

'The boundary fragments are extended up to a maximum of two overlapping windows. This was

done after noting in several segmentation experiments on test images that the first stage of boundary

prediction does not miss prediction of boundaries for more than two consecutive segments.
7Such cases occur when there are broken boundaries and the result win then be a forced segmen-

tation Mto two regions.
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(a) (b)

- 0-'- 1--�IMGWII-Ple Of exture region segmentation, (a) A scene consisting of three

textured regions. () The texture regions found using the region segmentation algo-
rithm.
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(a)

I

(b)

i

Figure 410: Texture regions segmentatio - Another example. (a) A scene depicting

a collage of Brodatz textures. (b A segmentation of the scene performed by the

algorithm. Note the rough nature of the boundaries between various regions.
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(a) (b)

Fignre 411: Texture region segmentation - Final example. (a) A scene consisting

of several objects with only a few objects carrying texture information. (b) Result of

region segmentation performed by the algorithm.



S-No. Num. Regions Num. Regions Num. Regions Num. Regions

Present Found Merged Split

1. 3 3 0 0

2. 7 7 1 1

I 11 9 2 0

4. 15 17 2 4

5. 15 16 1 2

Table 41: Statistics on segmentation performed by the texture segmentation algo-

rithm on some scenes. The complexity of the scene is indicated by the number of

texture regions indicated in Column 2.

By trying the segmentation algorithm on images of several scenes such as the

ones described above, we recorded the number of correct segmentations done by the

algorit . The results are shown in Table 41. Here the number of texture regions

manually detected in these ges are listed in Column 2 and give an indication

of scene complexity. Co 3 indicates the number of texture regions found by

the algorithm in these scenes. Column 4 indicates the number of texture regions

that were merged and column indicates the number of regions that were split.

From the table we see that both merging and splitting are possible. The regions

that were merged were y s regions. Due to the conservative nature of the

segmentation algorithm, merging was less common than segmentation, which is more

tolerable than undersegmentation for the purpose of selection,

Analysis: Each of the steps of the segmentation algorit can be done relatively

fast. In Step-1, the estimation of AR parameters involves the computation of (PQ)

autocorrelation values taking time (MNPQ) for the smmation in Equation 410,

followed by asolution of a system of linear equations (Equation 49) that take time of

O(P'Q') by standard methods such as Gaussian elimination 56]. The Fourier trans-

form of the AR parameters takes time of (PQlogPQ) while the spectra comparison

takes time of (M1Li.N1L2.Np) where Np = mazjj P I P 11 I P 1 I P I are the

number of peaks in the two spectra, and MILI.NIL2 i the number of analysis win-

---- --- ---
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dows. Thus Step-1 takes time of 0(p3Q3 + MNPQ + PQIogPQ + MILiNIL2.Np).

The order of complexity of Step-2 is the same as Step-1 except that the AR compu-

tation is done on only a raction of the number of windows. In Step-3, the depth-

first search examines each segment (window) at most once while visiting and, for

each new segment dded, compares it with every added segment, so that it takes

time of 0(M1LiN1L2)')- Since P, Q are typically chosen to be s 4, and

MILI NIL2 e0 16, so that the overall complexity of the algorithm 'is still small.

Discussion

This approach to texture region segmentation exploits good features of existing ap-

proaches to texture description and analysis but differs from them in some important

respects. The model of the texture image formation process used 'is more general

and applicable to images in which not all of the regions carry texture information.

Further7 it specifies, in some sense, the correct way to analyze an image consist

ing of several texture regions. Also, unlike region growing methods, where the

choice of good seed regions that capture the property of a single texture region was

not clear, this approach can capture global properties by having a wider analysis

window than the usual seed regions, and at the same time, capture local proper-

ties (namely, boundaries between adjacent regions) because of overlapping windows.

Finally, by performing a rough region segmentation relatively fast, it satisfies the

requirement of data-driven selection.

4.3 Texture-based Data-driven Selection

When considering scenes typically analyzed in object recognition, not all regions

in an image of the scene carry texture information. Some of them come from the

scene clutter or the background rather than texture patterns on objects'. A texture

segmentation algorithm such as the one described above, when applied to these fin-

ages, gives regions not all of which are relevant from the point of carrying texture

information. Also, imperfect segmentation often results in a large number of texture



regions some of which may span more than one object. For the purpose of recogni-

tion, therefore, it would be useful to select only a few key texture regions. Following

again the paradigm of attract-attentional selection, we now present a method of

choosing salient texture regions.

4.3.1 Texture saliency

As in color saliency, we focus on capturing the sensory component of texture saliency.

Thus, for example, we would like to capture the sensing of brightness variations

in a texture pattern, but which pattern of variations 'is more meaningful requires

some a priori knowledge and will not be attempted. Some gross region properties

such as color and area were sufficient to distinguish between color regions for color

saliency. These are not sufficient to distinguish between texture regions for purposes

of texture saliency. Texture captures the pattern of intensity variations 'in a region

and, therefore, more detailed properties need to be captured for texture saliency.

We now propose a representation for the texture image that highlights such sensory

properties that are general enough to be perceived by most observers.. A saliency

measure is then designed that extracts perceptually significant features from such a

representation.

One of the properties of a texture that seems to be sensed often is the contrast

present the grey level variations across the texture. There is also some physio-

logical evidence that retinal ganglion cells and cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus

respond to a difference in contrast [80]. Often the sensing of contrast is restricted

to observing the relatively dark or bright patches (regions) in a texture against an

intermediate grey background. In fact, a representation of the texture that high-

lights the dark or bright regions against a grey background seems to capture most

of the textural information, as can be seen from the examples shown in Figure 412.

This can also be inferred from a theorem of Curtis and Oppenheim 31] which states

that under some conditions, it is possible to uniquely recover a 2D signal (to within

scale factor) from its threshold crossings8 thus m g such treshold crossings a

aThat is, by recording the locations at which the signal value crosses a certain threshold.

1 I -II op wwm,-�
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complete representation of the signal. If the texture is convolved with the Laplacian

of Gaussian (LOG) function, it often satisfies the conditions stated in their theorem

(namely, ban tedness and nonfactorability). Now, if the bright and dark regions

are obtained by recording the threshold crossings of the convolved ge (using posi-

tive and negative thresholds as indicated by Voorhees and Poggio 159]), then by the

above theorem, the texture (the LOG convolved texture, that is), can be uniquely

specified from such bright and dark regions.

We propose, therefore, that the saliency of a texture region can be nferred by

analyzing the interplay between the bright and dark regions in the texture against a

grey background. To develop a measure of saliency, we need a way to reliably extract

the relatively bright and dark regions 'in the texture, represent them in a suitable

form, and analyze their interaction. We now discuss how each of these operations

can be done.

Texture representation for deriving saliency

In our approach, the texture is represented by a set of four binary maps. Two of them

highlight the bright and dark regions and the other two highlight the background

against the dark or bright regions. The bright and dark regions were obtained by

convolving the texture n'nage with the Laplacian of Gaussian function, and grouping

pixels that cross an appropriately chosen brightness or darkness threshold. The

thresholds for obt g the bright and dark regions were chosen using the method

described 159, 1581. The background regions were obtained by grouping those

pixels that failed to satisfy the darkness or brightness thresholds (see Figure 413

for an illustration). Thus for example, in a map highlighting the dark regions in the

texture, the background includes the white regions as well as regions of intermediate

grey level. If the regions being highlighted in a binary map are designated as white

regions, and the other regions as black then each binary map can be treated in a

uniform way by analyzing the white and black regions.

Representing the bright and dark region information in separate binary maps

allows us to evaluate their individual contributions in dete 'ng the overall saliency



(a)

(b)

(C)

Figure 412: Blustration to show that the bright and dark regions against an interme-

diate background capture important textural information. (a) Sample textures. (b)

Binary maps highlighting the dark regions n the respective textures. (c) Binary maps

highlighting the bright regions in the respective textures.
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Figure 413: Method obtaining bright, dark, and intermediate grey regions in a
texture. V and V2 ai;e the darkness and brightness thresholds respectively.

of the texture. For some textures the bright regions may capture the interesting

patterns while for others it may be the dark regions. Figure 414 illustrates some

of these textures. Figure 4.14a shows a texture for which the dark regions (against
background) form interesting patterns, while Figure 4.14c shows a texture for which

the bright regions form interesting patterns. Finally, Figure 4.14e shows a texture
in which both bright and dark regions are ortant ' deter ' * saliency. In the

next section we analyze the binary maps to determine the attributes that deter e
their 'individual contributions towards texture saliency.

Attributes of binary maps for determining texture saliency

The interplay between black and white regions in a binary map can be revealed by

computing attributes that indicate the shape and sizes of these regions and their
arrangement with respect to each other. Specifically, the attributes chosen for ana-

lyzing each of the binary maps capture properties of the black regions that lie inside
some white region called holes henceforth). The properties of white regions that lie
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Figure 414: Illustration to show the elative importance of dark and bright regions.

(a) A texture where dark regions are dominant as seen from its binary map in (b).

(c A texture where bright regions are dominant as seen from its binary map in (d).

(e A texture where both bright and dark regions are dominant as seen from its binary

map in M.
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inside some black region will be considered in the binary map that has the roles of the

black and white regions reversed. Some of the attributes capture global properties of

these regions while others try to capture any local subpattern ' a texture that may

make it interesting. The global attributes we chose were i the number of holes,

(-) shape of the holes, and (M-) the istribution of the holes inside white regions. As

attributes that capture local subpatterns we chose: (i) n er of holes in

a white region and -) maximum area occupied by any hole. We now describe the

rationale behind the choice of these attributes and ways of measuring them.

Since all the attributes need 'information about holes, that is, the black regions

that lie inside some white region, we first need to determine holes. Here we associate

a hole region with the immediately enclosing white region. In doing so, we may re-

strict the computation of local attributes but not the global attributes. Determining

the inside/outside relation (i.e. hole relation) between two regions is a polygon con-

tainment problem that takes O(n logn)time in the general case, and O(n tme when

the polygons ae nonintersecting, where n is the number of points on the contours

of regions being considered. However, by exploiting the fact that the map is binary,

the containment test can be done in 0(1 tme per pdr of white and black regions

by testing for the inside/outside relationships between rectangles enclosing the two

regions as shown in Fgure 415. With this test, a black region 'is taken to be 'inside

a white region, if the enclosing rectangle of the black regions is inside the enclosing

rectangle of the white region. The enclosing rectangles for all the regions can be

found by a single linear scan of the binary image and noticing the top, bottom, left,

and right extrema of each region.

1. Total number of holes: This attribute was chosen because it captures the overall

density of the pattern. It can be obtained by simply counting the number of holes

in all white regions.

2. M number of holes within a white region A large number of holes in a

white region sgnals that the brightness variations occur rapidly the texture and

may indicate any significant subpattern that make this texture distinctive as can be

seen from the examples in Figure 416. Since the holes inside a white region are
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Hole enclosing rectangle

Figure 415: Hole detection test for binary maps. A black region is considered to be

inside a white region if its enclosing rectangle is inside the enclosing rectangle of the

white region.

already known, this attribute can be easily evaluated. As the holes are associated

with the nearest enclosing white region, this attribute does not take into account

any black regions IyM'g inside white re 'ons that are themselves inside white regions

(see Figure 417 for an iustration).

3. Area occupied by the holes within a wite regi n: When the black regions within

white regions are small, in size and large in number, then the combined area of the

holes within a white region can give an indication of the intricacy of the texture. To

evaluate this attribute we compute the filled areas of black and white regions, that
is the sum of the areas (in pixel counts) of all re ions lvin inside a region. If we

I 9 W 9

denote the filled areas of all holes in a white region by FAb, the filled area of the
white region by FA, ar

and the ea (pixel area) of a hole in the white

region by Ab, then the expression

PA A )

zed over all white re 'ons is taken as representative of any subpattern that

may be present in the texture.

4. Shape of black regions: The shape of the regions 'is considered based on the ratio-

nale that non-smooth contour variations of the regions could create a pattern that is
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(a) (b)

Figure 416: Role of the number of holes in deciding texture saliency. The binary

maps of the textures of (a) and () differ in the number of holes. The texture shown

in (a) appears more salient due to a larger number of holes.

Figure 417: Blustration to show that white regions lying deep inside white regions

are not captured in attribute 2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 418: Blustration of the shapes whose non-smoothness is well-captured by the

non-smoothness measure described in text.

interesting. Detailed shape evaluations axe not done, however, in order to avoid sub-

jective bias. The relative deviation of the actual shape of the region from a convex

polygonal approximation to the shape gives an indication of non-smoothness because

it captures the area of local concavities in the shape of the region. Specifically, the

following measure was used to evaluate shape non-smoothness (SS):

convex area - actual area
convex area of the region'

Figure 418 shows binary maps of some textures where the non-smoothness of the

contours of black regions are well-captured by this measure. A distribution of the

SS relative sze of a the black regions (relative to the area of the enclosing white

region) is obtained and the value of SS corresponding to the of the dis-

tribution is taken to be the representative non-smoothness in the shape of the black

regions. The factor of relative size 'is added as a way of 'ving importance to the

shapes of the bigger and hence more noticeable regions.

5. Distribution of black regions wthin white regions: When textures have a s ar

number of black and white regions wth similar smoothness of shapes, then the
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(a) (b)

Figure 419: Blustration of the importance of the distribution of holes in determining

texture saliency. The textures shown in (a) and (b) differ in the relative placement

of holes and appeal to different extent perceptually.

distribution of black regions wthin white regions can become important in deciding

saliency as can be seen from the examples in Figule 419. Sunple measures of inter-

region distance such as

area of the convex of all black regions - area of black regions
area of the convex of all black regions

do not very well capture the spacing between black regions within a white region.

Figure 420 shows an example where the uneven spacing between black blobs is not

well-captured by the above measure. Perceptually, it appears that only the spacing

between certain "facing" regions is considered in getting a sense of the distribution

when we look at such binary maps as shown in Figure 421. Here the dark lines 'in-

dicate those facing regions whose inter-region spacing is considered while the broken

lines show those facing regions whose inter-region spacing is ignored in perceptually
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deter 'ning the overall spacing between the black blobs. Finally, the curvy lines

indicate which regions are not considered perceptually as facing regions at a In

general, it is difficult to characterize the perceptual phenomenon that determines

which regions face each other, and the spacing between wich of the facing regions is

important. Our approach to characterize the inter-region space distribution 'is based

on the following definition of facing regions. Two regions are said to face each other if

there is at least a straight line joiln g a point on the contour of one region to a point

on the contour of the other, that does not touch or cross any intermediate region.

The closest distance of approach between such facing regions is then given by the

length of the shortest such straight line. The algorithm for estimating the dstance

distribution proceeds in the following steps. First, 'it determines which regions face

each other and obtains the shortest distance of approach for each such pair of facing

regions. Then it deter 'es the distance between which facing regions is mportant

by retaining only those distances that form the mi spanning tree of the short-

est istances between regions. Such a tree determines which regions are closer to

one another but does not capture all of the perceptually 'Important inter-region dis-

tances, as shown in Figure 422. Here the relevant distances that are considered by

the algorit are marked by broken lines while the perceptually ortant istances

are marked by solid lines. Once the retained shortest distances are obtained for all

the black regions Mside wite regions, a cumulative distribution of such retained

distances is taken. From the cumulative distribution, a representative distance 

is chosen such that 90% of the retained distances have value lower than (see

Figure 423). This representative distance 'is chosen as a measure to characterize the

distance istribution between the black regions the bnary map.

The facing regions and their closest distance of approach is determined using an

extension of the Delaunay triangulation algorithm [118]. Specifically, the contour

pixels of all black regions withi a white region are pooled together and a triangula-

tion of the space within the white region is done. Then the edges connecting points

on the same region are removed and the minimum distance between two regions is

recorded by examining the length of the edges emanating:firom points in one region

to the other. The triangulation takes (MNIo9MN) time where M > N, and M is
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(a) (b)

Figure 420: Example to illustrate the inadequacy of the simple measure of inter-

region distance given in text. The texture shown in (a) and () would have the same

value using that measure but differ in the arrangement of holes.

the number of points on the contour of a black region and N is the number of black

regions. The shortest istance to all the facing regions can be found 06MN)

tnne since each point is examined once and the mum degree of branch from

any contour point in the triangulation is 6 118]. The shortest path from any region

to the other is found by using Kruskal's algorit for generating the ' ' span-

ning tree and takes time (NlogN + N 2A(N)) where A is the Ackerman's function

[29]. In this way, the entire distance distribution can be computed in time linear

the number of contour points of regions.

Discussion: rom the above discussion on the attributes to determine saliency of a

texture region, it appears that there is some redundancy in the information captured

by each of these attributes. For example, in the case where the texture has a large

number of relatively ' -sized holes in a white region, both attributes 2 and 3

would indicate this feature of the texture. We chose these attributes in spite of the

redundancy to account for textures such as the ones iustrated in Figure 424, where

such attributes are not redundant. Here, Figure 4.24a and b shows two textures that
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Figure 421: Blustration to show the relevance of the distance between certain facing

regions in determining the distance distribution. The solid lines indicate those facing

regions whose distance distance are considered while the broken lines indicate facing

regions whose distances seem to be ignored in arriving at a perception of inter-region

distance. The curved lines indicate regions that don't seem to be facing each other.
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Figure 422: Blustration of the distances considered by the algorithm for distance

estimation. The broken lnes indicate those distances that are considered perceptually

but not by the algorithm.
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are distinguished by the value of attribute 2 (and not by the value of attribute 3)

while Figure 4.24c and d shows two textures that are distin 'shed by the value of

attribute 3.

A easure of texture saliency

In this section we derive a measure of saliency by combining the information obtained

from an analysis of the black and white regions in the various maps using the at-

tributes described above. We had proposed earlier that the saliency of a texture can

be inferred by capturing the perceptual significance of the local contrast variations

in the texture. In terms of the binary map representations of texture, we need to

choose weighting ftinctions for the 'individual attributes that reflect their individual

contributions determining the perceptual sgnificance of the Mteraction between

the black and white re 'ons. Capturing the perceptual sgnificance of such an inter-

action by numerical weighting ftinctions is dfflicult, so our choice of the weighting

functions was based on the grounds of perceptual plausibility, and computational

feasibility. Specifically, they were chosen to emphasize the intricacy in the texture

pattern in each of the binary maps. We now describe the weighting functions chosen

for the attributes in each of the binary maps.

1. Total number of holes: In general, the more the number of holes, the better since

this contributes to the intricacy of the pattern. However, the ' ' perceivable

size of the holes and the distance between them sets an upper t to the number of

such black regions that can be present a bnary map. Here we assign a 

perceivable size of x pels, and a 'muin spacing between holes as also 4x so

that he m ' number of holes that can be still perceived are size of the texture

region/ 8x8. If the number of black regions exceeds this threshold, the pattern is

considered too dense to be perceived and wl be weighted less after this threshold.

Such a weighting is reflected in the following function.

A M t1T 0 < t < T (4.22)
ea(t-T) T<t<Mt
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(a)

(C) (d)

Figure 424: Blustration of textures where attributes 2 and 3 are not redundant. (a)

A binary map of a texture showing two holes. (b A binary map of a texture that

has the same ratio of hole to white region area as the texture n (a) but differs in

the number of holes. (c A binary map of a texture with two holes. (d) A texture

binary map that differs from the map of (c) in the ratio of hole to white region area

but contains the same number of holes.
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where t = number of white regions, a = 61,01010 , Mt = area of texture, and T = Mt/64-
M-T

The rate of decay factor ct was obtained assuming a value of 10-6 for the value of

fl(t) at t = Mt9. Since the threshold T is rarely reached, f(t) 'is linear for most

textures.

2. M ' number of holes in a white region: In cases when the textures being

compared have about the same number of black regions 'inside all the white regions

combined then the er of holes in a single white region can become

a distinguishing factor. The weighting function for this fact or therefore, compares

the ximum, number of holes found in any white region in a given texture with

the overall 0mum number of holes in any white region of all the textured regions

in any given image. The weighting function for this factor is chosen to be linear so

that:

f2(n = n/n,,,., (4.23)

where n mft number of holes in a white region in a given texture and nmax

= the number of holes in a white region across all textures in the finage.

3. Area occupied by the holes within a white regions: The weighting function for this

factor emphasizes those textures in which the holes a-re large in number and occupy

a large area wthin a white region. The weighting function therefore is:

f3(n = n (4.24)

FA Awhere n = (1 - " ), maximized over all white regions (attribute 3 Here FAbFAb

filled areas of all holes in a white region, FA,, = filled area of the white region,

and Ab = the 0 area (pixel area) of a hole in the white region.

4. Shape of the holes: The weighting function for the shape of the holes 'initially

emphasizes increasingly non-smooth shapes up to a threshold cl. But for non-

smoothness of shapes beyond this threshold (and before an upper thresholdC2) all

9The choice of the parameters such as a and the form of the eighting fimctions are described

in Appendix B.
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shapes are given equal importance. The upper Ithreshold can be laced based on an

analysis of randomly shaped bodies and noticing that except for thin curvy stripes,

most region contours stay within this threshold. The form of the weighting function

for non-smoothness as well as the thresholds V1, C1, C2was arrived at by performing

some informal psychophysical experiments whose details are given in Appendix .

This weighting ction is:

VJ+C/CI O<c<Cj

A (C) 1 C1 C C2 (4.25)
e a(C-C2) C2 < C < 10

where a = -510glo� an c = 02 and C = 08-
1-C2 7

5. Distribution of holes: The weighting function for the distribution of distances be-

tween holes deemphasizes istributions with both very small and very large repre-

sentative istance rd. A very large value of rd indicates that the majority of the

holes in the map are sparsely distributed making the pattern less intricate in the

given binary map. A very small value of rd, on the other hand, 'indicates that the

pattern is too dense. Between a lower and an upper threshold, the lower values of

rd are emphasized allowing for a more M'tricate pattern. The weighting function for

this attribute 'is therefore:

!nil - n) < n < ti
C1

_C2n t < n < 2

fs (n) 32 - C31n(l - n t2) t < n < 3 (4.26)

,3,-C4 (n- t3 t < n 4

o t < n < .0

where n = d7 t, 0-1, t2= 0.4, t3= 0. 5, t4= 075, s = 0.8, S2 1-0, S3= 07, S4
In!L

10-3 and c In(I-ti) )C2 In(1- si iC3 ($2-S3) 7 C4= 83
81 tj In(I+t2 -4) �4 -t3
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In computing the attributes and their weighting fimctions, we have so far ain-

tained the separation between the four binary maps that characterize the entire

texture information. To determine the overall saliency of the texture region, the

contributions from all the binary maps must be pooled together. In combining the

contributions, we note that the maps hi ghting the ark regions and the corre-

sponging background reinforce each other, as do the pair of maps highlighting the

bright regions and their corresponding background. This is because, in analyzing

each of these maps, the attributes of the black regions alone are determined. The

attributes of the white regions are obtained from the corresponding maps that high-

light the background rather than the dark (or bright) regions. These attributes

together constitute an analysis of the terplay between the black and white regions,

Le analyze the interaction of the bright (or dark) regions against their respective

background. To allow for textures that become salient because of only the bright or

the dark regions, their contributions are combined in a winner-take-all fashion. If

we denote the weighting fimctions for the attributes 1' in binary map for the dark

(bright) regions as Ad (fib) and in binary map for the corresponding background

region as fi,, fjj, then the overall saliency of the texture region T is given by

5

Texture - Saliency(T) fj (4.27)

where f = max1fid + fi,,, fib fi,

Results: We now illustrate the ranking of regions produced by the texture saliency

measure derived above. Figure 425 shows a collage of 6 textured regions, and the

ranking of these re'ions produced from the texture saliency measure is indicated

in Table 42. Table 42 also lists the contributions from the various attributes i.e.

values of fi. The binary maps highlighting the dark and bright regions are also

shown in the figure. Figure 426 shows another example of a collage of textures.

These textures were taken from the Brodatz album [16). Six texture regions are

extracted from this collage of textuxes to illustrate the results of texture saliency

computation. Since these textures have either the bright or dark regions, only one of



Re gion f, 1 f-s2 fs3 fs4 fj5 Saliency

1 0.09 0.60 0.0 0.70 0.0 1.40

2 0.04 0.21 0.16 0.64 0.15 1.21

3 0.12 0.19 0.08 0.53 0.01 0.94

4 0.16 1.0 0.39 0.26 0.29 2.12

5 0.20 0.19 .0 0.65 0.0 1.04

6 0.10 1.0 0.05 0.42 0.05 1.631 1 1 1 1 1 - , I

Region f,1 f,*2 L3 L4 fa 5 Saliency

1 0.09 0.54 0.07 0.52 0.07 0.8

2 0.19 0.68 0.0 0.65 0.0 1.52

3 0.24 1.0 0.28 0.40 0.22 2.13

4 0.21 0.10 0.0 0.56 0.0 0.87

5 0.31 0.99 0.20 0.44 0.17 1.94

6 0.38 0.91 0.17 0.31 0.15 1.74

Table 43: Contributions from various factors for determining the Saliency of textures

shown n Figure 426.

the binary maps is shown in Fgure 4.26b. Again the contributions from the various

attributes is listed in Table 43 and the overall ranking produced by the measure is

indicated in the last column of this table.

Use of salient texture regions for data-driven selection

Salient texture regions are primarily useful for data-driven selection object recog-

nition, when the ob'ect of interest has an interesting texture region that also appears

among the salient texture regions the given scene. In such cases, the search for

data features that match model features can be restricted to the salient regions, thus

--I--- ---- ------ - --- --
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'.''-ble 42: Contributions from various factors for determining the saliency of textures

shown in Figure 425.
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(b)

(C)

Figure 425: Illustration of texture saliency computation for a collage of textures. (a)

Six textures taken from various pieces of clothes. (b) Binary aps indicating the dark

regions in the respective textures. (c) Binary maps highlighting the bright regions in

the respective textures. The other two binary aps highlighting the background are

not shown in the figure. The saliency values computed using the various attributes

for the textures are shown in Table 42.
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(a)
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Figure 426: Illustration of texture saliency - Another example. (a) A scene consist-

Mg of a collage of Brodatz textures. (b - (g) Some regions isolated from an image

of the scene depicted in (a). (h - (m) Binary maps highlighting the dark and bght

regions in the respective regions. The saliency values computed using the attributes

for the textures are gven n Table 43-
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'ding needless search other areas of the image. By selecting salient textureavol in
regions, we obtain a small number of groups (a region is 'Itself a group), contain-

ing several features. By selecting features for recognition from these salient regions,

search during recognition can be reduced, in a manner identical to that explained

for color-based data-driven selection using the analysis given in Section 35.2 of

Chapter 3 and w not be repeated here. We concentrate instead on illustrating

data-driven selection using texture wth a few examples. Figure 4.27a shows an im-

age of three cloth textures. The result of texture region segmentation performed by

the algorithm described in Section 42.4 is shown in Figure 4.27b. Figures 4.27c-e

show the three most salient texture regions found by the saliency measure described

above. As can be seen from the figure, Mteresting texture information the scene

is captured by the measure. Figure 428 shows another example of data-driven se-

lection on an image that has both textured and non-textured regions it. The

results of texture region segmentation for the image of Figure 4.28a is shown in Fig-

ure 4.28b. As can be seen from the figure, the texture region segmentation is not

perfect, although it does roughlv indicate the various texture regions. The binary

maps produced for texture saliency computation are shown in Figure 4.28c-n. The

three most salient regions produced by the texture saliency measure are indicated

in Figure 4.28nmj. Again, as can be seen from this figure, the salient regions se-

lected show the 'interesting texture information in the image. In the experiments

done so far, the texture-saliency measure was found to select regions with texture

information that showed good local contrast variation, and appeared significant.

Discussion: In deriving the measure of texture saliency above, it appears that are a

number of free parameters. However, the brightness and darkness thresholds are the

only free parameters here as they determine the nature of the four binary maps. The

other parameters ocur in the choice of the weighting fiinctions for each of the factors.

They were obtained by recording some statistics of the istinctive regions found by

subjects in test scenes and approximating the resulting histograms as described in

Appendix B. Other forms of approximating functions are also possible, but we chose

the ones above as they seemed to highlight the salient texture regions on the scenes

tested.
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(C)(a) (b)

Figure 427: Texture-based data-driven selection. (a) An image of a scene consisting

of three textures. (b) Result of texture region segmentation. (c - (e) The three

most salient regions found in the segmented image of (b) using the texture saliency

measure.
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Figure 428: Texture-based data-driven selection - Another example. (a) A scene

consisting of textured and non-textured regions. (b) Result of texture region segmen-

tation. (c - (h Bnary maps highlighting the bright regions in thesegmented image

(b). (i - (n) Binary maps highlighting the dark regions in the segmented image (b).

Regions de icted in (n), (m), and () were considered the three most salient texture

regions in the image.
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4.4 Texture-based Model-driven Selection

The previous section described a data-driven selection mechanism that was meant

for an object possessing a salient texture. This will not be of much help when

the object of interest is not salient in texture (but salient in some other domain,

say color) or is not salient at a In such cases, the information in the texture

on the model object can be used to perform selection. The problem of texture-

based model-driven selection, therefore, is to use a given description of a texture

region on a model object to locate texture regions in an image that satisfy this

description. Searching for an instance of a model object (or its texture) in an image

is difficult as we mentioned Chapter 3 because it may not appear the same in

the scene as 'it does the model description due to pose and ilumination changes,

occlusions, etc. Such changes can also affect the appearance of the texture on the

object. For example, if we assume that the texture region on the model object

is essentially a planar patch, then it is well-known that as the object undergoes

a 3D linear transformation, the projection (orthographic) of the planar patch in

the image undergoes an affine transformation [73]. A texture-based model-driven

selection mechanism must be able to take this orientation change into account during

selection. arly, to allow for occlusions or imperfect isolation of texture regions in

an image, the selection mechanism must be able to tolerate changes in spatial extent

between the model texture and 'its current instance in the image. Finally, to aow

for i ation changes and other artifacts such as specularities and shadowing,

a selection mechanism must be relatively insensitive to intensity changes, across a

texture region. Inability to tolerate such changes in a model texture during selection

can cause nnecessary false negatives to be made later, by a recognition system. In

addition, since selection is only a pre-processing stage that 'is meant to reduce the

time spent in search during recognition, there is a need to keep the texture-based

selection mechanism computationally simple.
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4.4.1 Approaches to texture matching

From the above iscussion it appears that the key to making a good model-driven
selection mechanism using texture lies 'in the choice of an appropriate description of

the model texture information, and a robust matching strategy that can account for
the various changes described above. Previous approaches to texture analysis have

cons'dered one or more aspects of the texture-based model-driven selection problem
under a variety of topics such as texture classification, template matching and tex-
ture recognition 137], 127], 83] where the goal was to classify a gven texture as an

instance of a library of known textures. Frequently, these have been aerial textures
or textures from the Brodatz album 16]. The texture-based selection problem pos-

sesses some features that make 'it different from the texture classification problem
in some important ways. First, the texture pattern is bound to a D model ob-

ject so that more complex pose changes than simple in-plane rotations examined so

far in texture classification methods will need to be considered. Secondly, a match
to a specific texture pattern is required rather than to a class of patterns, so that

fewer statistical variations within a texture pattern need to be tolerated. Finally,
unlike in texture classification, the various candidate regions cannot be assumed to

be perfectly isolated.

Nevertheless, some of the concepts used existing texture analysis techniques

can be useful in model-driven selection. Specifically, the texture descriptors employed
in these approaches, such as the Fourier domain-based and parametric methods that

we mentioned earlier, are as relevant for model-driven selection as they were found
to be for data-driven selection. In particular, the linear prediction spectrum repre-

sentation that combined the advantages of these texture descriptions is also useful
for model-d1riven selection for the following reasons. First, the AR parameters give a
compact description that has implications storage conservation and fast indexing,

factors which become important when the library of models for a recognition system

becomes large. Secondly, since the linear prediction (LP) spectrum is not sensitive

to exact spatial extent, it can be useful in recognizing textures even when portions
of the object (and hence portions of the object's texture) axe occluded in the given
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image. Because of the averaging affect in the calculation of AR parameters, some

of the ill ation changes can be tolerated (for more radical 13mination changes,

however, the LP spectrum can change significantly). Fally, the LP spectrum has

an important property that makes it useful in any strategy of texture matching. As

we will show next, the LP spectrum reflects the pose changes of the texture, thereby

making it possible to recover such orientation changes by ex . og the LP spec-

trum do . . This has also significance in object recognition, since the partial pose

of the object in the image can be established va texture which could ultimately lead

to the dete ation of the complete pose of the object.

Because of the advantages of LP spectrum, we use it as the basis representation

to perform texture-based model-driven selection. The basic approach is to describe

the textuxe on a model object as well as the ge texture by their linear predic-

tion spectra and perform a match of the spectra taking into account the effect of

orientation changes, iumination changes and occlusions to some extent. For tis,

the model texture re 'on is assumed to be a planar patch on a D model object.

The model object itself is assumed to be described by a set of 2D views so that the

model texture we need to capture is what appears in one of the 2D views. If we

characterize the texture region in a view by a discrete signal s(m, n), then using the

AR model and LP spectrum, the model texture information can be represented as a

tuple < a M, n), apq, Lw,,W2 > where apq 'is a PxQ order AR model that is fit to

the signal a(m, n) and Lw,,W2) is its LP spectrum. The order of the AR model can

be arrived at using several methods including the Akaike's criterion 98]. Similarly,

we can characterize any image texture region as a discrete signal and represent its

information using a suitable order AR model and its LP spectrum.

The discussion of model-driven selection using the above texture representation

will now proceed as follows. We first consider the problem of finding a match for the

model texture with an already 'isolated texture region the image. This problem

is considered both in the case of perfect and imperfect isolation of texture regions.

We then describe a way of analyzing a given image that allows the matching texture

region to be found without prior texture region segmentation.
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0 04.4.2 Model texture matching using isolated image texture regions

We now consider the problem of matching texture descr' tion on a model object
with that of a given texture region isolated from the 'image. Using the LP spec-

trum representation, this involves deterinku-ng if an image texture region description

given by the tuple < alp., Li (WI W2 > could match a model texture description

< ampqJm(W1sW2 > where ampq, apq and Lm(wiW2), LI(w,,W2) are the AR pa-
rameters and the linear prediction spectra of the model texture and ge t exture

respectively. The matching of model and image texture LP spectra must account for
the fact that the pose of the model object in a given scene may not be as it appeared
0in its original description. Therefore we first examine the effect of pose changes on

the LP spectrum representation of the model texture.

Since the surface texture on the model object is assumed to be planar, as the
object undergoes a 3D linear transformation in space, the image of the surface texture

undergoes an affine transformation 73]. It can be easily shown that the Fourier

power spectrum and hence the LP spectrum are 'invariant to translation so that

we need to consider those orientation changes of texture that represent a 2D linear
transformation.

Effect of linear transformation of texture on its Fourier transform

To see the effect of linear transformation of texture on the LP spectrum we first

examine its effect the Fourier domain. Let the image texture region corresponding

to the surface texture on the model object be denoted by a continuous 2d signal

S(tl, t2). Let Mt x Nt be its se in continuous coordinates. Let its discretized
version be denoted by s(m, n) where s(m, n = s(mTi, nT2) with the sampling rate
being T1, T2). Then its sampled size can be denoted by MxN where M*T1 Mt

and N*T2 Nt-

The Fourier transform of the texture is given by

Mt Nt jW1 tl -jW2
F(w,,W2 = S(tl, h)e-� e t2dtidt2
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M-1N-1E E s(mn)e-j'-'1me -jW2n (4.28)
m=O n=O

The discrete sample approximation of the Fourier transform Equation 428
is valid under the assumption that s(tl, t2) is adequately sampled according to the
Nyquist rate.

Suppose the surface texture patch undergoes an orientation change. If a new
image is created of the changed texture, and assu. g the sampling rate remains
(Ti, T2), (which is true if both textures are imaged using the same camera with lens of
the same focal length), then the new image texture representing the changed surface
texture is denoted by Mr n.), and its Fourier transform denoted by F(wir W2,r)

is
M -1 N -I

I -jwlrmr e-jw2rnrF'(wl,, W2r) S (r I nr)e (4.29)
mr=O nr=O

where M' x N' denote the changed size of the texture in the image.

Since the effect of a 3D linear transformation of surface texture is a 2d lin-
ear transformation (translation ignored) in image plane, the coordinates of the
changed signal (image texture) given by (mT,7 nrT2) correspond to some coordi-

nates (moT, 7 noT2)10 as follows:

MrTI a b MOT1 (4-30)
nr T2 c d noT2

Using the above relation, the transformed signal s(rn,, n) can be expressed in terms
of the untransformed signal s(m, n as

SI(Mr, nr = S(Mo' no) (4.31)

Expressig Mr , n. in equation 429 terms of mo, no as given in equation 430 we

get the Fourier transform of the transformed texture as

F'(wi,,W2,) j:j:S(MOno)e-jw1,(amo+bnO )e -jW2,-(CMO+dno) (4-32)

mo no

"The notation (mono) is used to denote the fact that the corresponding points can be real

numbers tinlike (�n).
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E E s(mo, no)e-j(awj, +cuq,)mo -j(bwl,+dW2,,)nO (4.33)
mo no

F(wjoj W20) (4.34)

where

W10 a c Wjr (4.35)

W20 b d W2r

Note that the summation in equation 433 is not on a unit sample distance grid,

since s(mo, no) may not fall at integer locations using the sampling rate (TlT2)-

The equality however holds under the following interpretation. The definition of

the Fourier transform in terms of the discrete samples is valid as long as the signal

is sampled (regularly or otherwise) above the Nyquist rate. The summation 

equation 433 corresponds to the continuous signal S(tl, t2) resampled so that the

samples are located at (kdTj - lbT2, kcT, + IaT2), where k = = I

and < m < M', < n < N'. If the average sampling rate now is above the

Nyquist rate, then this summation would still constitute a discrete approximation

to the continuous Fourier transform, making the equality in equation 434 valid.

A case where this breaks down is when large scale changes occur. A reduction n

the size of the signal causes an expansion of the Fourier spectrum so that if the

sampling rate is kept fixed using the same camera with the same focal length, say)

then the periodicity of the Fourier spectrum remains the same. This may eventually

cause aliasing to occur so that the Fourier spectra can no longer be recognized as

transformed versions of each other. For such large scale changes, it may not be

possible to spot the resemblance between the two textures in the spatial domain

either.

By rewriting equation 435 as

T -1

Wir a b W10

W2,r c d W20 (4.36)

and comparing with equation 430 we conclude that as the image texture undergoes

a lnear transformation, its Fourier transform undergoes an inverse linear transfor-
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mation. This is a generalization of the previously known results on the effect of

SC g and 2D (in-plane) rotational changes on the Fourier transform 57]. Thus

for example, when b = , and c = 0, (pure scale changes), m = amo, n = dno,

Wi = 10/a andW2 = W201d 'indicating that an expansion (compression) in space

domain causes compression (expansion) of the Fourier transform. d for the case
T -1

of 2D rotation a a
C id c d

dicating that the rotation of a 2D signal causes a rotation of its Fourier trans-

form.

Effect of linear transformation of texture on the LP spectrum

We now ex e the effect of a linear transformation of texture in the LP spectrum

do Let the AR parameters for the texture s(M n) be denoted by apq and that of

the transformed texture (rn,, n) by ap,q,' We noted above that the samples of the

transformed texture correspond to the samples of the original texture s(tl, t2) located

at (kdT - bT2 kcT + aT2), where k and I are as defined in the previous section.

That is, the transformed sgnal s(m, n) can be thought of as being obtained by

taking the samples of the original signal S(tI, t2) located at (kdT - bT2, -kcT +

IaT2), and placing them on a regular rectangular sampling 'd. The parameters

ap.q. estimated from the transformed sgnal will, therefore, be the same as the ones

estimated from the resampled version of the untransformed signal. That is,

I = apo qO (4-37)ap, q,,

where

Pr a b PO (4-38)
qr c d PO
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If we now call the Fourier transform of the AR parameters apq as A(wi, L02 and

of a' as A I(W1, , W2 )(here aDo is taken to be -1). ThenPrqr

A(w,,W2 ap(,e-j""Pe -jW2q (4.39)
P q

and
ap -jW1Pr -jW2 qr

A'(Wir i W2r) ,qe e (4.40)
Pr 

E E apo qO e -j(awl r +CW2,)PO e-j(bwlr+dw2r)qo (4.41)
PO 

A(LolojW20) (4.42)

The last equalityi the equation above holds using a s ar resampling argument

as the one given for the Fourier spectrum of the texture.

Denoting the LP spectra of the textures s(m, n) and s(rn,, n,) as Lw,,W2) and

L'(wj,,W2,) respectively, and using equation 439 and 412, we have

L'(wl,, W2r) G2 (4.43)
A'(wj,,W2r 2

G2 (4.44)

-A(wjojW20 2

L(u;jo� W20) (4.45)

Thus the LP spectrum follows the orientation changes in the texture in the same

way as the Fourier transform, namely, by undergoing an inverse linear transforma-

tion.

Matching of image and model LP spectra

When the image texture region contains an instance of the model's texture (i.e.

ass g perfect isolation), then by the above results, its LP spectrum reflects

the orientation change. The parameters of such an orientation change given by
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a, b, 7 d in equation 430 can be recovered from the LP spectrum as follows. Using

equation 435 and a pair of corresponding frequencies {W110, W120)(W11r i W12,)} and

I W210i W220)(W21r) W22,)} between the model and image LP spectra respectively, we

can solve for the transformation parameters abcd. The pairs of corresponding

frequencies can be found as follows. From equations 434 and 445, we infer that

as the texture undergoes a linear transformation, the location of the spectral peaks

(in LP or Fourier spectra) changes according to an inverse (transpose) linear trans-

formation, but their amplitude remains 'invariant. This means that the identity of

peaks 'is retained (hence their relative ordering by strengths), so that in the ideal

case, the two highest energy peaks of the LP spectra can be paired to solve for the

transformation. In practice, however, snce the image texture region may not have

been perfectly isolated, or because of the ill ation changes from model to image,

the amplitude of the peaks in the LP (and also Fourier) spectra will be affected

differentially, so that the highest energy peaks in the model's LP spectrum may no

longer be of highest energy in the image texture's LP spectrum. Thus search may

have to be done among the peaks in the LP spectra to find two corresponding pairs
2 2)of peaks. This requires (K L pairs to be examined where = number of peaks

in the model's LP spectrum, and L = number of peaks in the image region's LP

spectrum. Since the LP spectra have only a few peaks, this is still computationaUy

feasible.

Once the transformation parameters re obtained, the model's LP spectrum can

be aligned with the image region's LP spectrum using these parameters. The correct

set of parameters will ideally align all of the model texture's LP spectrum to the

windowed region's LP spectrum indicating a match between the two LP spectra.

Effect of sampled LP spectra on the solution of transformation parameters

In the above discussion, we assumed that if the frequency correspondences were

correct, the transformation parameters would also be correct and would align the

LP spectra perfectly. But since the available LP spectra are sampled versions of

the continuous LP spectra, pcking pairs of Mteger frequency locations does not give
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the correct correspondence. This can be seen from equation 435 where W10,W20)

corresponding to the integer frequency wl,,W2r) need not be at integer sampled

locations themselves in the model's sampled LP spectrum. This could introduce

significant errors in the solution of the transformation parameters and hence cause

false positives and negatives to occur during texture matching. This problem can

be overcome by pairing m(m > 2 corresponding peaks (instead of two), to find a

least squares solution of the transformation parameters, using the rationale that the

errors get averaged out in this process. This can, however, drastically increase the

complexity of the search from 0 (K 2L 2) to 0 (K'L'). Amother solution is to increase

the sampling rate in the Fourier domain, hoping that the locations w1O 20) W f

at integer locations using the new sampling rate. But this may, practice, require

a much larger transform to be taken, thus offsetting the computational advantages

offered by the LP spectrum. We now present a method of handling the errors due

to sampled LP spectra that does not suffer from the above disadvantages. Given a

pair of corresponding integer sampled frequencies in the model and image texture's

LP sp ectra, J(WIO, WO)(Wlr, W20}1 we first determine a neighborhood region such

that the correct corresponding location in the model's LP spectrum lies within this

neighborhood. Then to locate it more precisely, this neighborhood region is locally

sampled and each such point is tried as a possible corresponding frequency location.

The key observation that is used here 'is that both the size of the neighborhood

and the local sampling can be derived from a specification of the error that can be

tolerated in the estimation of the transformation parameters. This has implications

in recognition as it indicates that the accuracy of pose solution of the texture (and

hence the object) can be controlled and traded off against the chance of false positives

and negatives during recognition. The method is described in detail below.

Let Wiir i W12.) and (W21r, W220 be two peak locations in the sampled LP spec-

trum of the image region's texture. Then from equation 435, there exist frequencies

P110 7 W120) and (W210,W220) Mthe model texture's continuous LP spectrum such
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that they axe related to (Wllr i W12r) and (W21rW22r by

Wilo a c Wllr (4.46)

Wl 20 b d W12r

and

W210 a c W21r (4.47)

W220 b d W2 2r

The parameters aAcd can be expressed in t erms Of P110, W120), P210) W220),

(WlIriWl2r) and (W21,,,W22. as

Wllr W12r a Wilo (4.48)

W21r W22r C W210

and

U)Ilr W12r b W120 (4.49)

W21r W22r d W 20

Suppose the correspondence between I(W110, W12O)i (U;llr) Wl2r)li and [(W210, W220)7 (W21r W22r)]

is correct but wle pairmg peaks in the sampled LP spectra, the nearest integer
locations (W I W I C-

lio) 120) and '02'107W220) were chosen in the sampled model's LP spe

trum. Let the errors in the frequency locations be denoted by el = W 1 110)7
110 U,

C = W 10)7 C = W' 20) C = W' U1220). By pairing such frequencies,
210 - W2 120 - Ul 220

we are actually solving for the parameters a', b, c', d (instead of a, b, c, d) given by

Wllr W12r a Wilo (4.50)

W21r W22r C U'210

and

Wllr W12r b W120
d W I (4.51)

W21r W22r 220
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Using the above equations and denoting the errors in the estimation of the pa-

rameters a, b, c, d as 1 = a' - a, 62 = C - Ci 3 b - bi 64 = d - d, we get

WI1r W12r 61 El (4-52)

W21r W22r 62 C2

and

W11r W12,r 63 C3 (4.53)
1

W21r W22r 154 C4

The above equations relate the error in the location of the frequency samples to

the resulting error in the transformation parameters a, b, CY d. By placing a bound on

61,62,63,64 to be < 6maw, we can get a bound on the size of the neighborhood region

that needs to be examined for a given integer frequency location in the sampled LP

spectrum of the model texture. If we require ax to be = 29 where g > m + 1, and

M = logNf ft, Nf ft being the number of FFT points used to evaluate the spectrum

(Fourier or LP spectrum as the case may be), then we have

Cma = max (abs (el, C2, C3 C4) = ax MW1 ir+Wl2r)6max)i((W21r+W22r)6max)) <

27r INf ft I

since - < ijr < r, implying that for any choice of frequency locations (W11r) W12r)

and (W21r i W22r) i the size of the neighborhood will be at most one sample unit wide.

That is, it ensures that the integer location I- chosen for the actual frequency
%70

sample wijo lies within one sampling frequency unit of the actual location. Once

the size of the neighborhood region is determined, the local sampling rate can be

derived in a s ar way. There is an inherent tradeoff in the local sampling rate

as it determines the number of locations within the neighborhood that need to be

examined, as well as the resulting mum error in the estimation of the transfor-

mation parameters. Its choice also depends on the frequency locations Wll,,wl2,)

and (W21, i W22.) chosen in the transformed texture's spectrum. For a given sampling
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(LA40 I W20 + 1) (W I w I0 + 1)

A

I sample unit

neighborhood

I

( LA)I LA)I0 1)
1 I 2

I

) W20)

ger location of

-responding frequency

(LO10) W20)

Actual location of

corresponding frequency

bsample location

6max
Figure 429: Blustration of the method of local subsampling of sampled LP spectra

for texture matching.

rate Eamplei the locations of corresponding frequencies can be chosen to be the cen-

ters of the bins each of which is ampl, wide along each frequency dimension. In that

case, the m error inCl, C2, C3, C4using the subsample location at the center

of a bin is = /-6sample/2 when the correct bin is ex ed (see Figure 429 for an

illustration of resampling). Thus for a given choice0f (W11,, W12,) and (W21, i W22r) �

and a specified tolerable error in the estimation of parameters 8,-az, the sampling

rate 6sample Can be chosen such that

6maz= max abs( (W2 2r I - Wl 2 r e2 abs( (WI I el - W2 1 r C2 < 2910
(WllrW22 -W21rwl2r) (WllrW22P w2lrWl2r)

To get an est' te of the sampling rate that may have to be used in practice,

let P11, i W12r ( 2r .2 , 2r .2) i (W2 1r 2 2 = 2ir .3 , 2ir .1))Nf f t = 641 el =

Csample/21 C = fsample/21 and �maz= 003067 (or 3 error), then by sampling at

a rate Of 6sampl = 4ir .2 - 2that is by sampling only 16 locations, the error 'in the'M 7 -ft I
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estimation of parameters can be restricted to within the desired ts". Thus if

the original correspondence was correct (except for the location m'accuracy), then

by subsampling the unit sample interval surrounding the location wijo at locations

esample apart, and solving for the parameters for each such location, it is guaranteed

that for at least one such sample location, the solution of the parameters lies within

the specified error bound az-

An example: We now illustrate the use of LP spectrum-based matching for the

solution of the pose of a model texture by an example. Figure 430a shows a

texture of sze 128 x 190 whose LP spectrum using a x3 noncausal AR model

(i.e. 48 AR parameters) and a 32 x32 point FFT to compute the LP spectrum

is shown in Figure 4.30d. Figure 4.30b shows an instance of the same texture

rotated in plane by about 7 degrees. The lighting conditions and camera geome-

try was fixed while taking the texture image shown in this figure. The LP spec-

trum of the transformed texture (again using a x3 noncausal AR model and a

32x32pt. FFT for computing the LP spectrum) is shown in Figure 4.30e By

pairing the two highest amplitude frequencies of Fgure 4.30e with the two high-

est amplitude frequencies of Figure 4.30d, (here (W11,,WI2, = .1, '-O), and32 32
(21r.2,21r.l)), and by locally sampling at 81 locations per sample fre-

(W21,r) W22r) 32 32

quency, the error was guaranteed to be within 8%, and the transformation parame-

ters were obtained as a = .0, b = 011111114, c = 0.11111114, and d = 09999999,

giving a rotation in plane of 6.38deg. The texture obtained by applying the transfor-

mation implied by the parameters a, b, 7 d to the model texture is shown in Figure

4.30c. As can be seen from this figure, the orientation change n the texture shown in

Figure 4.30b is weU-captured ' the recovered transformation parameters obtained

by matching the respective LP spectra.

"The sampling rate derived above Emits the Depending on the location of the

actual corresponding frequency location within the sampling interval, 'it I'S possible to obtain an

actual error of less than the m, error using even a lower sampling rate.
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(b)(a) -(C)

(d) (e)

Figure 430: 17lustration of the solution of the pose of the model texture using LP

spectrum. (a) Model texture. (b) An instance of the odel texture rotated parallel

to the ima e by 7 degrees. (d) LP spectrum of the model texture of (a) using a W

non-causal AR model. (e) LP spectrum of the image texture of (b) using also a

3x3 non-causal AR model. (c) Recovered texture by solving for the transformation

parameters using correspondence between two pairs of peaks in the LP spectra of

model and image texture shown in (d) and (e).
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4.4.3 Texture matching under incomplete isolation of image texture
regions

The method of matching LP spectra described in the above section considered the

case where the image texture was perfectly 'isolated, i.e. contained all of and only the

model texture. In practice, due to occlusions we can expect the image texture region

to contain only a portion of the model texture. Also, due to lmination changes,
the appearance of the 'image texture may be different. Although the LP spectrum
is relatively stable to such changes in the model texture, it does show some missing
as well as spurious peaks. For this reason, we developed a match measure that

emphasizes those correspondences that show the best match under these conditions.

Since the LP spectra of the model and the image region are registered as a result of
alignment, they are matched by pairing each peak of the projected model's spectrum

to the peak of the windowed region's LP spectrum that is nearest to it in magnitude
(normalized w.r.t the highest peak) and lying within a neighborhood of certain radius
r (r ;: 2.

The match measure we describe below uses information derived from common
(i.e matched) peaks as well as missing and spurious peaks i deciding to declare a
match. It is very smilar to the one presented Section 42.3, but with the notion

of matched peaks changed as given above.

LP spectrum-based match measure

Let P and P denote the set of peaks in the LP spectra of the model and image texture
regions respectively, obtained by t g a 2Px2Q order model for AR estimation in

both textures. That 'is

{P1,P2, ---P,-.1, P = PI It (4-54)

Let the amplitude of peak pi be denoted by Vpj) and its frequency location

by 1(pi). Let the set PP' denote the set of matched peaks (as defined above) after
alignment as
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PP' (Al 'I) ... (Pik 'k) (4.55)Pi Pi

Let

PM = {Pil, ---Pik}, PM'= (4.56)

represent the first and the second of the pairs in the set PP'. Then the set P-PM

denotes the set of missing peaks while the P-PM' denotes the set of spurious peaks

using the model texture as reference.

The difference measure was obtained by recording the following information

about each of the matching, the mssing, and the spurious peaks (i) their number,

(U") their relative amplitude, and (M) their respective distributions of locations.

(a) Number of missing peaks: In general, the more the number of missing peaks,

the less the certainty that the image texture is likely to contain the model texture.

Further, the uncertainty is enhanced if the peaks that are missing axe of high energy.

These two factors are reflected in the following weighting function

Fact, = EPiEP-PM V(pi) (4.57)
Mp * Vma.

where Va = max{V(pj)}, and Mp =1 P - MP 1. The factor is normalized so that

'it lies between and with indicating a greater difference between the two spectra.

(b) Number of spurious peaks: Once again the more the number of spurious peaks,

the less the likelihood that the model texture is present in the given image tex-

ture region. Further, this conclusion will be strengthened by the presence of strong

spurious peaks. The weighting function below reflects this rationale:

I
EP EP I-PM, j

Fac = (4-58)
NPI * V�ax

I
where = v(p.)l and Nt =1 P - PM' Vl�az
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(c) Number of matched peaks-, The confidence in the match decreases as very few of

the peaks the two spectra are matched. This is expressed the following factor:

FaCt3 2 PPI 1 (4-59)
P + I PI

LP spectrum-based match measure: Since each of the factors detect a certain type

of difference that reinforce each other, the LP difference detection measure is formed

by a simple linear combination as

3

L - dif f Facti (4.60)

The LP difference measure can now be used to rank the match for a given cor-

respondence as explained in Section 44.2. The best match over all frequency corre-

spondences considered is taken as representative of the match of the model's texture

to the given region. Ultimate verification of the match may to be done in the space

domain, however, to confirm the presence of the model texture. This can be done

by projecting the model texture into the image using the transformation parameters

and comparing the transformed model texture to the image texture region. The

match in this case, however, requires the knowledge of translation.

4.4.4 Analyzing the texture image for model-driven selection

The method of matching LP spectra described in the earlier section required the

isolation of an iage texture region that contained only the model texture (even

if not all of it is isolated). Such regions can be obtained, under some conditions,

w'thout an elaborate texture region segmentation of the image. This can be done by

moving a window over the image and maintai =g overlap between successive window

positions as indicated in Figure 431. We now show that under some conditions, it

is possible to find a window that spans only the model texture region regardless of

the position and orientation of the model texture in the given image. For this, we

first consider the case when the model texture in the image appears as a rectangle
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of size N x N2. Suppose we choose to analyze the image of dimensions I, x I2

using rectangular windows of size Ml x M2 and an overlap of L x L2 as shown by

the rectangles A and in Figure 431. Suppose the rectangular patch of texture

occurs at a locations, ) in the image as shown by the rectangle C in that figure.

Each analysis window starts at a location (k.L1, U2 )where k and are integers such

that < k < LI M and < I I J A window that spans only the model

texture region must satisfy the constraints for its starting location as k.L > and

k.L 1 x + N, and k. LI + Ml :� x + N, for the x- coordinat e and s arly U2 y and

I.L2< y + N2 and U2 + M2 y + N2 for the for the y-coordinate (by the rectangle

containment rule). These constraints reduce to finding an integer value of k such
N, + o - _ML N, +o-_Mthat < k < . Such values of k and I exist provided 1- > , andr Li Li

N2+Y-M2Z > , that is, Ml LI N and M2+ L2:!� N2-
L2

Thus, as long as we choose a window size smaller than that of the texture and

an overlap such that LI N - Ml and L2 :� N2-M2, we can scan the iage using

overlapping windows and find a window that spans a portion of the model texture

region.

Next, consider the case of an actual instance of the model texture appearing in

the image. We assume for simplicity that the texture on the model object is square-

shaped of dimension N x N12 . Then under linear transformation of the model

object, the square texture region undergoes an affme transformation (specified by

the parameters a, b, 1 d, again ignoring translation) to form a parallelogram as shown

by the shape marked E in Figure 431. Within this parallelogram, we can Mscribe

a rectangle of largest area by considering the closest opposite vertices as shown by

the rectangle m ked F in Fgure 431. The dimensions of this rectangle indicated

by N3 x N4 are a function of the transformation and are given by N3 = (a - b)N

and N= (d - c)N. Then by the previous analysis on rectangular texture regions

In an iage, if the overlapping windows satisfy the constraints Ml LI :!� N3 and

M2+ 2-< N4, then a window containing only the model texture region will be

12 Restricting to a square shape is not critical since a square can be inscribed in any arbitrary-

shaped texture region on the model object.
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Figure 431: Blustration of overlapping window analysis. The windows labeled A and

B are two overlapping windows used to analyze the image. The extent of overlap
is indicated by (L 1, L only the texture reg'on n the

2). A rectangle D that spans

rectangle C always exists under the conditions indicated in text. The parallelogram

marked E represents the result of 2D affine transformation on an originally square

texture region. The windowed region marked G spanning a portion of E can always

be found under the conditions indicated in text.
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found. Although the imensions N3 and N4 are unknown, we can place a bound

on these values by restricting the allowable transformations on the model object

(and hence the model texture) by requiring (a - b > s and (d - ) s, where s 'is

chosen to lie between and 1. This bounds the dimensions N3 and N4 to be such

that s.N < < N and sN < N4 N With this bound on the dimensions,

the windowing constraints can be satisfied by choosing the overlap and wdow

dimensions such that

Ml Li sN (4.61)

M2 + L2 s.N (4-62)

4.4.5 Texture-based model-driven selection

We now combine the concepts of moving wndow analysis, the LP spectrum repre-

sentation, and the matching of LP spectra described in the earlier sections to develop

a texture-based model-driven selection mechanism. First, the model texture is de-

scribed by 'its LP spectrum using a suitable order AR model. Then the dimension

N of the largest square region containing the model texture is noted. Next, a bound

Its" is chosen to limit the allowable transformations. The values of s and N are

used to decide the window width (Ml, M2) and the overlap (Li, L2) as specified in

Equations 461 and 4.62. The image is analyzed by the overlapping windows, and

the image region within each analysis window is described by its LP spectrum using

the same order AR model as the model texture 13 . The LP spectrum of each window

is then tried as a possible match to the model texture's LP spectrum as described in

Section 44.2. The best few matches in the image are taken to indicate the possible

places where the model texture (and hence the model object itself) could appear

the image.

"If the image region contain the model texture then for limited scale changes, the nei hborhood
of pixel dependence the texture will remain the same, justifying the choice of the same order AR
model for the image region
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Results

We now illustrate texture-based model-driven selection by an example. Figure 432a

shows a vew of the model object (cup) and the texture patch on it that serves as

model texture is shown in Figure 4.32b. The LP spectrum (using a 2x32 pt. FFT)

of the model texture using a x2 non-causal AR model is shown in Figure 4.32c.

Figure 4.32d shows a scene in which two instances of the model object appear, one

of them reflecting a d affine transformation and appearing at a different imaging

distance (small increase in the apparent size of the object). Since the model texture

patch was of size 72 x 52 (was later zero-padded to form a square of size 72 x 72),

the image was analyzed using windows of size 48 x 32 with an overlap of 24 x 16

(here was chosen to be 1.0) to satisfy the constraints of equation 461 and 462.

The various windows in which a match for the model texture was found are showum'

Figure 4.32e. The LP spectra for some contiguous overlapping window regions that

were found to match the model texture's LP spectra are shown in Figures 4.32f-i As

can be seen from the figure, although the correct matches are found where the model

object exists, there are also a few spurious matches. In general, as the match measure

developed in Section 44.3 is designed to tolerate some ussing and spurious peaks, it

can occasionally cause some false positives to occur even after the correct alignment

is obtained using the method described 'in Section 44.2. These false positives can

usually be e ated when texture-based selection is used in combination with other

cues such as color as we will see in later chapters.

Figure 433 shows another example of model-driven selection using texture being

performed on a scene consisting of other objects beside the model. The model object

is shown in Figure 4.33a, and a portion of its texture (a more or less planar patch)

chosen as the model texture is shown Figure 4.33b. Figure 433c shows a scene

in which the model object occurs. This scene is taken under slightly different 'llu-

ation conditions, and the model object in the scene occurs at a slightly different

orientation, being rotated to the left about the vertical axis. The selected regions

using the LP spectrum-based matching described above are shown In Figure 433d.

As can be seen from this figure, most of the texture on the object has been iso-
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(a) (b) (C)

CO
(e)

(f (g) (h) M

Figure 4.32.- Illustration of model-driven selection using texture. (a) A view of the

model object. (b) An extract serving as model texture. (c) The LP spectrum of the

model texture using a 2 x 2 non-causal AR odel. (d) A scene in which instances

of the model object occur. (e) Result of odel texture-based selection. (f) -i) The

LP spectra of some of the windowed regions of (e) that were matched to the model

texture by the match measure described in text.
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(a) (b)

'd)(C)

Figu.re 433: Model-driven selection using texture. (a) A model of a paper cup. (b)

A nearly planar extract of the cup serving as model texture. (c A scene in which

the cup occurs. (d) Result of tezture-based model-driven selection.

lated using the selection mechanism, although there are again a few false positive

selections.

4.5 Use of Texture-based Model-driven Selection 'in

Recognition

So far we have discussed how a texture pattern on a model object can be use to

locate areas in an image that are likely to contain the model object. A recognition

system can use tis information by choosing features such as points or edges from
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within these re 'ons for finding the corresponding features to solve for the pose of

the model object in a gen image. Specifically, if a recognition method such as the

linear combination of 2D views is used, it is known that at least four non-coplanar

corresponding features are required for finding an aignment transform and hence

for recognizing the object 157]. Since we assumed the texture region on the model

object to be planar, texture-based selection alone is not sufficient for recognition and

at least one of the features needed for an alignment transform (for the object) must

come from outside the texture region. But having a much s er region to search

for the rest of the corresponding features can greatly reduce the search Mvolved,

particularly, because more than 4 features ae actually needed in practice to find

a reasonable alignment transform. To get an estimate of the search reduction, let

(MN) = the number of features such as comers or edges present in the model object

and image respectively. Let (Mt, NO = the number of feature left in the texture

region of the model and image respectively. Then using the alignment method that

requires at least 7 corresponding features m' practice for good alignment (MN')

matches may have to be tried in the worst case, without any selection. When texture-

based selection is used, most of the features (up to sx) can be chosen from within the

selected texture region so that the number of matches reduces to (M.N.MtNt) To

see the search reduction using these estimates, we isolated corner features from both

the model and image and recorded the number of such features within the regions

of model texture-based selection. The results are recorded in Table 44. As can be

seen from this table, there is a fairly large reduction in the number of matches when

texture-based selection is used as compared to the case when no prior selection is

done. However, a recognition system that actually explores the number of matches

indicated in the table is far from practical. These estimates can often be improved

when texture-based selection is combined wth selection based on other cues such

as color as described in the previous chapter. We will describe the results of such

experiments using an actual recognition system in Chapter .

Although the search 'is reduced, texture-based matching does not eliminate the

chance of false negatives in selection. This happens mostly m' instances when the

model texture and the image of the scene do not satisfy the assumptions made in



S-No M N Mt Nt Color selected comers Estimated search

model image No selection With selection

1. 114 484 35 38 69 45 1.55 X 1033 3.05 x 1013

2. 96 580 84 74 12 34 1.66 x 1033 3.2 x 1017

3. 96 1401 84 76 12 25 7.96 x 1035 9.1 X lo",

4. 64 256 52 47 12 31 3.17 x 1029 3.49 x 1024

5. 138 392 58 145 80 67 1.35 X 1033 1.91 x 1018

Table 44: Estimated search reduction during recognition using texture-based model-

driven selection.

the approach as well as cases where the texture match measure misses some likely

matches.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented an approach to data and model-driven selection

using texture information. As in color, we have once again used the Mtended task

to design a representation of texture as well as ways of analyzing textured images.

Unlike color though, we took here a sgnal processing approach to address data and

model-driven selection. Thus autoregressive modeling of textures and the linear

prediction spectrum was advocated as being appropriate texture representations for

both data and model-driven selection. Modeling the texture image as a short-space

stationary process led to a texture region segmentation that satisfied the require-

ment of data-driven selection. A theory of texture saliency was then presented that

led to a way of 'identifying salient texture regions in images. Lastly, the LP spec-

trum representation was shown to be an appropriate representation of model texture

information that not only aowed its isolation in scenes without requiring detailed

segmentation, but also led to a solution of the pose of the texture region on the model

object. This points to a new use of selection recognition (apart from the search

reduction), namely, to provide a partial solution of the pose of the model object. In

Section 46 153
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later chapters, we shall evaluate this approach to texture-based selection by integrat-

ing ith a recognition system and estimating its performance using texture-based

selection.



Chapter 
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In the previous chapters, we saw how color and texture information present in images

could be used to select relevant regions in the scene for recognizing an object. This

reduced the number of data features to be considered for recognition by allowing

large portions of the image to be ignored. It also allowed the data features to be

grouped based on their enclosing color or texture regions. By providing correspon-

dence between such regions in the model and image, the possible matches to features

on a model object was restricted to lie within the corresponding enclosing regions.

But since the regions isolated by such selection mechanisms were rather large, and

contained a large number of features, the number of matches between model and

image features was still considerably large. If features within such regions could be

grouped further such that only a small number of features fail into a group, then

by finding a correspondence between such s region groups on the model and

image, the total number of combinations of model and image features can be greatly

reduced. In this chapter, we shall explore the use of a property called closely-spaced

parallelism that is often exhibited by lines on objects, to create s -sized groups of

lines on the model object and in the image. Since the end result here is a grouping
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of lines based on a constraint, this falls Mto the class of grouping methods that have

been ted earlier for recognition.

The chapter is organized as follows. We first discuss the need for grouping data

features into small-sized groups for the purposes of recognition. This gives us a set

of requirements that must be met by any scheme for grouping data features. We

then briefly review the exist' 10 methods in the light of these requirements.

Next, we present a method for grouping line features that exploits the property

of closely-spaced parallelism among lines. We show how data and model-driven

selection can be performed using such line groups. Once again, in keeping with our

general strategy of using the paradigm of attentional selection, data-driven selection

is achieved by selecting some salient line groups, while model-driven selection is

performed by utilizing the description of line groups on the model object.

5.1 Role of Grouping in Model-based Recognition

In the earlier chapters, we saw how region selection using color and texture reduced

the search volved in recognition by removing a large number of data features from

consideration. Even so, once a set of regions is selected, a large number of matches

between features in corresponding model and image regions may have to be tried.

Using the alignment method for recognition I (in particular, the linear combination

of views version of this method 1561) we know that at least four matching features

must be found for alignment (and hence recognition). If there are M features (say,

points) in a model region and N features the corresponding image region, then

O(M4N 4) matches per pair of corresponding regions may have to be tried, in the

worst case, with such region selection. For the typical number of features (M -r..0

100, N ;:z 300) found in color or texture regions, this is still a very large number of

matches to be tried 10") . If the data features within such regions can be further

grouped into some me gful structures or groups consisting of a s number of

features each, then the search can be reduced by pairing such groups, and trying

'Recognition methods are described in Chapter 7.
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combinations of features within matching groups, as before. Previous research has

explored the role of grouping in recognition for reducing the search in precisely this

fashion 76, 25, 95, 59]. To see how grouping of features can reduce the combinatorics

of search drastically, we reproduce here the analysis of grouping given in earlier work

[76, 25].

Let us consider the case of grouping being performed both on the model and im-

age features. Let M. and N. be the number of model andfinage groups respectively,

and let mi and n be the number of features in the model group i and image group

j. If the size of the model and image groups are identical, and each group contains

features co g from a single object, then the number of matches that need to be

tried are 0(, M ' N Mi!)i=1 3=1

since a pairs of model and image groups may have to be tried and mi! accounts

for a permutations of feature matches within a pair of matching groups. Further,

if the features in a group can be linearly ordered, the number of matches reduces to

O(ri=V E3,=11 mi). If the number of features in the model and image groups are not

identical or if not all the features in groups come from a single ob'ect, then assuming

at least one image group contains at least 4 features of a model group, a solution

for the pose of the model object can be obtained by trying, in the worst case, all

matches of four features wthin each pair of image and model groups. The number

of matches that need to be tried in such case becomes (E M" EN mlnU!).i=1 3=1 S 

For small-sized groups (say, about features each), this is essentially O(MNg or
2linear in the number of groups

From the above analysis, we see that in order to reduce the search involved

in recognition, a grouping scheme must possess some desirable properties. Ideally,

a grouping method must produce highly reliable (that is, groups co g from a

single object) equal-sized groups in the model and image. If this is not possible,

it must contain at least a sufficient number of features (four being the

co g from a sngle object to make recognition possible. When groups satisfy this

2This 'Ignores the effort required for verifying a match assuming 'it is the same for recognition

with or without grouping.
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4C 00munimum. reliability", the number of extraneous features in a group must be as small

as possible. In other words, it is desirable to have smau-sized groups, so that the

complexity of search remains linear the number of groups. Another requirement

to keep the number of matches small is to lower the number of possible groups (to

a low-order polynomial. The number of groups cannot, however, be reduced by

arbitrarily discarding groups as tis could create nnecessary false negatives during

recognition. That is, it may cause an object to be not recognized because groups

corresponding to the model groups were discarded. F y, since grouping is a pre-

processing step to recognition, the group generation process (i.e., the algorit for

assembling the groups) itself must be fast and smple.

The above discussion suggests that one of the keys to making grouping useful for

recognition is to group features in an image based on constraints that capture some

salient and easily detectable structures that point in turn to me gful structures

on ob .ects in scenes. In this way, the number and size of groups can be kept small,

since not all, tuples of features will, be me gful, and being easily detectable, the

groups can be generated by a fast and efficient algorit . Finally, since such groups

point to meaningful structures on objects in scenes, they tend to be more reliable.

5.1.1 Approaches to grouping

We now ex e some of the previous work on grouping in vision in the light of the

above requirements for their use m' recognition. We will focus here on grouping of

edge features, remarking on grouping methods for other data features only briefly.

More extensive reviews of grouping are available elsewhere literature 76], [95].

Grouping was initially studied in psychology, mainly as a perceptual phenomenon.

There it was noticed that when we look at an edge image of a scene, we often pck

up any structural information present in a collection of edges or lines. Figure 5.1

illustrates this with examples of line arrangements in which we can identify some

perceptual structure. Early Gestalt psychologists demonstrated through a variety of

examples that humans use cues such as simplicity, pro Ry, s arity, symmetry

and arity for grouping features [162]. Their explanation for the perception of
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(a)

(b)

(C)

Figure 5.1: Illustration of perceptual structure apparent in line arrangements. (a) A

group of lines perceived as a collection of squares due to closure (or continuation).

(b) Lines seen as crossing due to good continuation. (c) Bilateral symmetry evident

from the group of lines shown. (Adapted from Figure 21 of 95])

groups based on such cues seemed plausible but lacked a quantitative basis due to

the difficulty in precisely defining concepts such as s' licity and familiarity. Later

studies tried to make terms such as simplicity a little more concrete by using the

concept of ' ' entropy from information theory 65]. The explanations put

forward by psychologists about this ability to group a collection of features based on

constraints all seem to imply that it reflects an underlying knowledge of what makes

a collection of edges come from a single object. In other words, the grouping process

reflects an inherent bias towards collecting those edges that are likely to belong to a

single object.

While the work on grouping in psychology had concentrated on observing it as a

phenomenon and developing explanations for it, the work on grouping in computer

vision has focused more on ways of making it useful for computer vision. Towards

this end several roles of grouping have been envisaged. In the early work of Marr,

for example, grouping was suggested as a way of abstracting information in the raw

pr sketch derived from the image [102]. He suggested grouping based on con-
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straints such as curvilinearity, parallelism, and collinear isplacements. Later work

developed techniques to perform grouping such as the use of the Hough transform

to capture collinearity information m' points 40]. Grouping was also suggested as a

useful step both geometric and symbolic methods of recognition. Lowe proposed

grouping as a way of establishing good primitives for recognition 95]. Jacobs and

Clemens showed the extent of search reduction possible using grouping as a pre-

processing step in recognition 27]. The role of grouping in geometric methods of

recognition was merely to organize the data features, while the actual recognition was

done by using the data features from the groups. The role of ouping symbolic

recognition methods, on the other hand, was to provide the groups themselves as

high-level match pimitives to be used directly for recognition using symbolic reason-

ing techniques. Early vision systems used grouping in this sense, such as ACRONYM

in which edges were grouped into ribbons and the recognition of ob'ects proceeded

based on the ribbons and their topology [17]. More recently, grouping has been used

for purposes of indexing into a library of objects in geometric methods of recognition

[26]7 90]. It has also been used for this purpose in symbolic methods of recognition

to extract me gful structures in scenes based on constraints of parallel and skew

symmetry 138], [105] and pro 'ty[38].

The role of grouping in extracting meaningful structures m scenes has also been

emphasized in grouping schemes based on region and contour features (rather than

edge or point features). This can be seen in the work of Shashua and Ullman on

the grouping of image contours to capture salient curves 136], of Dolan and Weiss

on the grouping of curved lines using proximity 38], and of LeClerc on hierarchical

grouping of regions based on the 'mum description length pinciple 92].

A class of approaches in computer vision have attributed the tendency to group

features to the ability of humans to recogruze the non-accidental occurrence of the

relation underlying the groups. That is, the degree to which a relation is unlikely to

have arisen by an accident of viewpoint, rather than the knowledge that they belong

to a single object, is the motivation behind grouping features based on that rela-

tion. Tis was concluded by Witkin and Tenenbaum 165] after observing that such
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non-accidentalness was used to interpret groups of features even when the ultimate

interpretation of the groups was not known. They also pointed out that since such a

relation was expected to remain stable over a large number of viewpoints, it must re-

flect some meaningful structure in the scene. Lowe extended the non-accidentalness

argument behind grouping to identify the set of image relations that are ely to

occur by an accident of viewpoint [95]. Using the assumption that the viewpoint of

the camera is independent of the objects in the scene, he showed that only certain

image relations, such as convexity and parallelism, are likely to remain stable over

a large range of viewpoints. He also concluded that because of this viewpoint in-

variance, the detection of such relations in an image implied that they were likely

to be the projection of a meaningful and specific 3d structure. Lowe showed that

this property can make such groups useful for the recognition of three dimensional

objects. For example, using the non-accidentalness of viewpoint, he showed that

parallel lines the image are most likely to come from parallel lines in space. So if

the model object contained parallel lines, then this justifies the matching of (groups

of) parallel lines in the image to (groups of) parallel lines on the model, thus making

such groups useful primitives for recognition.

A-nother class of approaches in computer vision explored the same argument

for grouping that was put forward by psychologists based on the likelihood of the

grouped features co g from a single object. For example, in the early work of

Roberts, vertices connected by straight edges were grouped using the rationale that

connected vertices were likely to be part of the same object 128]. This argument

was given a more quantitative basis by Jacobs who proposed that grouping of data

features in an image should be based on a relation that points to the likelihood of

such features coming from a single object 76]. Specifically, he used istance and

orientation constraints to explore the convexity relation between a group of edges.

By doing a statistical analysis of occlusions and merging of edges with background in

images, he showed that 'it is ely for a randomly selected group of edges to form

a convex polygon, thereby implying that the detection of such a relation between

edges pointed to their likelihood of cming from single objects. Other researchers

that have used a s ar argument for grouping are Bolles and Cain who used the
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proxim'ty relation to groups features in their local feature focus method [8], Brooks

who grouped edges forming ribbons or trapezoids 17], and Clemens who grouped

edges enclosing open regions 25].

Let us now evaluate some of the eisting schemes for grouping from the point

of recognition. Grouping schemes, such as that of Shashua and Ullman 136] for

grouping image contours, that attempt to capture me gful structures in scenes

without reasoning about scene geometry, often produce groups that span wide areas

of the image, making them unreliable for recognition. Other grouping schemes based

on viewpoint invariance that use constraints or relations that axe likely to hold over a

wide range of vewpoints such as parallelism 95], or convexity[76], 72] also produce

groups that attempt to capture meaningful structures in the scene. However, the

ease with which such relations are detected in images decides the number of groups

generated as well as their size. Since several nearby edges could satisfy relations

such as parallelism and convexity, different combination of edges have to be explored

by grouping algorit leading to a very large number of groups and taking time of

equal complexity. For example, Huttenlocher grouped edges based on connectivity by
3)considering all possible sequences of edges of length three (leading to (N groups

for N edges)[73]. Later work on grouping tried to generate a smaller number of

groups by filtering some of the groups. In Huttenlocher and Wayner 72] for example,

a grouping algorithm was presented that works in 0(n ogn) time and generates a

linear number of convex edge groups. The filtering was done by using a cost function

to rank neighbors of an edge and allowing only the least-cost neighbor to participate

m a convexity relation. Although the nuraber of groups are restricted by this method,

it is not clear whether such decisions can be made on a purely local basis. Also, since

there is no analysis of the kind of groups that will be Missed, it is not clear that

such groups do not cause a recognition system to make false negative identifications.

Another grouping scheme explored by Clemens also restricts the number of groups

to be linear in the number of edges 25]. Here the groups are designated by open

regions that are enclosed by a group of edges. Such open regions of the image were

considered likely to come from a single object because a transition from one object

to another almost always caused a change in intensity sufficient to produce an edge
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that splits a region. The grouping algorithm used assigns an edge to at most four

regions thus ensuring that the number of groups remains linear 'in the number of

edges. Due to feature instabilities, 'imaging artifacts, etc. an open region is rarely

bounded by edges for g a complete connected closure, causing such assignments

of edges to 4 neighbors using purely local judgment to group together edges that

do not necessarily come from the single object. Thus in the existing approaches to

grouping, it appears that restricting the number of groups may either cause some

relevant groups to be missed or may make the grouping scheme unreliable, causing

it to group features that don't necessarily come from a single object.

5.2 Grouping Based on Closely-Spaced Parallelism

We now present a grouping method that exploits the relation of closely-spaced paral-

lelism co monly occurring between lines on objects, to produce groups that possess

many of the desirable properties for purposes of recognition. Many commonly occur-

ring objects in indoor scenes such as books, cups or tables possess some pattern-like

structures that often attract our attention. Such structures usually contain groups

of closely-spaced parallel lines of a few orientations. For example, printed letters on

the surface of an object such as a book, or a bottle, and wooden texture on pieces of

furniture such as a table contain groups of closely spaced parallel lines. Sometimes

such parallel lines form texture-like patterns as on the bottle in Fgure 5.2a, while

in other cases they capture some interesting structures from parts of objects such

as the parallel contours in the triangular block of Figure 5.2a. Even when they can

be treated as textures we consider them as a separate cue for the following reasons.

First, they capture the property of parallelism which as we will see, is of direct use in

recognition as a grouping method. Secondly, while color and texture have been pri-

mary features being extracted directly from the intensity ge, parallel-line groups

serve as a secondary feature being extracted from the edges or line features. So

treating them as a separate cue iustrates, as we will see in the next chapter, an

implementation of the model of attentional selection possessing a feature hierarchy.
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Figure 52: Blustration of mplicit and eplicit closely-spaced parallelism on objects.

(a) An image of a scene containing objects showing explicit and implicit parallelism.

(b) Line segment image of (a). Note the parallelism explicit in the contour of the

triangular block. (c) An image showing only the nearly horizontal lines in the image

of (b). Note that the parallelism implicit n the letter texture on the bottle in (b)

becomes explicit in this mage.
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The groups of parallel lines we want to capture include cases of both explicit and

implicit parallelisms Figure 52a shows a scene contai g objects showing instances

of both types of parallelism. The contour of the triangular block has two explicitly

parallel lines as can be seen from Figure 5.2b, while the letter texture on the bottle

has implicit parallelism as can be seen from the group of parallel lines in Figure 5.2c

where only the nearly horizontal lines of Figure 5.2b are hi ghted. As we will

see later, the projection of such patterns in 'images continue to show closely-spaced

parallelism among the projected lines over a wide range of viewpoints. This es it

possible to capture closely spaced parallelism on objects by examining such a relation

between the edges (or lines) in their projections. Since it is rare that ad acent object

regions in an finage possess similarly-spaced parallel lines of similar orientation, the

detection of closely-spaced pallel lines images is also likely to point to single

objects. Further, snce not all edges in the image are likely to show closely-spaced

parallelism, this could lead automatically to fewer groups. And for objects showing

characteristic textural information that contains such closely-spaced parallel-lines,

the groups can be useful clues that point to the identity of such objects. Also, when

the spacing allowed between parallel lines is small, such groups capture compact areas

in both the ge and the object and contain fewer features in a group. Finally, as

we will see later, such groups can be easily found in images using a simple algorithm.

Thus groups of closely-spaced parallel lines in images capture not only meaningful

structures on objects in scenes but also possess the desirable properties required of

a grouping scheme for recognition.

Grouping based on such parallelism, however, has the disadvantage that un-

like in conventional grouping, a single pair of matching groups is not sufficient for

recognition. This is because recognition methods such as the linear combination of

views-based alignment method require at least 4 non-coplanar points for alignment.

Since a group of parallel lines in space span a plane, the features such as points or

lines derived from them are coplanar, needing at least two mat g pairs of groups

to be found. However, since more than four corresponding features are needed 

practice, other grouping schemes have also found the need for finding more than a

pair of matching groups [76].
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5.2.1 Closely-spaced parallelism constraint

So far we have only loosely specified the property of closely-spaced parallelism and
have given intuitive arguments about the advantages of grouping based on thi's re-

lation. We now make the definition more precise to allow the generation of groups
from line segments in an age based on this relation. Ieally, the structure in space

we want to capture using the closely-spaced parallelism constraint is a set of (3D)

parallel line segments on an object with a gven inter-line spacing. To see how such
a structure appears in an iage (i.e. in a projection), we exploit some well-known

results in descriptive geometry 77]. These results indicate that under orthographic
projection and scale (often used to approximate perspective projection), a parallel-

line group in 3D always projects to a group of parallel lines in the image under any
view. In practice, because of the noise in the imaging process, and depending on

the method used to obtain line segments from edges, such a group appears as a set

of closely-spaced lines with slight skew between the lines but with the overall orien-
tation of the group rem g more or less uniform. When perspective effects are
dominant, however, parallel lines 3D appear as a set of converging lines. For most

mg distances, this convergence is slight, so that such lines have only a small

amount of inter-line (as well as overall) skew. Thus 3D line segments on objects

showing strict closely-spaced parallelism between them actually appear as groups

of closely-spaced lines in image that are ost parallel (i.e. with slight inter-line

as well as overall skew). However, we will refer to such groups in both the image
and object as closely-spaced parallel-line groups (or in short as line groups) with
the implication of strict parallelism between lines 3D and approximate parallelism

between their projections.

To precisely define such groups in an image, we begin with some terminology
relating to 2d non-intersecting line segments.
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Terri-iinology

1. Overlapping lines: Two line segments are said to overlap if the projection of at

least one end point of one of the lines lies inside the other line segment. Figure 5.3a

shows examples of overlapping and non-overlapping line segments.

2. Across-the-line-distance: The across-the-line distance between two lines L 2

whose end points are designated by P111, P112 P121) P122 respectively, is defined as fol-

lows. Let denote the set of pairs f(PlllPI21),(PilliPI22)i(PI127PI21)i(PI127PI22)1-

Let di = Jd(pjPj)JV(PiPj E SI, where d(pipj) is the euclidean distance

between the points of the pair (pipj). Let (p,,p.) be the pair in that has this

distance di,,. Let L(p,) and L(p.) be the lengths of the projection of

points p, and p, onto lines L2 and LI respectively. Then the across-the-line distance

dacross between fines LI and L2 is defined as

mzn{L(p,),L(p,)} if LI and L2 are overlapp' 9
dacros' = (5.1)

dmin otherwise

Figure 5.3b shows examples of some non-intersecting line segments and the

across-the-line distance between them.

3. Along-the-line-distance: The along-the-line istance dal,,ng between two lines LI

and L2 is defined as:

dalong = I )2) 8)2)1 if L and L2 are non-overlapping

0 otherwise

(5-2)

where the terms din, L(p,)7 and L(p.) are as given in Definition 2 Figure 5.3c

shows some non-intersecting line segments and the along-the-line istance between

them.
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Figure 53: Blustration of so-me of the terminology relating to 2D non-intersecting

line segments. (a) The difference between overlapping (i) and non-overlapping (ii)

line segments according to Definition-I n the text. () Across-the-line distance shown

for both overlapping and non-overlapping (ii) line segments. (c) Alongi-the-line

distance shown for both overlapping (i) and non-overlapping (ii) line segments.
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A closely-spaced parallel-line group

A closely-spaced parallel-line group in the image, specified by the tuple

< tacrossitalongitiocal-arientitglobal-orient >)

is the largest group of non-intersecting line segments such that for each line in the

group, there exists another line in the group obeying all of the following constraints:

1. The across-the-line distance daos,, between the lines is no more than the

thresholdtacross*

2. The along-the-line distance dalong between the lines is no more than the thresh-

oldtalong 

3. The orientation difference between the lines is no more than a thresholdtloc.l-,ient-

Moreover the entire group must satisfy the condition that the orientation

change between any two lines in the group is no more than a treshold tglobal-orient-

The above definition of closely-spaced parallelism aows for almost parallel lines

to be grouped, which as we said above, is a more useful structure to capture in the

image. Further, by allowing non-overlapping lines to be grouped, 'it can not only

capture groups of non-overlappm'g parallel lines in space, but also aows some occlu-

sions that cover portions of line segments, to be handled. The constraint on global

orientation change, tglobal-orienti is imposed to keep the entire group almost parallel

since otherwise successive deviations in orientation between lines could lead to a

group of fairly skewed lines. This also makes the above grouping constraint different

from the one used earlier for assembling groups of parallel lines in a data-driven fash-

ion [1 26]. Finally, the choice of the tresholds tacross) talong itlocal-orient) tglobal-orient

dictates the kind of groups that will be generated. We will discuss their choice when

using the groups to perform data and model-driven selection.
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5.2.2 Algorithm to generate the line groups

We now present an algorithm to generate closely-spaced parallel line groups in an

image for a given choice of thresholds t,cwi talangi tlocal-orient7 and tglobal-orient It

works by first extracting line segments from edges in an edge image using one of
the standard algorithms for line-segment approximation 112]. The resulting line
segments are used to generate the groups as follows:

1. Each fine segment is 'initially kept 'in a separate group.

2. For each line segment L, the following operations are done:

(a) A rectangular neighborhood about L that is 2t.,O,,, in breadth and 2talcmg+

1) in length, where I is the length of the line, is scanned, and all lines that either
pass through this neighborhood or have an end point in it are retained.

(b) Among the lines obtained in step-2a, those that satisfy the local orientation
change constraint with L are retained.

(c A new group 'is formed by successively merging the enclosing groups of
lines obtained after step 2b with the enclosing group of L taking care to see

that no enclosing group being added contains a line volating the tglobal-orient

constraint with the currently created group.

Analysis

The grouping algorithm performs steps 12 using the union-find data structure to

record and update information about line groups [29]. In this data structure, infor-

mation is org ed as a forest of trees. The essential information within a tree is

summarized in its root. The basic operations that can be performed on this data

structure are rnake-set (a) that creates a single node tree with element a, find (a)

that finds the root of the tree cont g a, and union(ab) that merges the trees

cont ' ' elements a and b. Using a technique called merging by r with path

compression 29], it is known that m operations of e-set take time O(m), of find
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take time 0 (m) while m uon operations take time 0 (mA(m, n)) where n 's the

number of elements 'in the data structure, and A(m, n) is the Ackerman's function.

For most values of m and n, the function A(m, n) is almost constant so that a single

one of these operations can be done 'in constant amortized time.

Using the union-find data structure, Step-1 requires n make-set operations for n

line segments. For each line L, Step 2a requires a lines to be scanned requiring O(n)

time. S arly Step 2b requires O(n) time, in the worst case, to examine all the

retained lines. If the least orientation in a group is stored as part of the information
in the roots of trees then the constraint checking in Step 2c can be done by a s' le

I I-MP
find operation per line. Finally, the merging Step 2c can be done by a union

operation. Thus the entire step 2 can be done in tme O(n) per line with the result

that the grouping algorithm itself runs in 0(n') worst-case tme.

Results

We now illustrate the grouping algorit with a few examples. Figure 5.4a shows

the line segments obtained by doing a line segment approximation to the edges 

the image of Fgure 52a. The closely-spaced parallel line groups obtained using

the grouping algorit with a constraint specification of < 10, 5 6 1 > are shown

in Figures 5.4f-i. These groups are shown along four major orientations (vertical,

horizontal, obtuse, and acute) for clarity. The 'individual groups are highlighted by

drawing the convex of the end points of line segments. The line segments that are

grouped can be seenm' the corresponding Figures 5.4b-e. S arly, Figure 5.5 shows

another example of grouping performed by the algorithm. By using the algorithm

on a number of edge images, the number of groups, their average size (number of

constituent lines) and the average area spanned by the groups were recorded. The

results are shown 'in Table 5.1. rom the table it can be seen that the number of

groups is linear in the number of line segments, and the size of the line groups tends

to be small.
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(a)

(j)
Figure 54: Illustration of grouping based on closely-spaced parallelism and salient

group detection. (a) Line segments to be grouped based on closely-spaced parallelism.

(b)-(e) Line segments shown along four major orientations, namely, vertical, hor-

izontal, obtuse, and acute orientations. (f)- (i) The line groups formed using the

algorithm shown also along the respective major orientations for clarity. The thresh-

olds used were tacross "': 10) talong = 5 t1ocal- orient 607 tglobal-orient ! 1 0 0 - (j) The

40 most salient groups among the line groups of (f - (i) found using the saliency

measure. Note that none of the salient groups span more than one object.
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(a)

(e)

Figure 5.5: Blustration of grouping based on closely-spaced parallelism and salient

group detection - Another ezample. (a) Lne segments to be grouped based on

closely-spaced parallelism. (b)-(e) Line segments hown along four major orienta-

tions, namely, vertical, horizontal, obtuse, and acute orientations. (f)- (i) The line

groups formed using the algorithm hown also along the respective major orienta-

tions for clarity. The thresholds used were t.,.,, � 6 talong :,-- 5 tocal- orient 

60, g1obal-orient -= 100 - (j) The 40 most salient groups among the line groups of (f) -

(i) found using the aliency measure. Note that only two of the salient groups span

more than one object.



S.No. Image Num. Group Num. Avg. Group Max. Group Avg. Group

Size Lines , onstraints Groups Size Size Area

1. 320 x 576 395 < 10 56, 1 > 34 4 21 0.002

2. 256 x 416 756 < 6 56, 1 > 91 3.0 11 0.001

3. 240 x 240 233 < 5�016110 > 22 3.1 6 0.0009

4. 232 x 576 884 < 51516, 1 > 119 3.9 7 0.0008

5. 200 x 492 1232 < 57 10 912 > 243 3.77 13 0.0028

6. 224 x 416 316 < 51516, 1 > 75 3 17 0.003

Table 51: Characteristics of closely-spaced parallel line groups generated by the

grouping algorithm. The average group area is normalized with respect to the im-

age size. Only groups containing more than one line are considered here.

Discussion

The number of groups generated by the grouping algorithm is in fact linear in the

number of lines, snce each line belongs to at most one group at the end of Step 2 If

the constraints id not involve tglobal-orienti it is clear that only a linear number of

groups would have been possible (recall that we are considering only the largest such

groups). With the fourth constraint tglobal-orient addedl the starting line as well as

the order in which lines axe ex ned determines the lines that ultimately belong

to a group as well as its size. In such cases, more groups than are generated by the

algorit axe possible. A case where this happens is shown in Figure 56. Figure 5.6a

shows an arrangement of closely-spaced parallel lines the image and Figure 5.6b

shows the groups that will be generated by the algorithm. Finally, Figure 5.6c shows

some other groups that are possible from the arrangement in Figure 5.6a but are

not generated by the algorithm. The groups generated by the algorithm correspond

to a left to right, bottom to top scan of the line segments in the im ge. Such a

scan often produces groups that resemble the groups we perceive using a frame of

reference with the origin at the left hand bottom corner of the image.

174 Selection using Parallel-line Groups

In general, if a large number of lines fall within the specified neighborhood of a
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i
i
i
--- -------.-- -

(a) (b) (C)

Figure 56: Example to illustrate some of the line groups that are not generated by

the grouping algorithm. (a) An arrangement of closely-spaced parallel lines. (b)

The groups generated by the algorithm shown within the two rectangular boxes. The

asterisk mark indicates the starting line segment used to assemble the line groups.

(c) Another set groups possible from the arrangement of (a) that also obey all the

four grouping constraints. Note the overlap between these groups and those generated

by the grouping algorithm.
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line (in Step 2a), the possible combinations of lines obeying all 4 constraints could

become very large. The grouping algorithm described above generates only a subset

of such groups, and in some sense, therefore, does a filtering operation. We mentioned

earlier in Section 5.1.1 that grouping approaches that filtered groups to keep them

to a small number could cause a recognition system that subsequently uses these

groups to make nnecessary false negatives. We now show that this does not happen

with the above grouping algorithm. For this, we notice that the closely-spaced

line groups satisfying a 4 constraints of f t,,�,o, talongi tocal-orienti tglobal-orientl are

subsets of groups satisfying the first 3 constraints tacross i talong i t1ocal- orient} (called

groups here). The grouping algorit generates only some of the possible

subsets, but such groups called aggressive groups, henceforth) generate a cover of

the main group. That is, every line of a main group belongs to some aggressive

group. Suppose that the groups are fed to a recognition system. Assuming an

alignment style of recognition (such as the linear combination of views method 157]),

we know that at least 4 matching features must be found to solve for the pose of the

object. Since parallel line groups in the iage that come from parallel lines in space

represent coplanar points, we may need two such groups to derive these features. Let

us assume that each group provides two features and that the features are derivable

from a sngle line in each of the groups (the end points of a line are the features, say).

If there existed a pair of closely-spaced parallel-line groups in the image obeying all

4 constraints that were the correct pair of groups (i.e., they contained sufficient

number of features to recognize the object) but were not generated by the grouping

algorithm, then a recognition system using the groups given by the algorit could

make false negatives. But since the aggressive groups form a cover, each correct group

has partial overlap with at least one aggressive group suggesting that those pairs of

aggressive groups would also be the correct groups containing sufficient features to

recognize the object thus preventing a false negative identification.

Thus the above grouping algorithm keeps the number of groups s by filtering

possible groups, but at the same tme, prevents nnecessary false negatives during

recognition due to insufficient number of groups being produced.
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5.3 Data-driven Selection using Line Groups

We now iscuss the use of closely-spaced parallel-line groups to perform data-driven

selection. The goal of data-driven selection, as we outlined in earlier chapters, is

to 'isolate regions an 'image that are likely to come from a single object based on

information available in the image and some a priori knowledge about scenes. For a

given choice of thresholds, not all the groups generated by the above algorit rep-

resent useful structures in the scene as can be seen from the examples in Figures 54

and 5.5. Some of the groups may span more than one object, while others come from

spurious line segments, or scene clutter rather than objects of interest in the scene.

For the purposes of recognition, it would be useful to order and consider only some

of the more reliable ones from these groups. In keeping with our general paradigm of

data-driven selection, we order the groups using a saliency measure and select a few

of the salient groups. In this section, therefore, we describe a measure of saliency

for the line groups and then iscuss the utility of salient group-based selection in

recognition.

5.3.1 Saliency of parallel-line groups

As the development of color and texture re 'on saliency, the focus in designing a

measure of saliency of parallel-line groups will be on capturing the sensory component

of istinctiveness. Thus those properties of lines that axe commonly perceived and

fairly general will be considered. The strategy for assembling the saliency measure is,

as before, to record the factors affecting saliency and to combine them appropriately

in a way that reflects their importance. U e ' the case of color and texture

saliency, however, the saliency measure for line groups is designed to emphasize the

inherent reliability of groups more than the match with our perceptual judgment of

their importance.



4. Orientation span (19): A low orientation span indicates a greater amount of par-
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Factors affecting saliency of line groups

Among the properties of line-groups that are often observed are the length of the

constituent lines, the region spanned by them, the number of constituent lines, and

their overall orientation span. These properties of line groups were chosen as the

factors affecting saliency using the following rationale:

1. Length of constituent lines (L): The length of the constituent lines is chosen as a

factor because groups with both very long or very short lines ae undesirable from

the point of recognition. Very long lines an image are more likely to span multiple

objects, while very short lines often tend to be due to spurious line segments resulting

from scene clutter or from a very fine line- segment approximation. Since a group has

lines of varying length, the average length of lines in the group is taken as a measure

of the length of the group.

2. Region span of a group (R): The region spanned by a line group can give indica-

tions of its reliability. A large region span often indicates a group spanning'more

than one object. We measure the region spanned by a closely-spaced parallel-line

group by the area of the convex of the end points of the constituent lines.

I Number of constituent lines (N): Groups with a very large number of lines may

not be entirely desirable from the point of recognition as they could contain a large

number of features. Also, such groups could potentially span multiple objects. A

sparse group (with one or two lines), on the other hand, may not indicate any

meaningful structure. Either way, the number of constituent lines in a group can

affect its saliency.
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allelism in a group. Since the aim in grouping lines here is to capture instances of

closely-spaced parallelism on objects in a scene, groups exhibiting a greater degree

of parallelism are more likely to indicate a meaningful structure. This also follows

from the viewpoint invariance argument of Lowe that we mentioned in Section 51-1,

namely, that a group of parallel lines is unlikely to have asen from an accident

of viewpoint, thereby making them more likely to come from either a single object

or a single structure. The orientation span 'is measured by recording the mum

difference in orientation between lines in a group.

Weighting functions for factors affecting saliency

To develop a measure of saliency for the line groups, each of the factors must

be weighted to appropriately reflect their individual contributions 'in deciding the

saliency of a group. The form of the weighting fnction, in most cases, was de-

rived using three criteria: It should (a) reflect the likelihood of a group coming from

a sgle object, (b) it should be a smooth function so that discontinuities do not

indicate an abrupt change in judgment, (c) it should be verifiable from statistical

experiments. The weighting functions chosen for the factors are as follows:

1. Length of constituent lines (L): Using the rationale given earlier, the weighting

function is chosen to de-emphasize both very long and very short lines, while giving

about equal importance to intermediate length lines. The decision of very short

lines 'is made on an absolute basis, i.e., lines shorter than pixels are considered

very short, while long lines are decided relative to the size of the image (by choos' 

the diagonal length in the image as the normalizing factor). The weighting function

is as follows:

< L < 1C1
A (L) -L,,c2 1 < L and Ln 12 (5.3)

J.Oe-C3(Ln-12) 1 < L :� 1. 0 
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where L L L diagonal length of the 'image and the various thresholdsLinar inaw
In(i-

axe 1 = 5 pixels), 12 = 04, c 61n1O 31n1O1 7C2 C3

The form of the weighting function was derived by perfor =g the following

experiments. Groups were formed from several edge 'images using the grouping al-

gorithm and the average line lengths of groups were recorded. The scenes of the

images varied complexity having different amounts of scene clutter, contained

several objects, and showed illilmi ation artifacts such as specularities, interreflec-

tions, etc. Figures 5.2a and 5.5a shows examples of some typical images tried. A

histogram of the number of groups with a given normalized length Ln Using 200

bins) was plotted. From this, the number groups that came from a single object

and had normalized line length g in a given bin were noted. The ratio of the

number of groups of a given L, con-ling from a sngle object to the total number of

groups of that line length was taken to represent the weighting function f(L). This

ratio was plotted against Ln and smooth fimctions were fit to the resulting curve.

These functions were described by the parameters C i C2 i C3. Finally, the tresholds

11, 12 were found from the breakpoints ' this ratio curve.

2. Region span of a group (R): The weighting function for the region span was cho-

sen to emphasize small and compact groups. The form of the weighting function was

derived by performing studies similar to the one described above. Here, the ratio of

the number of groups with a given normalized region span that came from a single

object to the total number of groups with the given span was taken to represent the

weighting function. The weighting fnction derived from this ratio was:

f2(R = I

- n(I-R,) < Rn ri
C4 -

1 -can r < Rn !� r2

82 - C61n(l - n + r2) r2< Rn -� r3 (5.4)

33e-C?(&-r3) r3 <Rn r4

0 r4 <Rn 10
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where R = R and R... = image size, ri = 0.1, r2 0. 4, r = 0. 5, r =
R"So I

0.75, s = .8, = 10, S3= 07, S =10-3 andC4 C,5 C =
In!L .91 rj

(*2 -83) P 83 IM1
In(I+r2 -r3) C'r - _'CN-r3) . Here again the thresholds we chosen in a manner s' ilar

to the one described for the weighting function for the length of constituent lines.

3. Number of constituent lines (N:) Since the average size of a group is sall in the

groups generated by the grouping algorithm, the weighting function is chosen to

emphasize densely packed groups, 'i.e. groups with a larger number of constituent

lines, as they often indicate some textural information. If such groups span a large

area then they will be de-emphasized the weighting function f2(R) for the region-

span. The weighting function chosen was:

f3(N = N (5-5)
Nmax

where N = nwnber of constituent lines in a group, and Na = M number

of lines in any line group the given edge image.

4. Orientation span (19): Using the rationale given earlier, the weighting function

here is designed to emphasize groups showing a greater degree of parallelism, i.e., a

smaller oentation span. To avoid unfair bias towards groups of single lines (which

will have an orientation span of zero), we assign a s penalty toward single line

groups. The resulting choice of function is:

A(0) 0.1 = and N = (5-6)

( + e(i.0-Ctj) otherwise
tg1obal-*rient

where is the orientation span, and ch =0.4.
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Saliency measure for a closely-spaced parallel-line group

The saliency measure for a closely-spaced group of line segments is obtained by com-

bining the weighting functions reflecting the contributions from the various factors.

Since the factors record independent properties of line groups, we chose to combine

them lineaxly to gve the following saliency measure:

Saliency of a line group = f(L) + f2(R) + f(N) + f(E)) (5.7)

Results

We now illustrate the use of the saliency measure to judge the reliability of closely-

spaced parallel-line groups. Figures 5.4f-i show the line groups found by the grouping

algorithmin the image of Figure 5.4a. Among these, the 40 most salient groups found

using the above saliency measure are shown in Figure 5.4j. As can be seen from the

figure, all of the 40 salient groups come from sMgle objects. Figure 5.5 shows another

example in which the line groups generated are shown in Fgures 5.5f-i -and the top

40 salient groups among them are shown in Figure 55j. Here only two of the salient

groups did not come from single objects. Table 52 shows the results of performing

saliency experiments on a number of images whose average complexity is indicated

by the number of constituent line segments listed 'in the table. Here, the last column

lists the percentage of unreliable groups the top 100 salient groups found using the

saliency measure. From these studies we conclude that the saliency measure captures

reliable groups and can, therefore, be useful in a data-driven selection mechanism

for recognition.

In the discussion so far, we have not analyzed the extent to which the groups

selected by the saliency measure match our perceptual judgment of the importance

of such groups. We chose not to emphasize this aspect for several reasons. First, 

an edge iage, other relations in addition to closely-spaced parallelism, may exist

between lines. For example, long smooth curves may be more salient than parallel-

line groups in an edge image. For comparing the performance of the saliency measure,



S.No. ge Num. Group Num. Avg. Salient Avg. Salient % Ureliable

Size Lines Constraints Groups Group Size Group Area Groups

1. 320 x 576 395 < 10,576710 > 219 6 0.009 1

2. 256 x 416 756 < 6516, 1 > 382 8 0.006 2

I 224 x 416 316 < 5516, 1 > 207 6 0.008 7

4. 200 x 492 1232 < 5 10,97 12 > 552 4.25 0.003 3

4. 232 x 576 1 884 < 5 567 1 > 454 5.3 0.004 6

Table 52: Characteristics of salient closely-spaced line groups ranked by the saliency

measure described in text. In each case, the top 100 salient groups are considered.

The number of groups listed here include single line groups.

the subjects should be made to look at only closely-spaced line groups and 'ignore

other cues for grouping, a task difficult to achieve in practice. Even if scenes showing

only instances of closely-spaced parallelism were examined, there is the additional

problem due to the grouping algorithm generating only a subset of the possible

groups. Thus not all the groups perceived by a subject may be generated and this

affects the groups selected by the saliency measure. Finally, perceptual judgments

may be based on a collection of groups of different orientation (this could indicate

groups of curves, for example), and this is not considered by the saliency measure.

5.3.2 Use of salient line groups-based selection in recognition

Data driven selection based on salient line groups is primarily useful when the object

of interest has at least one parallel-line group that appears among the selected salient

line groups. In such cases, the search for data features that match model features

can be restricted to salient groups thus avoiding needless search in other areas of

the image. In order for a model group to be found among the salient line groups,

however, it should first be generated by the grouping algorit . That is, the choice

of the four constraints characterizing an image group should be such that a model

group, if 'it exists in the image, can be captured by these constraints. Since no specific

knowledge of model objects can be used 'in data-driven selection, the thresholds can
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be set based on some rough a priori knowledge about expected objects in scenes,

the distances at which they are imaged, and some general knowledge about the

parameters of the 3D structures that are meant to be captured in line groups in

the images of such scenes. Among the thresholds, the local and global orientation

thresholds tiocal-orientand tglobal-orienti are essentially independent of the objects in

the library, and can be chosen based on an analysis of the imaging noise and the noise

in line-segment approximation. Since a group captures ost parallel lines, there is

not much leeway in their choice, in that they can be only low values. We chose to

model this noise by allowing 57 degree skew in between lines (ti al-orient) and an

overall skew (tglobal-arient) of 10 degrees. The values Of tacross and talong however,

have a major effect on the lines that ae ultimately grouped, and cannot in general,

be chosen independent of objects in the library. Larger values of these thresholds

allow somewhat widely-spaced parallelism to be captured, such as the parallelism

inherent in the contour of the triangular block in Figure 5.2b. However, this would

also decrease the reliability of the groups, as it allows lines belonging to separate

objects to be grouped. Since our airn (at least in data-driven selection) is to capture

letter and wooden texture occurring on objects in indoor scenes, we found that

for the distances at which, the objects are typically imaged, an interline separation

(tacross talong) Of to 10 pixels 'is sufficient for capturing most such parallel-line

groups in images. Better methods for choosing these thresholds, could be devised,

however.

Search reduction using salient line groups

We now estimate the search reduction that can be achieved by using salient-line

groups-based data-driven selection. Following the analysis of the number of matches

using grouping given in Section 5.1, if only S, salient groups are retained for Mi

image groups, then the number of matches to be tried using the 4-point agnment

scheme of recognition is 01:mi Eq m4nU!) where m and n are the number

of features in the model and the selected salient image groups, respectively. To

estimate the number of matches using such salient line groups, we chose a few model



S-No M N Mg Avg. mi Group Avg. n Num. Mat che s

Constraints No Selection Data-driven

Selection

1. 466 1768 9 6 < 55 6 1 > 12 1.88xlO" 5.lxlO"

2. 140 1768 10 4 < 10 567 1 > 12 1.49xl 020 1.0X1011

3. 140 2464 10 4 < 10,576710 > 10 5.6xl 020 4.66x1010

4. 358 1453 8 16 < 2216, 1 > 18 2.98X10 21 1.38xl 014

5. 130 790 5 23 < 10,576,10 > 12 4.38xlO'8 4.46xl 013

Table 53: Estimated search reduction using salient line groups-based selection. The

terms M, N, Mg, mi, nj are as explained in text. Here Ng 4 0, i.e., the t 4 0

salient groups are retained for selection.

objects exhibiting closely-spaced parallelism between lines on the object, generated

line groups using the grouping algorithm and retained a few of the groups. By

placing these objects in various scenes, and using the grouping algorithm and the

saliency measure, we retained a few (about 40) salient line groups in the images of

these scenes. The number of features (i.e. the end points of line segments) in both

model and data groups were recorded. The number of matches with salient roups-

based selection was found using the above formula. For purposes of comparison,

the number of matches without any grouping was also computed using the formula

O(M4N 4 where M and N are the total number of features found in all the model and

data line groups. The results are smmarize ' Table 53. As can be seen from the

table, the search is always considerably lower when salient groups-based selection is

done prior to recognition. The number of matches with this type of selection scheme

can still be large, however, as a pairings of model and salient image groups ae

tried. Also some of the salient groups are large in size thus increasing the number

of matches that need to be tried within a pair of groups.
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5.4 Model-driven Selection using Line Groups

So far we have considered the use of closely-spaced parallel line groups for data-driven

selection which required the object of interest to have a salient line group. Further, it

was assumed that such a group could be detected by the use of some default threshold

values for the constraints characterizing closely-spaced line groups. This will not be

of much help when the object of interest has closely-spaced parallel line groups

but they are either not salient or cannot be captured using the default thresholds.

In such cases, the description of the line groups present on the model object can

be used to perform selection. We now describe one such line groups-based model-

driven selection mechanism. The approach adopted here is to selectively generate line

groups in the iage based on the description of closely-spaced parallel line groups on

the model object. Thus the group generation process is constrained here so that only

the likely matching groups are generated. Once the candidate matching line groups

in the image are obtained, reco Rion can proceed by ex g pairs of model and

image groups as usual.

The criteria developed for a model-driven selection mechanism in the earlier

chapters are also relevant to line groups-based model-driven selection. That is, 'it

must be sufficiently selective to avoid considering obviously ossible matches but

at the same time, be sufficiently flexible to take into account the various problems

in' ging that may cause a model line group in an image to appear ifferent from

its original description. As we mentioned in the earlier chapters, the object may

appear different in a scene because 'it has undergone pose changes, or because 'it

is occluded, or because iumination changes as well as artifacts the scene such

as specularities, interreflections have altered the appearance of the object. These

changes called observation conditions, henceforth) can also alter the appearance of

the line groups on the model object. We first examine, therefore, the effects of these

changes on the model line groups. This will then be used to esign a description of

model line groups as well as a strategy for generating mtching line groups in the

image.
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5.4.1 Effect of observation conditions on a model line group

Consider a closely-spaced parallel (3D) line group on a model object. It can be

specified by a tuple < t3d-acrossi t3d-alang > with the following interpretation: Be-
tween any two consecutive parallel lines the model 3D group, the across-the-line

distance d3d-across is no more than the threshold t3d-across and the along-the-line
is no more than the threshold t3d-almg. The istances

distance d3d-along M-across

and d3d-along for parallel lines in 3D are defined a way analogous to that of dao.,
and da1mg given in Section 52.1 3 We now analyze the effect of observation condi-

tions on the appearance of such 3D line groups on model objects when they placed

in a scene.

Pose changes: If the aowed transformation of the model object is restricted to a D
affine transformation, then under orthographic projection and scale (to approximate

perspective projection) and assuming no' ging noise and no errors in line segment

approximation, it is known that closely-spaced parallel 3D line groups project to
a set of closely-spaced parallel lines the image 15214 . Further, the order of the

lines in the group is preserved, although the resulting orientation of the parallel lines
in the image cn be mbitrary. The inter-line spacing dacross andda1mg between

the projected lines will, however, be different from the inter-line spacing d3d-ac-ross

and d3d-along between the corresponding 3D lines. If no scale change has occurred

during the transform tion, then the spacing between the projected parallel lines 

the image can only decrease. This is because dao,, forms a side of a right triangle

whose hypotenuse is the orthographic projection of the inter-line spacing d3d-across

5(as shown in Figure 57), and wl always be less than or equal to d3d-ao,, . using

'The distance d3d-acrojs is simply the distance between two consecutive parallel lines defined as

the length of projection of the end point of one 3D line on the other. The along-the-line distance

d3d-along is as efined for 2d-lines except that the distance din, L(p,), and L(p.) are distances

between points 3D.

4 If the transformation takes some of the object out of view, then this can be treated as the case

when some projected parallel lines coincide.

'5This ]is also true when perspective projection 'is approximated by orthographic projection and

scale.
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a s ar argument, we can show that the along-the-line spacing in the image ,,,,g

is less than or equal to d3d-along- If the transformation includes scale changes, then

the inter-line spacing between parallel lines varies proportional to the scale. That is,

for a scale change s (s > 1.0 or < 10) we have d.,,,,, < *d3d-across and s arly

dalong < 9*d3d-across. Thus the effect of pose changes is to vary the inter-line spacing

between lines while still maintaining the property of parallelism.

Occlusions: The most common effect of occlusions 'is to corrupt the projected model

line group. That 'is, depending on the geometry of the occlusion, some lines in the

group may either partially or totally disappeax. But unless a group is completely

occluded, the visible lines of the group maintain the same relative ordering and the

inter-line spacing is dictated by the pose changes undergone by the model. In rare

cases, when the occluding object has s='Iar closely-spaced parallel line groups, it

may cause the two groups to be merged, and may even affect the inter-line spacing of

the model line group. Thus the effect of occlusions on a model line group is Y

to change the number of constituent lines in the model groups, and in rare cases to

even alter the inter-line spacing in the groups.

Illumination changes and other imaging artifacts: When the wavelength characteris-

tics of the light source illuminating the scene is different firom the one iminating

the model object, it may cause a change in the apparent color of the object's surface.

But since we are looking at an edge image to generate the groups, the edges tend to

re more or less stable. When the light source location 'is changed, however, then

depending on the position of the 3D parallel line groups relative to the light source,

lines in the pr 'ected group may be either partially or totally hidden shadow.

Further, if the surface of the object is specular, then specularities occurring in the

region of the line group may cause the group to be corrupted by the partial or total

masking of the lines in the group. Finally, interreflections can cause spurious line

segments to appear as part of the model line group depending on the pattern on the

object that is being reflected from the model's surface. Thus the effect of umina-

tion changes is s ar to occlusions in that both the number of constituent fines and
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Figure 57: Riustration to show that the distance between the projections of 3D par-

allel lines is less than or equal to the 3D distance between the lines. The projec-

tion of the 3 dtance d3d-across (line a) is given by the line ab'. The length

of ab' is < length of ab since ab = -V/(Xl - X2)" + (Y1 - Y2)2 + (Z1 - Z2 )2 and

aIbI= . The distance between the projected lines iven by9
I I I

a c, s < a b by e hypotenuse of a right triangle rule.
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the inter-line spacing in the model groups may be changed.

5.4.2 Model line group description

We now develop a description of the model line groups taking into account the effect

of the observation conditions. From the above analysis, we know that a closely-spaced

strictly parallel line group on the model specified by< t3d-acrosji t3d-along > also oc-

curs as a group of parallel lines in an u'nage with an inter-line spacing that is decided

by the scale change involved in the undergone transformation. By restricting the

scale changes to lie between S1, S >(with s <= 1.0 andS2> 10), the variation

in the inter-line spacing dao,, that can be handled for any model line group appear-

ing in any image can be restricted to lie in the range IS1 * t3d-across i -2 * t3d-across] and

s arly, the spacing dalmg to lie between IS1 * t3d-alongi S2 * t3d-along]. So far, the

effect of ging noise and errors in line segment approximation were not taken into

account. As we rem ked earlier, their effect is to cause the lines in the model group

to be slightly skewed in the image. The thresholdstm-local-orient and t-global-orient

can be used to specify the tolerable inter-line skew and the overall skew in the line

group. The resulting description of a model line group as it appears in any image can

be given by the tuple < t3d-across7 t3d-alongi tm-local-orient7 tm-global-orient) 51) -52 > 

Different line groups on the model will differ in the first two terms (as the thresholds

t1ocal-orient and tg1obal-orient are independent of the line group), and the scale changes

are specified with respect to the model object.

To generate candidate line groups in a given image using the above model de-

scription, however, the inter-line spacing and the tolerable scale changes must be

expressed in terms of pixel spacing. For this, the distance at which the model is fin-

aged for building the general model description can be used as the reference distance.

That is, the pixel spacing corresponding t t3d-across and t3d-almg can be taken to be

the one eisting between the projected lines in the ge when the model is placed

at the reference distance and oriented in such a way that the model line group is

parallel to the image plane. By moving the object closer or farther than the reference

distance by the scale factors s and 2 respectively, the corresponding change in the
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pixel spacing can be recorded. If t-2d-.cross and t-2d-along represent the pixel

spacing corresponding to t3d-across and t3d-along respectively, and p, and P2 represent

the change in pixel spacing corresponding to the scale changes s, and 2, then the

description of the model line group that can be used to generate the line groups in the

image becomes < tm-2d-acrossi tm-2d-alongi tm-local-orienti tm-qlobal-orient7P17P2 >-

5.4.3 Selective generation of matching line groups

We now present an algorithm for selectively generating line groups in the image that

match a given model line group description Sce the model description places a

bound on the tolerable scale and pose changes, the basic strategy is to generate line

groups with successively increasing inter-line (both d,o,, and d,,jong) spacing until

the upper bound specified in the model description is reached. That is, given a model

line group des crip tion < t - 2d- across t - 2d- along t - local - orient t - global - orient Pi P2

the across-the-line spacing allowed between the lines varies from tn- 2d-ao,,

PI t tm-2d-across + p2 (and s arly for the along-the-line spacing). The matching

groups are generated by hypothesizing a value of spacing between the lines lying

in the above range and generating a groups wth inter-line separation specified by

that value. In particular, successive integer pixel spacing from tm-2d-across - Pi to

tm-2d-across + P2 are used to generate the groups. Such groups, called augmented

closely-spaced parallel line groups, can be specified by the tuple

< tacross-low7tacrossitalong-low7talongitlocal-orient)tglobal-orient > with the following

interpretation: It is the largest group of non-intersecting line segments such that for

each line in the group, there eists no line the group such that da,,,,, < tacross-low

and dalong < talong-low and there eists at least one line in the group obeying the

following constraints:

1. The across-the-line distance dacross between the lines is such that tacross-low <

dacross tacross *

2. The along-the-line distance dalong between the fines is such that talong-low <

dalong talong 
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3. The orientation difference between the lines is no more than a threshold

and the entire group satisfies the assumption that the orientation change

between any two lines in the group is no more than a threshold tglobal-orient-

If the observation conditions clude only pose changes, and if all the lines

a model group are equi-spaced, then the model group appearing in the n'nage (the

visible part of it, that is) is bound to be present in one such augmented groups

because its consecutive lines would exhibit an inter-line spacing within the specified

range. In the presence of occlusions and other observation conditions, and when the

inter-line spacing the model group 'is not uniform, the model group can still be

captured in the augmented groups, albeit in a fragmented form. That is, the model

group may be partitioned (and possibly merged wth adjacent lines) into several

augmented groups. But as long as two adjacent lines in the model group are visible

in the image, they can still be captured in one of the augmented groups and this

should, in theory, be sufficient for recognition (as the two line end points can provide

four features) 

Algorithm for generating augmented line groups

The algorit for selectively generating the groups satisfying a model description

< tm-2d-acrossitm-2d-alongitm-local-orientitm-global-orient7PliP2 > proceeds by first

generating the fine goup <tm-2d-across-Plitm-2d-along-Plitm-local-orientitm-global-orient

using the grouping algorit of Section 52.2. This can capture model groups that

have unequal inter-line separation in the case of the model object undergoing pose

change specified by the lower t of tm-2d-across - pi- Then augmented closely-
ti-1 ti-1 tsspaced line groups specified by <, across I ta&crossi along7 alongitiocal-orientitglobal-orient >

are successively generated using a modified version of the grouping algorit of Sec-

tion 52.2 as follows:

1. Let t " t-2d-acros - Pi and to tm - 2d- along - P1 across along

2. For i = to p - pl do
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9 Let t = + t1 and ti i-1across acros I along = + talong'

* The grouping algorithm of Section 52.2 is applied to the line segments

with the following modifications to Steps 2a and 2c:

- In Step 2a, an us of neighborhood lying between the rectangles

2ti-1 x 2(t'-' + ) and 2tcross x 2(ti + 1), where I is the lengthacross along a along

of the line, is scanned and all lines passing through this annulus but

not through the =er rectangle are retained.

- In Step 2c, in adition to checking for t_global-orient7 each enclosing

group being merged with the current group is checked for violations

against the annulus neighborhood constraint mentioned above.

Analysis

The above algorit makes (p2 - pl) passes over the line segments in generating the

matching groups for each model line group. However, the total number of matching

groups generated is still lineaz in the number of line segments since each line can

belong to at most (P2 - P) groups, one for each line lying in the annulus of neigh-

borhood between the outer and inner rectangles of imensions 2t'-' x 2 ti-i + )acro along

and 2t' x 2(t'long + 1). The above procedure can be repeated for generatingacross a

matching groups for each model group separately. Alternatively, the aowable inter-

line spacings for all model line groups can be pooled together to form ranges of pixel

spacing for all the model groups, and the search for matching groups can be clone

for each such range using the above algorithm. The time to generate the augmented

line groups for an iteration i is still O(n2) (n 'is the number of line segments) since

the grouping algorit is the same as before, and Step 2c. ex es each pair of

line segments at most once. For the allowed scale changes, the range (p2 - pi) is

s enough so that the entire operation of selective group generation can be clone

O(kn2) time, where k < n is a constant representing the number of passes over

the line segments.
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An Example

We now illustrate model-driven selection using paraRel-line groups with an ex-

ample. Figure 5.8 shows model line groups being used to perform selection. Here the

parallel-lines on the ladder part of the toy fire truck serve as the model line groups

and are specified by the constraints < 5, 0 6 10 3 > implying that the allowable

scale changes are from a 11 across-the-line spacing of 5-3 = 2 pixels up to

5 pixels (in other words, allowing the object to be imaged farther than 'it is in the

model description). Here no variation is allowed in the along-the-line spacing as the

model lines all overlap (i.e. have tm - 2d- along= 0). The model-line groups with the

given specification are shown in Figure 5.8b. Figure 5.8c shows (an edge-image of)

a scene in which the model object appears at a different orientation and has a por-

tion of it occluded. Figures 5.8d-g show the matching augmented closely-spaced line

groups obtained using successively increasing line-spacing as specified by the range

< 0270,016,10 > < 2370,016,10 > < 34,070,6710 > and < 45,010,6710 >1

respectively. These matches to the indicated model line groups are shown collectively

in Figure 58h. As can be seen from the figure most of the model line groups are

captured in the matching groups, although there i's evidence of fragmentation in two

of the groups marked and 2 as shown in Figure 5.8b.

Discussion

Model-driven selection using the above algorithm generates enough candidate match

groups for a model line group to avoid false negatives under most observation con-

ditions. Further, by requiring the groups to have a ' ' inter-line spacing it

avoids generating nnecessary false positive matches to model line groups. This can

easily happen if a simpler strategy for group generation were used such as generating

ordinary (rather than augmented) closely-spaced parallel line groups by successively

increasing the line spacing from t2d-across - Pi t t2d-across + P2- Such a scheme

would create successively bigger groups (since a group with small line spacing would

always satisfy the constraint of a bigger line spacing) that are often more unreliable

and ely matches to model groups.
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Figure 5.8: Blustration of line-groups-based model-driven selection. (a) Edge image

of a model object showing nstances of closely-spaced parallelism between lines. (b)

Some of the lne groups extracted using the grouping agorithm using the constraints

Of tacross ::-- 51talang Oitlocal-orient = 6tglobal-orient --:,: 10- (c) An edge image of

a scene in which the model object appears. (d) - (g) Augmented closely-spaced line

groups generated using the description of the model line groups shown n (b). (h)

The line groups in the mage that are possible matches to the model line groups of

(b) under the allowed scale and pose changes.
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05.4.4 Search reduction using model-driven line grouping

The model-driven selection mechanism using line groups described above identi-

fies candidate groups the ftnage that could be potential matches for model line

groups under some allowable transformation and t g into account the effect of
occlusions, illumination changes, etc. These matching model and ftnage line groups

can then be given to a recognition system that will isolate features from the line
groups to actually solve for the pose of the model object. To see the search re-

duction possible with model-driven selection, let Mg model line groups be used

to perform model-driven grouping. Let the total number of atching groups be

Ng with ki image groups matching a model group i. Letting ZJ) represent a

match between model group i and image group j, and letting inj) stand for
the number of features in the matching groups, the number of matches that may

M 4have to be tried to align the model object wth the 'age is (E E�' 4 nU!).
To estimate the search reduction due to model-driven grouping, we selected some
model objects vews of them, that is) possessing closely-spaced parallel lines on
the surface, generated and retained some line groups, and recorded their specifica-

tions as ft2d-acrossi t2d-alang) tocal-orienti tgIo&aI-arient}. We then used scale bounds
of = and S = 20 (this allows objects the scenes to be imaged at half to

twice the distance at which their model descriptions were recorded) to complete the

model line group descriptions. By placing these objects in scenes cont ' clutter,
and aowing partial occlusions and illumination changes, we ran the selective group

generation algorithm of Section 54.3 to record the matching image line groups for
model line groups. The end points of line segments were considered as features to

be used for recognition, and the number of features both the model and image

line groups were recorded. These expe ents gave the values for Mg, Ng, me, n, ki

in the above formula. Table 54 shows the results of these studies, with column 0
showing the number of matches using model-driven grouping evaluated using the

above formula. The number of matches that would be required without grouping

is also shown in the table for comparison. As can be seen, the number of matches
is far less with model-driven grouping. To get an est te of the actual search re-



S.No. M N Mg Avg. Avg. Avg. Group Num. Matches

ki Mi nj constraints No Selection Model-driven

Selection

1. 466 1768 9 150 6 4 < 57016�101390 > 1.88xl 022 5.9xl010

2. 140 1768 10 ill 4 4 < 7076,10,512 > 1.49xlo2O 6-38x109

3. 140 2464 10 94 4 6 < 70,6110,571 > 5.6X1020 2-86x10'0

4. 358 1453 8 48 16 8 < 3176710,112 > 2.98X1021 6.65x10 12

5. 130 790 5 25 23 6 < 6 O 610,2 >I 4.39xlO'8 9.00X1011

Table 54: Estimated search reduction using line groups-based model-driven selection.
The terms MN, Mg,

'g, ki, mi, n are as explained 'n text. The allowed scale and

pose changes in each case are idicated in the augmented group constraints.

duction as well as the number of false positives and negatives due to model-driven

grouping, however, the grouping mechanism should be integrated with an actual

recognition system and its performance evaluated. The results of such experiments

will be discussed in later chapters.

Even with model-driven grouping, the number of matches when considered on an

absolute basis, is still very large. This can again be attributed to the large number

of matches ki for model line groups, and to the sometimes lrge size of the matching

groups. To dle scale changes, large inter-line spacmg values have to be examined

for group generation, e ' the case of data-driven selection. This may cause

some of the groups to be unreliable or large-sized because of merging across objects.

Both these problems can be alleviated if model-driven grouping is used conjunction

with prior region selection done using more reliable cues such as color and texture.

One such method of combining grouping with por selection is iscussed the next

section.
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5.5 Line Grouping in Conjunction with Prior Region

Selection

So far we have ex ned grouping of line segments based on the constraint of closely-

spaced parallelism as an independent selection mechanism. But our original moti-

vation for grouping lines was to organize the features within prior selected color or

texture regions into s groups, primarily for reducing the search in recognition.

We now explore the use of line grouping within regions that are selected a priori

based on cues such as color and texture.

Data or model-driven selection using line groups can be easily achieved wit

previously selected regions by modifying the grouping algorithms of Sections 52.2

and 54.3 to assemble lines obeying an additional constraint of all lying within the

selected regions. This not only restricts the number of groups generated in the

image but also their size, by preventing the lines belonging to adjacent objects from

being merged, thus making such groups more reliable. Moreover, when model-driven

grouping is done within prior selected regions, an additional constraint is provided

by the enclosing regions and restricts the possible matches to model line groups

even further. For example, when the regions are prior selected based on model color

regions, then we know from Chapter 3 that a correspondence between model and

selected image color regions is also established. The search for image line groups

matching a model line group, therefore, can be restricted to color regions in the

image that correspond to the model color regions spanned by the model line group.

To estimate the search reduction using line grouping in con unction with prior

region selection, we performed experiments which model-driven line groups were

generated wit model color regions. The iformation about color regions spanned

by a model line group was used as an additional constraint in finding matching

unage line groups. An example of such restricted model-driven selection using line

groups is indicated in Figure 59. Here, the model object, its groups and the scene

are the same as in Figure 5.8. The model group specification again is also the

same as before, namely, < 50 61013 > Figure 5.9d shows the regions isolated 



S.No M N M, Avg. Avg. Avg. Group Num. Matches

ki "li nj constraints No Selection With Prior

Region Selection

1. 466 1768 9 26 6 4 < 50,611013 > 1-88x1022 1-77x109

2. 140 1768 10 20 4 4 < 71016110,5 2 > 1.49x1O'O 2-07x108

3. 140 2464 10 19 4 4 < 70,6110 5 > 5.6x1020 1-87x108

4. 358 1453 8 17 16 6 < 31,61107112 > 2-98x1021 2-39x1011

5. 130 790 5 13 23 4 < 60,61107 2t > 4.39xlO's - 3-89x1010

I II I 11 11
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Table 5.5: Estimated search reduction using restricted line groups-based model-driven

selection within prior selected color regions.

the image using color-based model-dri'ven selection. Fgure 5.9e-h show the matching

line groups generatedusing the augmented closely-spaced grouping algorit within

the selected regions of Figure 5.9d. Finally, Figure 5.9i shows all the matching

groups using the allowable transformations for the line groups shown in Figure 5.9b.

By performing similar experiments on a number of model object and scenes, we

recorded the resulting values of Mg, Ng, mi, n, ki, n (these terms were defined in

Section 54.4) and these are shown in Table 5.5. The number of matches using

model-driven grouping with prior region selection was calculated using the same

formula that was given Section 54.4 and is shown in Cohimn 10 in Table 5.5.

This can be compared with the number of matches us'g model-driven line grouping

without prior region selection given in Table 54. As can be seen from the tables

comb' g line grouping with prior region selection based on cues such as color can

greatly reduce the search involved in recognition. This is also corroborated, as we

will see in later chapters, by expe ents done with an actual recognition system.

Restricting line grouping wthin prior selected regions has the isadvantage though

that it relies on the correctness of the prior selection mechanism This, as we saw

in earlier chapters, is not always the case. Color-based selection for example, does

identify a good portion of the regions containing the object. But the region isolation

is not often very precise so that some spurious line segment-containing groups may

still be formed in such a grouping process.
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Figure 59: Illustration of model-driven selection using line group within prior se-

lected color regions. (a) Edge image of a model object showing instances of closely-

spaced parallelism between lines. (b) Some of the line groups extracted uszng the

grouping agorithm using the constraints of tacross 5� talong 0 tiocal-orient `=

6� tglobal-orient :-- 10. (c) An edge image of a scene in which the model object ap-

pears. (d) The region isolated using color-based model-driven selection. (e)- (h)

Matching line groups using successively increasing inter-line spacing as described n

text. (i) The line groups in the mage that are possible matches to the model line

groups of (b) under the allowed scale and pose changes.
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5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have examined the use of the property of closely-spaced parallelism

between lines in perfor g data and model-driven selection. Towards this end, a

scheme for grouping line segments was presented that possessed several features that

make it compare favorably with other existing schemes of grouping of edges. First,

closely-spaced parallelism occurs commonly within letter textures and contours of

geometrical objects. Secondly, the groups generated tend to be compact and more

likely to come from single objects particularly in the data-driven mode). Also, the

number of such groups is linear in the number of lines, and can be generated by a

fast algorithm. Lastly, the size of the groups tends to be mostly small, except when

merging across objects occurs (which can be reduced when grouping is restricted to

prior selected regions). Thus ouping based on closely-spaced parallelism presented

here satisfies most of the desirable requirements of grouping for recognition. Finally,

unlike existing approaches to grouping, we have also examined the use ofgrouPM9
in the model-driven mode. In doing so, an analysis of the changes that can occur to

model line groups due to observation conditions was done, and this was found useful

in performing model-driven selection using such line groups.

Although closely-spaced line groups are useful as a mechanism of selection, such

groups by themselves, may not be as useful actually solving for the pose of the

object, as for example, groups assembled using other constraints such as convexity.

Closely-spaced parallel line groups tend to span a small portion of an object (as

compared to convex groups) and even though this makes them good for achieving

reliability, it es solution of the pose difficult with features derived from within a

group requiring often more than two groups.
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0 cues

The previous chapters discussed data and model-driven selection individually using

the cues of color, texture, and parallel-line groups. In this chapter we discuss how

these cues can be combined to achieve a final selection of the scene. The resulting

selection mechanism will then be recast as an implementation of the model of at-

tentional selection proposed in Chapter 2 This will complete the description of the

implementation of the attentional selection model for the task of object reco ion.

6.1 Combining cues for data and model-driven selec-

tion

The problem of ombining various cues such as color, texture, depth, etc. has been

addressed in both previous models of attention 89, 153, 154t 24] as well as in general

scene understanding systems 116, 547 115]. The purpose behind integration of cues

in scene understanding systems is to describe the information in a of the scene bet-

ter by exploiting the constraints provided in the various feature maps. For example,

in the sion Machine Project, integration of nformation from several different cues

202
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such a color, texture, and depth was attempted wth the aim of achieving high per-

formance in unstructured environments for the task of recognition and navigation

[116, 54, 115]. Here the brightness edges were treated as the primary cue for inte-

gration and were used to verify the presence of discontinuities in other feature maps

such as that of color or depth using a Markov random field model 116]. Parallel

coupling of different modules was suggested in Marr's primal sketch 102] and in the

intrinsic ges of Barrow and Tenenbaum 6]. In the Mtrm'sic images approach, the

intrinsic ges (i.e. versions of the iage processed for elementary features) are

spatially registered, and the integration proceeds by interpreting first the intensity

edges and then creating the appropriate edges in the intrinsic images. In addition,

parallel local operations modify the values in each intrinsic iage to make them

consistent with some intra-image constraints while another set of pocesses acting

across the 'images es them meet some inter-image constraints. Finally, a third

set of processes operates to insert and delete edge elements in each of the intrinsic

image maps. Thus the purpose 'in both the intrinsic images approach and the Vision

Machine Project was to remove spurious discontinuities via the integration of cues

so that the re . . g discontinuities correspond to physical surfaces and serve as

suitable features for later processing stages such as in object recognition.

Other methods of combining cues were proposed in previous computational mod-

els of attentional selection mentioned in Chapter 2 Here the am was to combine

the cues to perform a selection of the scene to focus attention. In Koch and Ullman's

model 89], the combining of cues was done to create a single saliency map represent-

ing a global measure of conspicUity in the ftnage. No specific scheme of combination

was mentioned, however. In Ferrier's model 24], the combination of cues was done

by assigning weights to each feature value at every pixel location and linearly com-

buling them. The weights can vary over time and were meant to' lement the shift

of attention focus as well as serve as a medium for higher level cognitive knowledge to

decide the importance of feature and hence the overall saliency. The linear combina-

tion method, however has the disadvantage that it may cause a region of the image

that 'is only moderately salient in all the features to be declared the most salient

because of the m-ation of saliency values. Also, it assumes that the feature maps
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are spatially registered.

We now present our approach to combining cues in both data and model-driven

modes.

6.1.1 Combining cues in data-driven mode

Using attract-attentional selection as a paradigm for data-driven selection, we com-

bine the cues such that the final selection among the salient regions obtained using

the various cues will be towards the most salient location based on any of the cues.

The individual approaches to color, texture and line groups-based data-driven selec-

tion processed these features in a uniform way by attaching a numerical measure of

saliency to each of the feature regions where the value of the measure for a region

indicates the conspicUity of that region, i.e. by how much it differs from other regions

based on this property. Therefore, the overall most salient region selected is such

that it is the most salient region in an individual saliency map and also differs the

most from other regions in that saliency map. That is, if we denote the normal-

ized saliency of a unit j in feature type i by sij' and let M = axjsjjVjj and

SM = maxf sij, Vj - (Mi} (i.e. the second most salient region), then the most

salient region is chosen to be the one which has the largest value of M - SMj In

fact, we can also r the different individually salient feature regions to arrive at

a global saliency map as follows. Let the regions in the individual saliency maps be

ordered by their saliency values, 'i.e. sij s jVi, j, 1 < i < p, 1 < j ni, where

p is the number of features and ni are the number of units in the saliency map for

feature i. Let 6j be the extent of difference between the saliency value of unit j 

feature type i with the next lower safiency-valued uit. That is, 6ij = i'j - sij+l.

Since the saliency values are ordered, j represents the difference between the most

salient unit the individual saliency map i and the next most salient unit in that

'A unit in each of the saliency map refers to either a region such as a color or texture region, or

to a group of low-level features such as parallel line groups.
2The constant for normalization is the Lm possible value of the saliency measure for the

respective feature.
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map. Let Li = 16ij, i = 1, ... I pi 1, where p = number of feature types that have at

least units. Thus L represents the set of a jth ranked units a features. Let

rij be the rank of 6ij in L. Finally, let N = nj + n2+... + nP be the total number of

units across all the maps. Then the overall saliency computation assigns a value to

the jth unit in feature type i (i.e. to each of the N units) in the final representation

as follows:

Si = N - U - ) * + rij (6.1)

The most salient unit is then chosen to be the one with the highest value of Sij.

The above method maintains the order of saliency within each map intact by

sorting individually among the equal-ranked units in individual saliency maps as

represented by the sees L. In ding so, it suggests that the dominant region in each

of the cues only will play a role in determining the overall dominant region, ke

other combination methods that can sometimes emphasize a region that is mediocre

in more than one map because of the method of combination such as in the linear

combination proposed in 24]. Since units in different feature saliency maps could

span spatially different regions (i.e. they are not spatially re 'stered), the saliency91
values could not be linearly combined anyway. This method of combination also

seems to suggest that given a region that is most salient in, say, color, and another

that is the most salient in, say, texture, the region finally selected will either be the

color region or the texture region but not both unless they span the same spatial

region.

Finally, although only the most salient region may be used in the attracted

attention mode, we chose to r 0 the selected region so as to cause more than the

salient region to be selected as input to recognition, thus reducing the chance of false

negatives. Also, note that the individual saliency measure ranks spatially overlapping

region so that if more than one region is finally selected and used in recognition, they

could span a common portion of the image. Lastly, snce each of the saliency maps

were designed to hi ght the reliability of the regions for recognition, the overall
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saliency measure described above highlights the reliable regions better for recognition

using such a combination of cues.

This method does have some limitations. It regards each cue as equally important

and attaches no weighting fimctl'on to the cues. Also, it ignores any arrangement of

regions of different cues that may be distinctive.

6.1.2 Combining cues in model-driven mode

The problem of combining cues in model-driven mode is fimdamentally different

from its counterpart in data-driven mode because the selected regions have iffer-

ent interpretations in the two modes. Using the attracted-attention paradigm for

data-driven selection, the individual salient regions indicated a greater likelihood of

co g from a single object but were not necessarily bound to the same object. In

the case of model-driven selection, however, the selected regions in various feature

maps indicated the likelihood of the desired object being present in that region.

Thus the selected regions are meant to be bound to the same object. When such

regions show spatial locality, i.e., are either spatially overlapping or contiguous, the

likelihood of the object being found increases further. Therefore, the approach we

adopt to combine cues for model-driven selection looks for overlapping or contiguous

occurrence of the selected regions as reinforcing evidence for the presence of the de-

sired object at that spatial location. In looking for such evidence, we treat some cues

as primary while others are treated as secondary cues. Specifically, we treat color

and texture as primary cues while the parallel-line groups are used as a secondary

cue. This is because for locating regions likely to come from the model object, color

and texture are more informative cues than line groups since a number of parallel-

line groups could eist on several objects in a scene while a particular combination

of, say, adjacent color regions as specified in the model region adjacency graph is

not likely to be found on many objects in a scene. These three cues are, therefore,

combined for model-driven selection as follows. First, selection using the 'individual

cues is performed in the model-driven mode as described in Chapters 3 4 to get

a set of selected regions in the image. Then spatially overlapping or contiguous o-
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currences of such selected regions in the primary cues, i.e., color and texture, are

found. Next, the occurrences of secondary cues, 'i.e., parallel-line groups, wthin this

collection of regions is noted 3. All the regions are then ranked by the amount of

evidence shown for the model object. Thus when the object has color, texture, and

parallel-line groups information, image regions showing the combined occurrences of

all three cues-based selected regions are r ed above image regions showing partial

occurrences (such as, say, color and line groups but no texture-selected region)-

This method of combining cues does not attach numerical values to each of the

selected regions nor does it weigh all the cues equally as was done in combining cues

in data-driven mode. By only looking at the conjunction of spatially overlapping or

contiguous regions, it ignores the exact positional relationship between the object's

color, texture and line group regions which may cause some false positive selections.

Even so, this way of combn 'mg the cues reduces the overall number of false positive

and negative selections when compared to using the individual cues. False negatives

are reduced because any missing information one of the cues can be reinforced

by the presence of information in another cue. That is, if there is no evidence

for a particular model feature due to the aging conditions, say a texture region

not being found because of occlusions, the presence of other model features such

as, say, a few color regions still visible in the unoccluded portion can reinforce the

presence of the object when the cues are combined. The false positives are reduced

because it is ely for a combination of features such as those present in the

model to occur accidentally as spatially contiguous locations in a gven scene. In this

method of combining cues, while the presence of spatially contiguous or overlapping

regions based on individual selection is added evidence, the lack of such contiguity,

however, cannot resolve between a false positive selection clue to one feature and a

false negative selection due to another. So, for example, if a region in the image

showed evidence for the object by being a texture-selected region but no color-

selected region was found, then this could ether be a case of false negative in the

3When the model object itself does not possess one or more of these features, say, color but no

texture, then these cues are not involved and the combination proceeds with the rest of the available

cues.
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color map or a case of false positive in the texture map. In practice though, the

selection mechanism developed using color is more general than that using texture

(which restricts the set of aowed transformations more and is also more sensitive

to llu. ation. changes and occlusions), the chance of false negatives with texture is

more than the chance of false positives with color. Finally, this method of combining

feature in model-driven mode seems to agree with psychophysical evidence from

tasks requiring search for a conjunction of features where it was found that iusory

conjunctions are possible when features do not span the same location 149].

6.2 Interpreting the Processing of Cues in the Frame-

work of Attentional Selection

The discussion on selection based on individual cues as well as their combination

has focused so far on the problem of selection in recognition, i.e., on the problem

of isolation of regions likely to come from a single object. But in the approach

adopted to address the problem, we were actually developing an implementation of

the attentional selection model proposed in Chapter 2. By recasting this work as such

an implementation we obtain an instantiation of the model depicted in Figure 61.

The individual color, texture and line group generation algorit can be thought of

as instantiations of feature detectors, wth the color regions, texture regions and line

groups being interpreted as the feature maps. The data and model-driven selection

mechanism for each of the cues can be interpreted as two different strategies for the

selection filters, with the data-driven mechanism serving as a default strategy in each

of the selection filters. The strategies for the model-driven case can be fed into the

selection filters via an attentional module whose simple instantiation would be to feed

the different algorit Mto the various modules when the task is object recognition.

Finally, the methods of combining cues can be interpreted as two different strategies

for the arbiter module.

Let us see how this implementation exhibits some of the features advocated in the

model of attentional selection. First, at the level of feature maps, the model allowed
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Figure 61: An instantiation of the proposed computational model of attentional se-

lection. The various data and model-driven selection mechanism using the ndividual

cues of color, texture, and line groups, and their combination can be treated as part

of a restricted implementation of the attentional selection model proposed in Chapter

2.
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hierarchy which the lamentation does too in the case of line group detection

where parallel lines map forms a hierarchy with the edge map. Next, the model

allowed feature detector inactivation through the task. This is again borne out in

the instantiation when the texture segmentation stage is bypassed in model-driven

selection using texture. At the level of selection filters, the model allowed the selected

maps to be non-retiotopic and this is seen in the case of color-based model-driven

selection where the solution subgraphs of the finage region adjacency graph could be

spatially overlapping. Also, the model did not require the saliency computation on

0 feature maps. The absence of such a computation on the edge map exhibits this

in the implementation of the model. Finally. the model suggested that the selection

filters could be fairly complex and employ intermediate image representations. This

was seen throughout the design of data and model-driven selection mechanisms for

color, texture', and parallel-line groups, such as the generation of region adjacency

graph for color and binary maps for texture.

6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented ways of combining cues in data and model-riven

modes. Also, while we kept the iscussion in the earlier chapters self-contained by

focusing on the problem of selection in recognition, we recast the resulting mechanism

of selection using the individual cues and their combinations as implementation of

the model of attentional selection proposed in Chapter 2 The instantiation of the

model thus obtained exhibited many of the features proposed in the attentional.

selection model. It dffered from the model in one respect, namely, that 'it retained

more than one region as the overall selected region. This was done to avoid false

negatives during recognition.
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The previous chapters saw the development of an attentional selection mechanism

using the cues of color, texture and parallel-line groups. It was meant to serve

as a data or model-driven selection mechanism to improve the performance of a

reco Won system. We now consider the problem of evaluation of this mechanism.

Following the reasons given in Chapter 2 we consider only the evaluation of pay-

attentional selection. Towards this end, we discuss here the integration of attentional

selection with a recognition system. This is done by first describing a bare recognition

system and then presenting a way to embellish it using attentional selection. The

performance of such an integrated recognition system is described in the next chapter.

7.1 Need for Building a Recognition System

Building a recognition system to test the performance of attentional selection is

not only natural but also necessary to correctly assess the performance of selection.

Recall that in the earlier chapters ex . . g selection using the individual cues of

color, texture and line groups, we obtained estimates of the search reduction us' g

211
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such selection in recognition. Even though the seaxch estimates showed a great

reduction in search using selection (when compared to the case of no selection), they

were based on a worst-case analysis of the matching situation. It is possible that

the search reduction is perhaps not as dramatic in practice either because there

was not much information to work with (no color or texture information available,

say) or because the selection mechanism gave a lot of spurious regions containing

many features. Also, as we will see later in this chapter, a selection mechanism

besides reducing the number of features to be examined also provides some additional

information that can be useful during the various stages of recognition which can lead

to a more accurate identification of objects. Finally a selection mechanism, however,

carefully designed, can be prone to errors. In such cases, it may be necessary to

examine the effect of errors in the selection process on recogniffion in terms of the

additional false positives and negatives.

7.2 Choosing a Recognition System

In choosing a recognition system to test the performance of attentional selection, we

restrict to recognition systems that recognize rigid objects using stored geometric

descriptions of objects as models 'in a library. Even so, we have a considerable num-

ber of recognition systems to choose from the available literature 2 [8], 73], 60].

These recognition systems use a geometric description of the model object in terms

of features such as points and lines. They then extract similar types of features from

a given image, and match enough data features to model features to obtain a trans-

formation that projects the model into image coordinates. Finally, the correctness

of the transformation is verified by finding ample evidence for the projected model

in the available image data. The basic difference between the various recognition ap-

proaches lies in the way they control the combinatorial explosion that can result from

ex . . g all matches between data and model features to obtain the correct trans-

formation. They can be classified as correspondence space-based 61, 60, 8], pose

space-based 2 143, 37] or alignment-based methods 71, 156, 155, 73, 157, 95] In

correspondence space-based methods, the space of al possible matches between data
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and model features, called correspondence space, 'is explored by a search mechanism

such as the depth-first backtracking search of a tree of interpretations done in the

RAF system 61]. The puning of the search space is done by exploiting unary and

binary geometric constraints on the data and model features. Other variations of the

interpretation tree approach differ mainly in the manner of exploration of the inter-

pretation tree and the additional information used to order the nodes for exploration

[2]. In the local feature-focus (LFF) method, for example, certain salient or focal

features on a model object are used to guide the search through relevant portions of

the correspondence space [8]. While the search for a consistent hypothesis 'is done

explicitly through the correspondence space in these approaches, the pose space-

based methods use clustering techniques such as the generalized Hough transform to

[5, 32] examine instead the pose space, i.e. the space of possible transformations to

find a pose that is consistent with the most number of data-model feature matches

[2, 143]. Here, all possible matches between model and data features are considered,

and for each such match the set of transformations that could 've rise to it are

predicted. Each transformation is represented by a point in the pose space, and

for each transform consistent with a data-model match, we accumulate a vote sup-

porting the transform. Points in the space that acquire a large number of votes are

likely candidates for an object's pose 37, 143]. Finally, alignment-based methods

[71, 73, 155, 1567 157, 95] explore only a portion of the tree of interpretations by

ex . . g matches between a certain number of data and model features that are

sufficient to find an alignment transform that can align the chosen model features

with the data features. The correctness of the alignment is verified by projecting all

of model features M'to the image using the transform and finding evidence for their

presence in the nearby data features.

Although selection was shown to be crucial to correspondence space-based meth-

ods for reducing the search complexity [58, 59], we chose an alignment-based recog-

nition system as a test bed for the following reason. The alignment-based methods

require a set of distinguished features to produce a close-to-correct trans-

formation to keep them from verifying every aligned match. Such methods tend to

perform poorly in cluttered environments where features often get masked by the
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occlusions [59]. Attentional selection using cues such as color and texture can help

resolve such masked features. Thus an alignment-based recognition system can be a

suitable test bed to hi ght the advantages of attentional selection.

7.3 A Linear Combination of Views-based Recognition

System

A recognition system was developed to test attentional selection using a particular

alignment-based method called recognition by linear combination of 2D views 156,

157]. The design of the recognition system involved choosing features, building

model object and image descriptions based on these features, and choosing strategies

for generating feature matches and for verification. Since the recognition method

influences the design of each of these components of the recognition system, it is

described first.

7.3.1 The Linear Combination of Views method

In the linear combination of views method, the model object is represented by a

small set of 2D views (two or three) wth full correspondence provided between

views 156 7 157]. Then reco Rion proceeds as in other alignment-based methods,

i.e. by computing the agnment transform using a small set of matching features,

and verifying the model presence the image by projecting the model using the

alignment transform. In building the recognition system, a version of this method

was used that was meant for objects with sharp edges and for transformations that

include the 3D affme transform. Object with smooth contours can still be recog-

nized by working with line segment approximation of the contours. The method is

described below.

Let be a rgid object. Let P be a 2-D image of and P be the image of 

following a rotation by R (a U3 matrix). The two views P and P w be called

the reference views wth P being the primary view. Let O' represent following
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a 3D affine transformation and let P be the new view corresponding to O' under

orthographic projection, so that

O'= AO + T (7-1)

where A is a linear transformation matrix, and T is the translation vector and (A, T)

specifies the 3D affine transformation. Letting ulU2 and t_., ty stand for the first

two rows of A and T respectively, we can express the coordinates of a point Y

in the new view as

x Y (Ul P + tw, U2 P + ty) (7-2)

Let rl stand for the first row of R, and let el and e2 stand for the first two rows

of an identity matrix. Then if el, e2, rl are three linearly independent vectors then

they span R 3 so that any vector such as ul can be expressed as a linear combination

of these tree basis vectors as

u = ale, a2e2 + a3r, (7.3)

and s arly,

U2 = ble, + b2e2 + 3ri. (7.4)

Using Equations 73 and 74 in 7.2 we can express Y as

(Z I Y) = aix + a2Y + a3Xl+ a4iblX+ b2Y + b3Xl + b4) (7-5)

0
where a4 = tz and b4 = t., and (xi, yi) axe the coordinates of the point , ) in the

second view esignated by P.

If the correspondence between four such points (X, ), (xi, y), (x', y') in views 12,

and the new view were known, the coefficients (aibi), = 12,3,4 can be solved.

When correspondence between all the visible points in the two reference views is

known, these linear combination coefficients can be used to align a the other points

'For the three vectors to be linearly 'independent, there must be some rotation about the y-axis,
a condition that can be met fairly easily in generating the model views.
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of the primary view wth the new view. Detailed verification can then be used to

test the correctness of the alignment transform. This 'is the essence of the linear

combination method.

Men the new object view is not isolated as described above but is prt of a

scene, the method can still be applied in principle, as long as four corresponding

points can be found between the new view (or the portion of the n'nage containing

the new model view) and the primary model view. This will still define an alignment

transform that can align points on the model with the given instance in the image.

7.3.2 Building model descriptions

The linear combination of views method requires correspondence between points

visible in all the 2D reference views of the 3D model object. Building such a model

description by manually picking the corresponding points between reference model

views can not only be tedious, but is also likely to be error prone as we cannot

accurately identify the corresponding positions. We therefore adopted the method

described in 134] for finding the full correspondence between any two views of the

model object. This method provides dense point to point correspondence between

views from which sparser model descriptions can be generated for matching. The

method is described here briefly. A more detailed description is available in 134].

Obtaining full correspondence between model views

The method of generating correspondence between views assumes that the two

views differ only in the transformation undergone by the object with the illumination

conditions r . . g the same, and the viewer direction fixed, so that the change

from one view to another can be ascribed only to the motion undergone by the model

object 134]. The basic idea behind finding the corresponding points is to combine

information from both the geometry or shape of the surface and from the photometry

or intensity variations along the surface. Specifically, an affine coordinate system is
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set up using four non-coplanar points iP1)P2iP3 a view so that every other point

p can be described as
3

OP E bi OPA (7.6)
j=1

using as the oigin and treating the points as vectors. The key observation exploited

in the method is that the coefficients bj are invariant to 3D affine transformations

of the object so that the point p corresponding to p in the second view can also be

described by the same coefficients as

3

0 P MO Pi). (7-7)
j=1

Thus if the corresponding points to the four non-coplanar points are known in the

second view, the above equations provide two constraints to solve for the three

coefficients bj. The re . 0 g constraint is provided by using information from

photometry or intensity variations along the surface of the object. Specifically, the

optical flow constraint equation 66] is used to completely solve for the coefficients

for every point in the second vew, thus obt 9 full correspondence between the

two views.

7.3.3 Choice of features

The model description obtained using the method described above provides a dense

point to point correspondence between points visible in the two model views. If

the points were used as features, there would be a large number of them. Further,

with no additional information to distin 'sh between these points, a large number

of matches need to be tried. To benefit from the alignment method, we need a

few distinguishing features on the object that can be easily detected in an image,

are relatively stable, i.e. retain their identity over a range of model views, and are

sufficient for performing the alignment 59]. For this reason, we chose comers as

features for finding the alignment transform. Since the objects in a scene are likely

to have only a few corners, this provides a sparse set of features. Also, a comer
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retains its ientity over all the view changes over which the co g edges into a

corner are still visible, and hence is a relatively stable feature. Further, the corner

features tend to be spread out over an object, so that a few such features can give a

better alignment transform than closely-spaced features.

Although comer features possess several avantages as features for performing

alignment, their accurate localization 'is a tricky problem. Several comer detectors

have been developed in the past 130], [85]t 34]. Some of the techniques detect

corners as points where the rate of change of gradient direction is [85] or

as points where the direction of an object's boundary changes rapidly 130]. Here we

used a simple approach to comer detection in which line segment approximations to

curves in the edge iage was done and each junction point where two lines meet was

initially considered a corner. Then these corners were thresholded based on the angle

of comer so that very slowly changing angle of turn corners (wide-angled comers)

were iscarded. Although the accurate localization of the comer was still a problem

here, most of the corners in the ge were identified. Figures 71 and 72 show

examples of images and the corners loc ed using this technique. Better methods

could have been used, however.

A corner was described in our recognition system by 'its location, the angle in-

cluded in the corner, and the orientation of the angular bsector of the corner. Al-

though the identity of the corner remains invariant under pose changes of the model

object, its angle as well as the orientation of the bsector can change considerably. By

restricting the aowable transformations, (which we have to anyway since the linear

combination of views method of recognition tolerates only a imited range of vews)

we can bound the changes on these values. This can provide additional constraints

during matching.

VVUe comer features provided sparse and istinctive features for alignment, final

verification of a match requires more detailed features. For this purpose, we chose

line segments as the features for verification. The line segments used are those

resulting from the line segment approximation done during the extraction of corners

described above. These line segments are described in our recognition system by
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Figure 71: Illustration of a scene whose corners are well-captured by the corner

detector described in text. The corners detected are shown in circles superimposed

on the image shown.
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Figure 72: Another Blustration of corner detection using the simple corner detector

described in text. The corners detected in the scene shown in the figure are indicated

in circles.
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their length and orientation. A threshold on the length was also chosen to limit the

amount of occlusion that can be tolerated.

Matching features for alignment

Once the features from the model and image are extracted, the linear combination

method requires that at least 4 sets of matching model and image features to be

found to find an alignment transform. In the absence of any further information, all

4-tuples may have to be tried leading to O(M4N 4) matches to be tried where M and

N axe the number of model and data features respectively. In practice, more matches

are actually needed (about 7 to 10 features) to get an accurate estimate of the linear

combination coefficients. Because the features are often not precisely loc ed (this

is true of comers), t g more such features for correspondence and obt ' g a

least squares solution can average out some of the errors. This has a potential of
O(M4 .rm7 7blowing up the number of matches from N') to N ) (ass g 7 features

are sufficient).

In the recognition system developed, the tolerable bounds on the changes

the angle of the comer and the orientation of the bisector were used as constraints

to prune some impossible matches. The search for the matching features is done

in the framework of the interpretation tree 59, 60, 61] as follows. Denoting the

number of features needed to obtain a good alignment transform by "s" a tuple of s

image features 'is generated. For each such choice, the matching model features are

examined by using an slevel deep interpretation tree. The choice of model features

that can potentially match an iage feature at each level of the interpretation tree

are pruned based on two constraints. The bound on the angle of corner is used as a

unary constraint, while a bound on the variation of the angle between the bisectors

of pairs of model and image comers 'is used as a binary constraint. The binary

constraints are checked by passing the image feature at a given level with all the

ancestor image features and similarly for model features. Using image rather than

model features as reference in the interpretation tree search allows for missing model

features to be tolerated without using the wild card branch at every level of the
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search tree 59, 60, 61]. But this can still cause needless search when the tuple of

image features do not come from a single ob'ect (or the model object). Once the

constraints are satisfied at each level of the tree and the depth is reached,

the matched features are used to solve for the alignment transform. Verification is

then carried out using this transform.

7.3.4 Solving for the alignment transform

At this point, the four (or more) sets of matching model andfinage alignment features

have been obtained as a result of interpretation tree search for a given combination of

image features. Since each model feature has all the corresponding view 'information

associated with it, the alignment transform can be solved using the system of linear

equations indicated in equation 75.

7.3.5 Verification

Once an agnment transform is obtained, it can be verified by aligning the rest of

the model features with the image features. The line segment features are used for

verification as follows. The model line segments are projected into the image using

the alignment transform. For each projected model line, all image line segments

lying within an neighborhood (e ;: 4 are considered as potential matches. Then

an orientation threshold (;::: 2 change in orientation) and length thresholds specified

in the model feature description are used to filter the image line segments. The

remaining image lines are r ed by the following measure:

distance - dif f orient - dif f length - di f f
+ (7-8)

180 model - line - length

where dstance - dif f is the distance between the projected model line and the

candidate image line, and length - dif f and orient - dif f are the ifference in

the length and orientation of the matched pw' of lines. The enominators in the

above equation are normalizing factors. The lowest valued image line using the
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above measure is taken as the matching line. Once a matching line has been found

it is removed from the image line segments to be considered for the next model line

segment to be verified. A threshold on the total number of long model lines (i.e.

those that are within 60% of the longest model line) matched decides whether the

alignment transform can be considered to be correct and adequately recognizing an

object.

7.4 Integration of Attentional Selection with Recogni-

tion

We now investigate the integration of the attentional selection mechanism wth the

object recognition system developed above. The selection mechanism provides a

ranked list of selected regions that are likely to come firom an object either a single

object or the model ob .ect as the case may be). A simple way to integrate such a

mechanism into the recognition system is to consider the image corner features from

only the selected regions for matching. However, the information derived from the

processing of cues during attentional selection can be of use in several other stages

of recognition. We now explore the use of this information in the recognition system

to obtain a better integration of attentional selection.

7.4.1 Model description

The information in the color, texture, and line groups description of the model object

can be associated with the comer and line segment features. Specifically, the corner

descriptions were augmented by the following information: (1) the color region num-

ber in the model color RAG along with the color, 2) the texture region number in

the model texture description, and 3) the line group information as characterized

by model line group < trots)talong)tiocal-orient7tglobal-ori,nt > described in Chap-
ter 5. Here, the comers that occur as end points of some line the e

in in _group are

considered. The line segment features used for verification similarly were augmented
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with the color and texture regions in which they occur (if they span more than one

region then this is also indicated here) and the line groups to which they belong are

characterized as given above.

Similar information can be associated with data features in a given image using

the results of processing with the cues in the selection mechanism.

7.4.2 Matching image and model features

The data features needed for matching are taken from the selected regions pro-

v'ded by the attentional selection mechanism. Next the extra information in the

augmented comer features is used as an additional unary constraint to prune the

possible matches to model features. Thus, for example, image corners are paired with

only those model corners that occur in the matching enclosing color regions. A set

of binary constraints is implicitly provided in the color-based selection when the so-

lution subgraphs of the image RAG satisfy region adjacencies. This ensures that the

unary constraint-based pruned list of matching model features that are associated

with an image comer automatically satisfy the adjacency constraints. Thus corners

belonging to adjacent color regions will be matched to corresponding adjacent model

color regions. The number of matches are, therefore, reduced both by reducing the

nwmber of features to be considered as well as by the additional constraints during

matching.

7.4.3 Verification

The additional information provided in the line segment features can be used for

developing a better verification strategy. We modified the verification algorithm

described in Section 73.5 to check for the additional constraints provided in the line

segment descriptions. Thus matching line segments are constrained to lie within

the matching enclosing selected regions. This can rule out several false positive

identifications more quickly without requiring detailed verification of all the projected

model features. Since most of the tme spent in alignment-based scheme is during
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verification, having a better verification strategy that can rule out false positives

qinckly will greatly improve the performance of the recognition system.

7.5 Summary

In this chapter we have presented a recognition system to use as a test bed for

evaluating attentional selection. We found that there is a potential for both reducing

the search and the chance of false positive and negative identifications using the

recognition system integrated with the selection mechanism. The next chapter will

bear this out in studies using this system to test the recognition of objects in scenes.
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In this chapter, we report results of experiments done using the recognition system

integrated with attentional selection. We had already mentioned earlier the reason

behind testing only the pay-attentional selection. We first describe the objects and

scenes used to test the recognition system. We then report results that test the

performance of attentional selection for a model object possessing one or more of

the three cues, namely, color, texture, and parallel-line groups. These experiments

y indicate the search reduction that is possible using attentional selection.

Lastly, we discuss the chance of false positives and negatives made by the recognition

system that can be attributed to attentional selection.

8.1 Description of Test Models and Images

The model objects we considered were often colored, and sometimes had texture

patterns on them. In addition, some of the models possessed structural information

that showed either explicitly or iplicitly as a group of parallel lines of some ori-

entation. Figure 81 shows an example of a model tried that illustrate one or more

of these features. The scenes for testing the recognition of such models were gen-

erated by placing the model object among other distractors that often had features

226
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resembling some of the model features. Fieure 82 shows an example of a typical

scene tried. Here the distractors have similar color regions to the model object of

Figure 81b. The scenes were iaged using a CCD color camera at a distance that

was more or less the same as for assembling the model object description so that not

much variation in scale was allowed. The orientation of the object in the scene was

changed with the transformation being mostly rotation about the vertical (y-axis)

and horizontal (x-axis). Such changes caused portions of model to go out of view or

come into view and provided some difficult test cases for the selection mechanism.

To test selection under umination changes, the direction of light source was gen-

erally ifferent in the model description and the scenes. For example, in the scene

depicted in Figure 82, the model object of Figure 8.1b is taken using a different

111 ation irection. Also, the same scene was 'imaged using two different light

sources, namely, sun light (using a quartz lamp) and overhead tiple tube lights

as in a room. To test for occlusions, objects were placed in front of or behind the

model object. Some of the objects used were made of plastic materials so that the

scene displayed artifacts of ation such as specularities and inter-reflections.

Thus the scenes generated depicted fairly complex ging conditions that varied

considerably from the model description.

8.2 Experiments with the Integrated Recognition Sys-

tem

We now describe the experiments used to test the recognition system integrated

w'th attentional selection. The ge features for matching are chosen so that they

axe distributed across the regions provided by the selection mechanism. Thus when

color is used in selection, the features are distributed such that at most 3 features

are chosen from a color region when enough color region matches are found. en

line groups are also used in selection, the features for matching are chosen from far

apart line groups in the selected regions.
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Figure 1: An example of a odel used to test the recognition systems.

was tested.
Fligure An ezample scene on which the recognition system
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8.2.1 Order of feature pairings

In the search for the matching features using the interpretation tree in the recognition

system, the order in which the tuples of age or model features are tried can affect

the actual number of matches explored by the system before a solution is found.

To avoid a bias towards a favorable ordering, the tuples of features were randomly

generated in a restricted sense in that they had to be widely spaced but could be

chosen in any order. About 600 random orderings were tried for each recognition

experiment and the number of matches tried before a correct alignment transform

is obtained 'is noted for each such ordering 1. In this way the number of matches axe

fairly representative of the search involved in recognition.

8.2.2 Recognition with selection using color

We first present results of recognition when selection can be performed using only

one of the cues. Since texture alone cannot be used (being a planar patch), and line

groups were meant to be used as a secondary cue, we consider here the case when only

color information is available about the model object to perform selection. Figure 83

and 84 show an example of recognition using attentional selection when only color

information is available. Figures 8.3abc show three views of a model object, the first

two of which were used in the final model description 2. A color region segmentation

of the first view using the algorithm of Section 34.2 is shown in Figure 8.3d. The

regions depicted there constitute the model color description as indicated by the

RAG Figure 8.3e. Figure 8.3f shows a scene in which the model object appears

partly occluded. This n'nage is also taken under fferent illumination conditions

that slightly c ges the appearance of some of the colors on the model object. The

color regions in the scene obtained using the color segmentation algorit is shown

in Figure 8.3g. The segmentation is not perfect due to the merging of the colors

'The cases tested always had the model object present in the scene.
2The third view shown here was used in an earlier implementation of the reco Mtion system that

used three rather than two views. Reco 'tion using a linear of combination of three views was also

described in the work of Basri and U11man 157 7]
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of the object with portions of the background, as seen for example in the yellow

blades portion and the blue portion of the object. The result of color-based model-

driven selection is shown in Figure 8.3h. Although the 'image represents a scene

in which the color-based selection does not 'Isolate the object perfectly, the 'isolated

region, nevertheless, contains a portion of the object sufficient to filltiate recognition.

Recognition using features from the color-selected region is shown in Figure 84.

Figure 8.4a shows the pr y model view with comers(in circles) and edge features.

There are about 50 comers in the model object. Figure 8.4b shows the comer and

edge features of the image of Figure 8.3f. There are about 600 lines and 400 corners

in this image. Figure 84c shows the corner features wthin the color-selected region

shown in Figure 8.3h. The selected region contains about 40 comers. Because of

the errors made color-based selection we can see that there are purious features

w'thin the selected region. Even so, there has been a large reduction in the number of

features. After searching for the matching features in recognition, the set of matched

features found are shown Figures 8.4d and e. These features gave an alignment

transform that was verified to be correct by the recognition system. As can be seen,

the corner features for a good alignment transform are istributed across the various

color regions. Finally, Figure 8.4f shows the model object projected Mto the image

of Figure 8.4b using the alignment transform given by the correspondence shown

in Figure 8.4d and e. By considering several scenes such as the one in Figure 84,

and several (around 600) random orderings of the list of corner features in the color-

selected regions as described the previous section, we recorded the average number

of matches that needed to be tried before successful verification by the recognition

system. These results are shown in Table 8.1. The number of corners indicated

in Column 3 of the table is indicative of the complexity of the scenes tried. The

complexity of the model color descriptions is indicated by the size of the model region

adjacency graph indicated in Cobimn in this table. Finally, the number of matches

using features from the color-selected regions during reco Mon. is shown in Column

8. The number of matches actually explored by the recognition system for finding

seven corresponding corner features from the color-selected region are listed. This

can be compared with the estimates using no selection that was given in Chapter 3



Model Image Retained Model Retained No selection Color-based Selection

S.No corners comers corners regions regions Num. matches Num. matches

1. 23 120 17 2 2 1.46xlO'6 2.48xI 05

2. 22 380 19 1 1 3-66x1O19 1.49xl 06

I 23 317 23 2 2 1.46xlO'9 4-62x105

4. 75 244 58 5 3 1.86xlO" 1-79x107

5. 52 391 52 5 5 3.51xlO" 1.32xl 06

Table 81: Results of recognition using attentional selection using only color.

for the same objects and scenes and is shown again in co 7 of Table 8. 1 As

can be seen from the table, the number of matches that are explored practice

are far fewer compared to the case of recognition wthout any prior selection. Even

so, the number of matches considered is rather high. This can be attributed to the

fact that using color alone some false positives are likely. That 'is, more than one

subgraphs of the image RAG may have to be explored before a atching subgraph

is found. This is likely to happen, however, in scenes with an object having s I aw

colors as the model object but showing a different spatial relationship. Recall that

the color subgraph matching algorit of Section 36.3 is not very constrained in

that, apart from adjacency and relative size information, the precise spatial layout

of the regions of the model object is not exploited in searching for the matching

subgraph. This was done to avoid false negatives in the case of occlusions and other

imaging. condition changes that may cause such relationships to be violated, with

the result that there is a slight increase the number of false positives in region

identification.

8.2.3 Recognition with selection using texture and color

We now describe experiments when at least two cues are available for selection.

We first consider the case when the model objects have both color and texture

information that can be used to perform selection. Since the model color region

description spans an entire view of the object, it includes the texture region. The

-
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(a) (b) (C)

(d'

(f)

(e)

(g)

(h)

Figure 83: Rlustration of attentional election using only color information. a-

(c) Thee views of an object serving as the model. (d) The color regions in the model

extracted using the color region segmentation algorithm of Section 34.2. (e) The

color region adjacency graph description of the model color regions. (f A scene in

which the object occurs. (g A color region segmentation of the scene generated using

the same segmentation algorithm. (h) The regions selected using the model-driven

color-based selection described in Section 36-3.
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Figure 84: Illustration of recognition within the regions selected by the attention

mechanism using only color. (a) The primary view of the model object showing corner

(in circles) and line features. () An edge image of a scene showing corner (again

in circles) and line segments. The model object and the scene are those depicted in

Figure 83. () The corner features in the region selected by the attentional selection

mechanism that was indicated in Figure 8.3h. (d) - (e A set of corner features n

the model and image that were declared to be a match using nterpretation tree search

in the matching stage of the recognition system. (f) The model object projected into

the image using the alignment transform computed from the set of matched features

shown in (d) and (e). The projected view was verified to be correct by the verification

stage of the recognition system.
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retained regions, therefore, are contiguous or spatially overlapping occurrences of

color and texture-selected regions. Figure 8.5 illustrates the combined use of color

and texture-based selection. Figure 8.5a shows a model object possessing both color

and texture information. The color description used for color-based selection is

shown in Figure 8.5b while the texture patch used for texture-based selection is

shown in Figure 8.5c. Figure 8.5d shows a scene in which the model object occurs.

The result of color-based selection is shown in Figure 8.5f while the result of texture-

based selection is showm in Figure 85e. The result of the combined use of color and

texture-based selection is show ' Figure 8.5g. As can be seen from this figure,

the false atch shown in Figure 8.5e 'is removed by the combined use of color and

texture information.

The features for recognition were then chosen from both the color and texture

regions isolated in the image. Figure 86 shows recognition being performed using

the (color and texture) selected regions depicted in Figure 8.5g fro the model shown

in Figure 8.5a. Here one of the views used to build the cup model for recognition is

shown in Figure 8.6a with comers (in ccles) and edge features. Figure 8.6b shows

the comer and edge features of the scene. Figure 8.6c shows the corner features

that are retained in the model texture patch of Figure 8.5c. The edge features in

the texture and color-selected region are shown in Fgure 8.6e. The matching corner

features in the model and iage that gave an alignment transform that was verified

by the recognition system are shown ('in circles) in Figures 8.6d and e Finally,

Figure 8.6f shows the model object projected into the finage of Figure 8.6b using the

alignment transform given by the correspondence shown in Figures 8.6d and e As

can be seen from this figure, the alignment of the texture patch is better than the

rim of the cup. This is to be expected since a frontal view of the model object was

used in the model description while 'its 'instance in the scene is imaged from above

(Thus showing the entire rim). By considering several scenes and several (around

600) random orderings of the list of corner features the texture and color-selected

regions such scenes, we recorded the average number of matches that needed to

be tried before successful verification by the recognition system. These results are

shown in the last column of Table 82. Here the number of matches actually explored
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(b)(a) (C)

. (d)

(f )

(e)

(g)

Figure 8.5: Illustration of attentional select'lon using color ad texture.. ((z A vieu)

of an object used as a odel. (b) The color regions extracted to coristitutc- the color

description'of the odel of (a), (�) n extract of the odel vcw o v Z71

for building model textu're description. (d A scene in which the 771odel, object occurq.

(e) The result of texture-based model-driven selection. (f) T11(-_' result of color-based

model-driven selection, (g) The result of combining selection using the two cues as

described in Section 61.2.



S.No M N Mt Nt Color selected corners in Estimated search Actual search

model image -------No selection With selection
1. 114 484 35 38 69 45 1.55 x 1033 3.05 x 1023 2.37 x 106

2. 96 580 84 74 12 34 1.66 x 1033 3.2 x 0'7 3.67 x 106

3. 96 1401 84 76 12 25 7.96 x 1031 9.1 X 1027 7.8 x 106

4. 64 256 52 47 12 31 3.1 7 x10211 3.49 x 1024 1.67 x 105

1 5. 1138 392 1 58 1 145 80 167 -, -, 135 x 103 I1.91 X 1028 I .2.38 x 107
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Table 82: Estimated and actual search reduction ring recognition with attentional

selection using color and texture. The estimated search is hown using texture-based

selection. The actual search indicated in the last column i obtained by the combined

use of texture and color-based selection as described in text.

by the recognition system for finding seven corresponding corner features axe listed.

This can be compared with the search estimates using no selection that were given

in Chapter 4 and is shown again in column of Table 82. As can be seen from the

table, the number of matches that are explored in practice are far fewer compared to

the case of recognition without any prior selection. In fact, compared to the number

of matches explored, detailed verification was done for only a few (about a 1000 of

the matches. From this we conclude that the combined used of texture and color-

based selection can lead to a vast rovement in the performance of a recognition

system.

8.2.4 Recognition with selection using color and line groups

We now describe experiments in which color and line group information is available

on the model ob ect to perform selection. Snce line groups are treated as secondary

cues, color-based selection is performed followed by line grouping in the retained

regions. Two pairs of matc g line groups were searched and features within the

matching pairs were tried for finding the alignment transform. Somethnes three

pairs of matching line groups had to be tried to obtain sufficient features for good

alignment. Fgure 87 shows an example of recognition being performed with selec-
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Figure 86: Illustration of recognition in the regions selected by the attentional selec-

tion mechanism using color and texture information. (a) The primary view of the

model object showing corners (in circles) and line features. (b) An edge image of

a scene showing corner (again in ccles) and line segments. The model object and

the scene are those depicted in Figure 83. (c) Corners in the model texture patch

of Figure 8.5c. (d) - (e) A set of corner features in the model and mage that were

declared to be a match using interpretation tree search n the matching stage of the

recognition ystem. (f) The model object projected nto the mage using the align-

ment transform computed from the set of matched features shown in (d) and (e). The

projected view was verifted to -be correct by the verification stage of the recognition

system.
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tion based on color and line grouping. A view of the model object that exhibits

closely-spaced parallelism between lines is shown in Figure 8.7a. Some of the line

groups extracted using the grouping algorithm of Section 52.2 using the constraints

Of tacross 5 talang = Oi tocal-orient = 6 tglobal-orient = 10 axe shown in Figure 8.7b.

Figure 8.7c shows an edge iage of a scene in which the model object appears. The

model and the scene shown here are the same used in Figure 59, described in Sec-

tion 5.5. After performing color-based selection and then model-driven line grouping

as described in Section 54.3, the line groups that are possible matches to the model

line groups of Figure 87b are shown in Figure 87. A set of matching line groups

in the model and selected region and the corresponding comer features within them

that yeld a transformation that is verified by the recognition system to be correct

are shown in Figure 87e and The projected model overlayed on the original image

is shown' Figure 8.7g. By considering again several around 600) random ordermgs

of the list of groups and features within groups in a number of different scenes, we

recorded the average number of matches that needed to be tried before successful

verification. Some of these results are shown in Table 83. The models and scenes

are the same as those used in Tables 54 and 55 of Chapter 5, but the features here

are comers instead of the end points of line segments that were used to develop the

search est tes in that chapter. The number of matches actually explored by the

recognition system for finding seven corresponding corner features 'is indicated in

Column 10 of Table 83. The rather larger number of matches for a smaller model

object in entry of the table is due to the larger size of groups (the maximum size

was 23) even though the number of model groups is small. Compared to the number

of matches explored, detailed verification was done for only a few (about a 000)

of the matches. The estimated number of matches that would be explored wth-

out selection for seven corresponding features is shown in Column 9 for comparison.

From these results, we see that line grouping-based selection when performed within

prior selected regions can lead to a great improvement in the performance of the

recognition system
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Figure 87: Blustration of recognition in the regions selected by the attentional se-

lection mechanism using color and line groups. (a) Edge image of a model ob-

ject showing instances of closely-spaced parallelism between lines. (b) Some of

the line groups extracted using the grouping algorithm using the constraints of

tacross = 5italong = Oitlocal-orient = 69tglobal-orient -- 10- (c) An edge image of a

scene in which the model object appears. (d) The line groups in the image region

selected by color that are possible matches to the model lne groups of (b) under the

allowed scale and pose changes. (e)- (f) The pairs of matching model and image line

groups that found a good alignment transform. The circles here show the matching

corner features within the ne groups. (g) The model object projected into the mage

of (c) using the alignment transform given by the correspondence shown in (e) and

W 



S.No Model Image M,, Avg. ki Avg. Avg. Group Num. Matches

corners corners per scale nii nj constraints No Selection Explored in

recognition

1. 160 580 7 8 4 3 < 5t 0 6t 10 3 > 9.93xlO'30 3-9X104

2. 54 580 10 7 3 3 < 7t O 610,512 > 3-77xjO27 8.4xl 04

3. 54 391 10 9 3 3 < 70,611015 > 2-34x1026 1.5xl 04

4. 114 484 8 11 4 4 < 3J�611011t > 2.45xlO"' 9.2xl 04

5. 30 95 5 13 6 3 < 60,67 1012t > 1.13x1020 1-35xio,

Results240

Table 83: Actual search reduction using restricted line groups-based model-driven

selection within prior selected color regions. Here ni and n refer to number of

corner features (rather than the end points of line segments) within a line group.

Seven corresponding corner features were used for recognition.

8.2.5 Recognition with selection using color, texture, and line groups

We now explore the case when the model object has a three features of color, texture

and line groups available on them. In this case, the attentional selection mechanism

selects regions in the image that are contiguous or overlapping occurrences of the

individual selection using the three cues as explained in Chapter 6 Because of the

three cues being used, the region selected first by the attentional mechanism is more

likely to contain the object than if only one or more of the cues were used. Since

groups are formed, the features for recognition are chosen from at least two image line

groups (or as many as needed to get 7 features). The matching model features are

generated from model groups and have the additional information of the enclosing

color and texture regions associated with them as exp ed ' Chapter 7 Figure 8.8

and 82.5 illustrate recognition using a combination of a cues. Figure 8.8a and b

show the two views used in generating a model of an object possessing color, texture

and parallel-line group information. The color regions of the model are shown re-

colored Fgure 88c. The color RAG description of the model that is used for

color-based selection is shown in Figure 88d. The texture patch (of size 88 x 56)

on the object used for texture-based selection is shown in Figure 8.8e. A scene in
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which the object is recognized is shown in Figure 8.8f. The results of color and

texture-based selections are shown in Figures 8.8g-h. The texture-based selection

was done using a x3 AR model and a 32 x 32 point FFT for the LP spectrum and a

64 x 50 window analysis with an overlap of 24 x 6 The result of combining selection

based on color and texture is shown in Fgure 88i. Figure 82.5 shows the result of

selection based on color, texture and line grouping and also illustrates recognition

within the selected region. Figure 88i had indicated the result of comb' =g the

primary cues of color and texture. Since line-groups are treated as secondary cues,

the occurrences of matching line groups are noted within the region selected by

the primary cues. This is illustrated Figure 82.5. The model line groups used

for mat c g are shown in Figure 8.2.5c. The group constraints for the model line

groups chosen are < 10,018712 > < 04,071,6710 >< 4127071,6710 > The

line groups in the por selected region of Fgure 8.8i that match one or more of

the model line groups are shown in Figure 8.2.5e. A set of matching image and

model line groups and the corresponding corner features within them that yield a

transformation that is verified by the recognition system to be correct are shown in

Figures 8.2.5f and g. The projected model overlayed on the oginal image using the

computed transformation is shown in Fgure 8.2.5h.

The recognition system using the combined cues-based selection was tried on a

few scenes, and the average number of matches tried before successful verification

were recorded after trying several random ordermgs of the list of groups and features

within groups. These results are shown in Table 84. The number of matches explored

by the recognition system for finding seven corresponding comer features using line

groupIng-based selection within color-selected regions ae listed in Column 11 of this

table. The estimated number of matches without selection are also shown in Column

9 of this table for comparison. rom this we see that using a combination of all three

cues reduces the search even further. In interpreting the number of matches with

selection using a combination of cues in this table, we must note that this represents

the average search over a set of data and model feature orderings some of which

are unfavorable. A better indication would perhaps have been given by the average

number of detailed verification done which is typically low (z-, 300-600)
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(a) (b) (C) (d) (e)

M

(.h)

i

(g)

(i)

Figuie 8.8: Illustration of attentional selection using all three cues of color, texture,

and line groups. (a)-(b) 'Two views of an object used as a model. (c) The color

regions extracted to constitute the color description of th e model of (a). (d) The

color RAG of the model used for color- based selection. (e) An extract of the model

view shown in (a) used for building model texture description. (f A scene in which

the model object occurs. (g)- (h) The result of selection usin the individual 'cues9
of color and texture. (i) Spatially overlapping regions selected based on color and

texture.
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Figure 89: Blustration of recognition within the regions selected by the attention mechanism using all the
three cues of color, tezture and line groups. (a) The primary view of the model object -showing corner n
circles) and line features. (b) An edge image of a scene showing corner (again in circles) and line segments.

The model object and the scene are those depicted in Figure 8.8 (c) Parallel-line groups retained in the model
description.(d) The edges in the selected region of Figure 8.8i within which the occurrence of matching line
groups was noted. (e) The line groups that matched to one or more of the model line groups of (c). (f - (g)

A set of matching image and model line groups The corresponding corner features that were declared to be
a match using interpretation tree search in the matching -stage of the recognition ytem are shown in circles.
(h) The model object projected into the mage uing the alignment transform computed from the set of matched
features shown in (f) and (g). The projected view was ver�fled to be correct by the ver�flcation stage of the
recognition system.
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S.No M N M. Mg Avg. ki Avg. Avg. Num. Matches

p er group I Mi nj No Selection Estimated Explored

1 114 484 8 3 8 9 2 3 1.55 x 1011 1.04 x 10" 1.39 x 103

2. 114 580 112 8 10 2 3 5.52 x 1033 1.43 x 1011 2.23 x 102

3. 114 1401 105 8 6 2 2 2.65 X 1036 1.81 x 109 4.32 x 103

4. 96 580 108 3 10 3 2 1.66 x 10 33 7.55 x 109 3.31 x 10'

5. 96 1401 101 3 13 3 2 7.96 x 1035 1.66 x 1010 3.45 x 103

6. 96 256 71 3 8 3 3 5.41 1030 6.61 x 1010 2.43 x 103

7. 138 392 67 5 10 3 4 1.35 x 1033 4.47 x 10" 1.45 x 104
A J

Table 84: Estimated and actual search reduction during recognition with attentional

selection using all three cues color, texture and parallel-line groups. Here MN

are the corner features in model and image, and M, Z's the number of features in the

e9'on selected using all the three cues.

8.2.6 Nature of search reduction using a combination of cues

Using progressively more information about the object, we should expect to do better

at localizing the object and hence avoid considering large portions of the scene. This

is borne out to some extent in the experiments described above. Using one of the

cues alone such as color, we saw that the search reduction was comparatively smaller.

This was mainly due to the fact that even though the model object is likely to be

among the selected re 'ons, it may not be discovered in the highest-ranked selected

region. Results from texture-based selection, on the other hand, indicated that the

search was still considerable because texture regions tend to have more edge features.

When groups are formed from these features as was done in line grouping, we see

that the performance improves considerably. Using all three cues thus improved

the search performance even more. But is the search necessarily smaller when a

combination of all three cues are used? If the best-r ed region using a subset of

the cues contains the object (or a portion of it) and is also present in the best-r ed

region using a combination of all three cues, then there may be an increase in the

number of matches (when compared to using a subset of cues) due to the additional

Results244
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features in the region selected using the combination of cues.

8.2.7 False positives and negatives using attentional selection

So far, we saw that attentional selection using one or more cues does improve the

performance of the recognition system in terms of the number of matches to be

explored. We now investigate the chance of additional false positives or negatives

made by the recognition system that can be attributed to the selection mechanism.

That is, we would like to knowif the recognition system using selection actually made

more mistakes terms of declaring an object present when it is not, and declaring an

object absent when 'it 'is in fact present in the given scene. One way to do this would

be to run the recognition system on sample scenes, and record the number of cases of

false positives or negatives that occur using the selection mechanism that would not

have occurred when the recognition system was run without this mechanism. For

the complex scenes on which the integrated recognition system was tested, it was

not possible to run it without selection in any reasonable amount of time to record

such false positives and negatives. We analyze here instead, the possible cause of

such occurrences and argue that the chance of making a false positive or negative

due to selection is rare in practice.

A recognition system that makes false positives using selection would also have

done so without it, because features in the selected region would also have been

ex ed for finding matches . If the selection mechanism merely r ed a regions

rather than selecting only a few of them, then the recognition system would not e

additional false negatives either. If, however, only a few best matching regions are

given as a result of selection, then false negatives could occur in two cases: (1) when

the selection mechanism either gives no region at all or the given region is completely

off the mark, i.e. indicates the object at a wrong location, and 2) when the selected

region does contain the model object, but not in the way iplied by the selection

3This assumes that the recognition system looks for all instances of an object in a scene and does

not stop when once an Mstance of the ob'ect i found.
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mechanism, i.e., the correspondence using color regions or line groups implied by the

selection mechanism is incorrect.

The selection mechanism fails to locate the object in cases of severe occlusions

or pose and scale changes that are beyond the bounds tolerated in the individual

selection based on color, texture, and line groups. For example, when the current

view of the object in the scene cannot be captured as part of the gven model color

view, or in cases of severe occlusions, the subgraph matching algorithm in color-

based selection may fail to identify the region contai =g the object. Shrnilarly,

for objects whose texture information cannot be described by an AR model, then

texture-based selection using the method of LP spectrum may not yield a correct

match. Also, for pose and scale changes that are beyond the bounds tolerate in

the model escription, the overlapping window analysis will fail to capture a region

cont ' ' 9 only the model texture and hence fail to locate the object correctly.

Finally, when the changes undergone by the object in its current instance in the mage

are such that 'its parallel-line groups are no longer spaced within the bounds allowed,

or when excessive splitting of the groups occurs dring model-driven gouping, then

again selection may fail to locate the object correctly. The latter case can happen

when the nearby objects present istracting features that have the same orientation

as the model line groups.

The second case of false negatives occur when the object is correctly loc ed

but the internal correspondences iplied by the selection mechanism are incorrect.

This can happen in color-based selection, for example, when the color description

of the object has several identical colored-regions, and the spatial ajacency con-

straints are not sufficient to resolve between two mtching subgraphs that assign

an image color region to different model regions of ientical color. Fgure 810a

shows a hypothetical model color region arrangement and the associated color RAG

is shown in Figure 8.10b. A collection of regions in a hypothetical scene that con-

tained the model regions but a different pose is indicated in Figure 8.10c. Two

subgraphs that match the two regions differently and yet satisfy the same RAG are

shown in Figure 8.10d and e. A recognition system that uses the wrong assignment
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such as the correspondence implied by Figure 810e may again make a false negative

identification.

8.3 Conclusions

In this chapter we have shown the use of attentional selection object recognition.

The comb' g of cues had led to a powerful way of ordering the regions in an finage

in terms of their likelihood of co g from the model object. Further, using the

information derived from such a selection in generating the possible matches during

recognition and during verification, we saw that the number of matches to be explored

in practice, reduces considerably. Since the worst-case complexity is not affected by

the selection mechanism, there could still be some cases of data orderings that may

cause the recognition system to take a very long time to reco e an object, but

these results say that the average performance is 'unproved a great deal using the

selection mechanism. Finally, we argued that this search reduction using selection

can still be obtained without much increase in the chance of false positives and

negatives.
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Figure 8.10: (a) A hypothetical set of color regions on a model object. (b) Their color

RAG descri tion. (c A hypothetical arrangement of color regions in an image. (d)-

(e) Two subgraphs showing different airings of model and image color regions that

satisfy the model RAG of (a).



Chapter 9

'onc usions

In this thesis we have attempted to provide a framework for addressing selection,

one of the key problems in object recognition, using the concept of visual atten-

tion. Specifically, two modes of attentional behavior were identified as appropriate

paradigms for data and model-driven selection. In this framework, data-driven se-

lection is achieved by selecting regions in a scene that are salient in some feature,

i.e., attract our attention, while model-dri'ven selection is achieved by paying atten-

tion to the features on the model object. To indicate how this can be achieved, a

computational model of attentional selection was proposed. A restricted implemen-

tation of the model led to new ways of perfor g data and model-driven selection

in recognition using the cues of color, texture, and parallel-line groups and their

combination. The thesis also evaluated the attentional selection model by integrat-

ing with a recognition system and conducted studies to record any improvement in

performance. These studies showed that using attentional selection, the search for

matching features can be reduced considerably without causing additional false pos-

itives and negatives. Also, by combining cues as done in the selection mechanism, it

was found that objects can be recognized even under very cluttered conditions such

as in the scene of Figure 84. This demonstrated the use ess of such a selection

mechanism for object recognition.
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Some of the new ideas developed in this thesis include the concept of perceptual

categorization of color spaces to provide a relatively stable specification of color for

the extraction of color regions and for locating colored objects, and the interpreta-

tion of geometric changes to textures on objects in the domain of signal processing.

Some of the specific results obtained during the processing of cues include the result

that a linear transformation of texture manifests as an inverse linear transforma-

tion of the linear prediction spectrum, the derivation of a set of conditions under

which overlapping window analysis can capture a region contai =g only the model

texture irrespective of 'its location a scene, the result that grouping using the

closely-spaced parallelism constraint generates a linear number of small-sized and

reliable groups without causing any additional false negatives, and the result that

the spacing between parallel lines can only decrease under orthographic projection

and orientation changes that don't involve a change in scale.

The above results formed the basis of data and model-driven selection using

each of the three cues. Data-driven selection was achieved using all these cues

by developing saliency measures for capturing the distinctiveness and reliability of

regions extracted using the respective cues. Model-driven selection was performed

differently for each cue but again had a common theme of having a model description

based on a cue and a strategy for locating the object based on this description. In

each of these approaches, however, selection was achieved at the cost of making some

assumption about the maging conditions, especially, regarding the scale changes

allowed. An extended implementation of the attentional selection model using other

cues could deal, perhaps, with the issue of scale.

Since selection was meant to be a pre-processing step for recognition, there was

an effort throughout to keep the algorithms for performing selection simple as seen in

the linear tme algorithms for color region segmentation and line group generation.

The integration of attentional selection with a recognition system showed the

importance of having a richer description of the model object. That is, describing

the model object in terms of its color, texture regions and line groups can not only

help in roughly locating the object but can also be useful information to be associated
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with the actual data features used for recognition.

The integrated recognition system developed in the thesis used the regions se-

lected in the pay-attention mode of the attentional selection model. The regions

selected in the attract-attention mode of the model can also be useful. As they are

fairly large regions containing many features, they could be useful for indexing Mto

a library of models 27]. Thus saliency-driven selection presented in this thesis could

lead to new ways of organizing information about the objects in a model library for

indexing, ing it an appropriate topic for future investigation. Also, the atten-

tional. selection model suggested here is fairly generic so that it could possibly be

used for other tasks that do not necessarily involve recognition. Thus using this se-

lection mechanism, a robot navigating in an unfamiliar environment can be designed

to quickly notice some distinguishing feature in a scene and react, another topic

for future consideration. Finally, the individual modules of the selection mechanism

themselves such as the color and texture segmentation algorithms can be utilized in

other visual tasks that require the extraction of such regions.

Although models of attention have been proposed before, the computational

model of attentional selection proposed this thesis differs from these in being

backed by an implementation that can actually demonstrate such attentional selec-

tion, and in addressing the question of evaluation of such a model. The evaluation

was, however, done only for the pay-attention mode. Although the iplementation

of the attract-attention mode tried to capture some of the often-noticed features

of regions, the weighting functions used for recording their saliency seem rather ad

hoc. A less ad hoc method would have been to develop such functions using care y

designed psychophysical experiments. Perhaps, the realization of the role of various

attributes of regions determining their saliency 'is what is important in this work.

Better saliency measures if designed in future can still be consistent with the archi-

tecture for information flow suggested in the model by serving as different strategies

for driving the selection filters of the model. Finally, it win be interesting to see if

the three-stage processing namely, feature detection, individual saliency computa-

tion, and overall saliency detection suggested in tis and other computational model
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of attentional selection will bear out in physiological studies of the future.
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'o or a e oriza ion

X erinien s

In this appendix we describe the psychophysical experiments done to derive the color

categories. The of these experiments was to record the perceptual judgements of

colors in different regions of the color space by a systematic exploration of the color

space. For this, the hue-saturation-value representation of color space was used. As

shown in Figure A.1, the entire spectrum of computer recordable colors 2 24 colors)

was quantized into 7200 bins corresponding to a degree resolution in hue, and 0

levels of quantization of saturation and intensity values. In order to scan the color

space systematically, the colors in bins were observed starting with the bins of red

hue and going around the color space back to the red hue again. The display set

up involved a 24-bit high resolution monitor with appropriate monitor calibration

to observe the colors in dark room conditions wth a viewmg distance of

2 feet. Uniform color samples (mondrians) of size 64 x 64, corresponding to the

hue-saturation-and brightness value in each bm were isplayed on the screen. The

set of mondrians displayed on the screen varied in purity vertically, and intensity

horizontally, while the hue was kept constant. For each hue the colors 'initially

displayed had a resolution of 02 in brightness and saturation. Four subjects were
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the quantization of the hsv-color-space. (a) hsv-color

model. (b) a cell of the quantized color space using the categorization data shown in

Table 3 .

tested individually and were supplied with a chart that showed the gradations

brightness and purity varying in a manner that corresponded to the color spectrum

shown on the display. Each subject was then asked to group the color samples

displayed on the screen into perceptually uniform color groups and mark the result

on the chart provided, so that the end result was a segmentation of the chart into

perceptually uniform colored groups. The presence of a boundary was taken to mark

a change in color category. To precisely locate this boundary, the color samples

around the boundary were redisplayed with a finer resolution (of 0.1) in brightness

and saturation. Before assigning a new category label each group is compared with

groups of previous hue by displaying the colors the previous group along with

a given group and asking the subject to judge if this group could be merged with

the previous hue groups. The observation of successive mondrians was done with

a 10 minute intervals in between to remove after-effects of the previous display.

The mondrians displayed were sufficiently apart on the screen to keep the effects

of simultaneous contrast s . By averaging out the differences in the responses

between subjects, we found about 220 different color categories were sufficient to

describe the color space. The color category information was then smmarized in a

color-look-up table.
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B.1 Choosing 'Weighting Functions for Color Saliency

We describe here experiments done to arrive at the choice of weighting functions

for absolute and relative size factors that contribute to the saliency of color regions.

The general strategy was to record the distribution of regions declared distinctive

by observers as a fimction of the absolute and relative sizes. The exact form of

the weighting functions was, then derived by approximating the resulting curves by

smooth logarit c fimctions. The rationale behind this strategy was that weighting

functions derived from such curves can help emphasize regions in natural scenes that

would also be perhaps noticed by observers looking at an image of the same scene.

The experiments performed to arrive at such distributions are described below.

Mondrians of colored regions of random shapes were displayed on a screen in a

darkened room and observers seated at a distance of two feet from the screen were

asked to point to a region they found most istinctive in the display. The dark room

conditions removed the effects of illumination artifacts (such as specularities and

inter-reflections). The colors and areas of the regions in the mondrians were varied
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to generate a set of test mondrians. Figure 35 of Chapter 3 shows sample mondrians.

The regions in a mondrian iage of dimensions M x N were generated by choosing a

horizontal extent Mi for each row i that varied randomly between and N. As many

regions as could fit in the chosen dimensions were generated using the above method.

The number of regions, therefore, varied among mondrians. But this method ensured

a good distribution of regions of different sizes among the mondrians. By randomly

varying the colors of the regions of a given mondrian a different arrangement of

color regions could be easily obtained.

Each mondrian was observed by five subjects for a duration of 30 seconds. Suc-

cessive displays for a subject were spaced at least minutes apart. Each subject was

tested on about 600 mondrians over a period of three months. The distinctive regions

chosen by subjects varied sometimes in a given display. The distinctiveness of a re-

gion was indicated bysimply pointing to that region. No control of the fixation point

was done, nor were the eye movements recorded. Thus we could not be sure whether

the regions were pre-attentively perceived. The aim of these infor experiments

was to record some general properties of such distinctive regions. The areas of the

regions were divided into 20 bins of range 0.05% of the image size. The number of

distinctive regions chosen by subjects across the displays that had an absolute size

In each range was noted and a histogram plotted. Logarit C ctions were fit to

the histogram over the smoothly varying portions to obtain the weighting function

for absolute size mentioned equation 311 of Chapter 3 and repeated below:

In(1-n) < n < ticl
- -C2n t < n < 2

f3(n) 32 - C31n(l - n t2) t < n< t3 (B.1)
33e- c4(n-t3) t < n t4

0 t < n < .0

where t, 0-1, t = 04, t = 05, t4 O.T5, s = 08, S2 1-0, S = O.T, S4 = 10-3
In(I-ti) In(I-&I (82-83) In!Land cl = and n = size ofSI )C2 ti C3 In(1+t2 -4) 4

region R r(R).

Studies on the effect of the se of a region on its conspicuity were done earlier
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[47], typically by displaying a bright circle of increasing diameter against a dark

background of randomly distributed bright circles, and performing some careful psy-

chophysical experiments for estimating the vsual conspicuity area. Our experiments,

though informal, were performed on displays that reflected regions finages. of nat-

ural scenes as they were aowed to be of arbitrary shapes and were contiguously

placed as in a natural scene.

A way of obtaining the best neighbor for each color region in an image was

indicated in Chapter 3 This was used to obtain the best neighbor for each distinctive

region chosen by subjects. A histogram of the number of distinctive regions with

a given relative size was smilarly plotted. Smoothly varying logarit c function

was again chosen to approximate this histogram to 'ven the weighting function for
12nrelative size mentioned in Chapter 3 as f(n = - e-

B.2 Experiments for Choosing the 'Weighting Func-

tions for Texture Saliency

The experiments performed to obtain the weighting functions for texture saliency

were s ar to those for color saliency. Thus here again, properties of distinctive re-

gions chosen by subjects were recorded. The difference lay in the displays generated

and the properties studied. Mosaics of textured regions consisting of several cloth

textures (Figure 425), and textures from the Brodatz abum [16](Figure 4.26)were

generated. The experimental set up was similar to the one for recording color saliency

in mondrians and here again subjects were asked to point to distinctive regions. Then

the analysis of the various texture regions was done as described in Section 43.1.

Since we generated mosaics of textures with well-defined boundaries, no texture seg-

mentation was attempted. Instead the four binary maps were generated for each of

the mosaics and the dark and bright regions inside each texture region were sepa-

rately analyzed. The number, area, shape and istribution of holes the distinctive

texture regions chosen by subjects were noted. Histogram of their values were plot-

ted and smooth logarit c. functions were again fit to the resulting curves to obt 
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the weighting fimctions for shape and distribution of holes mentioned in Chapter 4.
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